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Abstmct 

The following is a Master of Social Work thesis that examines how single workïng 

mothers of pre-school children balance worWfamily roles. Seven women volunteered to 

participate in a single semi-structured interview. A qualitative research method, in particular the 

mode of analysis for grounded theory, was chosen in order to explore how participants used a 

variety of strategies to integrate roles. 

The literature review discusses how social policy and the traditional distinction between 

work and family roles have conuibuted to an emphasis on the pnvate responsibility for carkg. 

The eco-systernic perspective is utilized as a theoretical fiamework in order to descnie how 

individual interaction with the environment is aimed toward problem solving and achieving 

mastery. 

The use of analytic tools from grounded theory allows the researcher to relay the 

experiences of participants as a process of organizing and delegating care giving and of acquirhg 

support as a worker and as a parent. Using the same tools, this experience is integrated into a 

discussion on individuai functioning, progressive social policies and supportive workplace policies 

and benefits. 

The thesis concludes with recommendations for structural change in both the workplace 

and in govemrnent policies. Employers cm acknowledge the interrelationship between worW 

family roles by implementing formalized policies in such areas as scheduling and faMly related 

leave. Govemment policies can support the role of care giving by facilitating more atfordable and 

flexible chiid care options. Support for this role can also be achieved by enhancing income 

transfers such as the Canada Chiid Tax Benefit (CCTB) and by reducing pressure on single 

working mothers to accept low income jobs. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 

i)Rationale 

This thesis consists of a qualitative study which examines the needs of the working single 

parent of children under the age of six years old (preschool). The intent of the study is twofold. 

First, what are the needs of these parents and what are the resources they requüe in order to 

parent adequately? Secondly, how can the workplace be modified or changed in order to support 

the parenting role? The eco-systernic perspective is used as a theoretical guide while a modified 

grounded theory approach forms the basis of the research design. 

The decision to choose single working parents as a thesis topic occurred &er the 

researcher becarne aware of goverrunent policy initiatives airned toward addressing the problem of 

single parents and unemployment. In 1996, the govemment of Manitoba implemented a program 

cailed Taking Charge in order to assist many of the 13,000 single parents who rely on social 

assistance. The existence of such an initiative underlines the importance of aiding the single parent 

population (Winnipeg Free Press, 1995, 1999). The fact that close to 50% of al1 single parents 

require some level of social assistance underscores the need for such prograrns (Statistics Canada, 

1992). 

The review of the Iiterature exposed the researcher to the manner in which work/ family 

conflia can affect both single and married parents. In their review of the literahlre on w o r k l f ~ l y  

issues, Menaghan and Parce1 (1990) surmised that the ernployrnent experiences of parents can be 

expected to affect their well being, the interaction patterns in theu faMlies and the developrnent 

of 



their children. As the researcher, 1 learned that while ali worlang parents experience signifiant 

demands around work and fimily üfe, single parents appear to be especially affected. Lero and 

Brockman (1993) found that single parents must cope with greater physicai demands on theu t h e  

and energy. "They face serious challenges managing work and fvnily responsibilities and 

coordinating the practical demands associated with multiple roles" (p104). Single parents were 

found to experience more tension on a daily basis as a result ofjuggling work, family, and child 

care responsibüities. On fictors related to work schedule, child care arrangements and the 

logistics of balancing work and farnily life, single mothers reported on a scale of 1-10, a 4.8 level 

of tension compared to 4.2 for married mothers. Mitchelson (1985) found that employed single 

parents worried more about the time they spend with children than their married counterparts. 

The 1988 National Child Care Study (NCCS) is an excellent source of data on farnilies 

across Canada. The study was a collaborative project involving academics across Canada as weli 

as Statistics Canada. The sample consisted of 24,155 families. The survey aimed at gathering 

information on not only parent child care needs, use patterns, and preferences but also on their 

work involvement and farnily characteristics (Lero and Brochan, 1993). 

The NCCS illuminates the disparities between single mothers and their single father 

counterparts. It supports the premise that single mothers face more econornic and vocational 

constraints than opporninities. In 1987, the income for single fathers was almost $13,000 a year 

more than for single mothers. Eighty one percent of single fathers were employed compared to 

52% of single mothers. Single mothen were more likely to be parenting small children and less 

likely to be enrolled in an educational institution (Lero Br Brockman, 1993). 

Lero Br Brockman (1993) say that the NCCS demonstrates that the care of young children 



(0-5 years old) influences whether a parent is employed or enrolled as a serious student in an 

educationd institution. They say the economic health of a family depends on the ability of a parent 

to eam sufficient income or to  continue o r  complete her education. Single mothers are h s t r a t ed  

in their attempts to accomplish these activities by the need to  manage t h e  and resources and to  

arrange fùnding child care. 

Studies Like the NCCS provide statistically vdid data on the reahy of single mothers but 

tirnited in their capacity to explain how theu lives unfold. In a quantitative study of single 

employed mothers by Goldberg et als. (1990) an attempt was made to correlate employmait 

variables such as work absorption and number o f  hours worked with family variables such as 

social support. Such studies aid our understanding o f  the importance placed on certain factors in 

the work and family domains. However, they are limited in their capacity to shed light on  the 

cornplex relat ionshi p between these domains. 

In the quest for a suitable research design in which to study single working parents, the 

researcher became more familiar with the area of  qualitative research. A qualitative research 

approach provides the fiexibility to allow parents to  identifjr their needs as parents in some depth. 

Rather than narrowing the scope of the study to a number of set variables and then attempting to 

draw a relationship between them, a qualitative design permits us to identifjr issues and to  

elaborate on them. 

The need ta  constnict a study that permits elaboration on both family and work Me 

b e r n e  more clear to the researcher as he examined the literature- Such elaboration is necessary 

in order to address the complex interdependence between the work and family dornains. 

Traditionally, work and family have been viewed as two separate worlds. The historic 



geographical separation has evolved to include conceptual and psychological boundaria between 

work and f d l y  life (Piotrkowski, 1979) (Duxbury et al, 1991). Although there is a complex 

interdependence, viewing them separately has obscured this relationship. Piotrkowski (1979) 

noted that parents were more likely to report f d l y  related stress than work related stress 

because the latter is considered a natural part of that environment. 

This study looks beyond the traditional distinction between work and family Life and 

toward an alternative view that draws connections between them. Piotrkowski (1979) says this 

relationship can be positive, neutral or in opposition. In order to uncover these connections, a 

qualitative methodology is used to explore how the working role a£Xects family life. Such an 

approach provides the flexibility to determine what is important to parents and what is necessary 

to support the parenting role. The connection between work and family life wiU not become 

apparent udeu we examine parenting needs in depth and are able to relate them to the worlcing 

role. For exarnple, a parent may not consider an understanding and supportive supervisor as 

important to them until they have had the opportunity to explore how work affects their care 

giving. 

A qualitative study can allow us to understand how work can both enhance and detract 

from family life. Echenrode and Gore (1990) Say distress caused by working conditions can result 

in fatigue, depression, anxiety and distraction. It can affect a parent's emotional and physical 

availability to her children. At the same time, work can complement the parenting role through a 

process of enrichment (Katy, 1990). Work provides not only a social outlet to parents but can 

also provide economic well being, structure, identity and status. A qualitative approach has the 

capacity to unwver the paradoXical relationship between working and parenting by gihg the 



respondent the opportunity to identify how work c m  positively and negatively affiect faMly life. 

The use of a qualitative design is helpful when examining concepts that are difncult to 

meantre according to the d e s  of quantitative methodologies. How a parent defines the 

interpersonal relationship with her child is individual. The use of quantitative mesures such as 

Likert scales are limited in helping us understand these relationships. When exploring the 

emotionai life of families, for instance, the researcher was interested in knowing about the 

interpersonal relationships between parents and theu children and how the fiunily achieves identity 

and intirnacy (Piotrkowski, 1979). 

The mothers in the study achieved an identity and intimacy in a number of ways. 

Each sees herself as someone who has to ensure that other care givers are meeting her child's 

need for safety and stimulation. She also sees herseff as someone who must adapt according to 

conditions and who must somehow manage between two often incompatible roles. The mother 

gauges intimacy by the arnount of quality time she is able to spend with her child. She also views 

intimacy in terms of her innate understanding of her child as an individual. 

The researcher's interest in workplace policies and benefits developed as he read about 

efforts to implement such policies in workpiaces in Canada and United States. While there is more 

recognition of the need to support parents in the workplace now, questions remain regarding the 

nature of such support and the extent to which employers shoutd go to provide it. A number of 

authors attribute the hesitancy of companies to implernent faMly responsive policies to the 

traditional organizational culture that promotes the separation of work and family (Auerbach, 

1990; Covin & Brush, 1993; Paris, 1990). This viewpoint is held not only by emptoyers but by 

employees as well. 



While employers can support their employees as parents in a number of ways, many 

initiatives have fallen short in reaching their objective to meet certain needs of employed parents. 

The research questions in this study are designed to not only identfi these needs but also to 

explore how parents believe they can be met. This is accomplished by asking how supportive their 

employers are currently and how they envision them being more supportive. The final question 

explores how beneficial parents find certain workplace policies and benefits. 

The study explores the nature of the instrumental and psychological tasks of  the parenting 

role. The mothers reported how they managed the instrumental aspect of care giving such as 

household management. Managing was accomplished by prioritizing and by handling finances and 

time effectively. Another instrumental aspect of care entails providing adequate supervision of 

children as well as physical care. The mothers managed this task by delegating care to those 

people they detennined to be competent. They also negotiated and demanded time nom 

employers in order to provide instrumental care. The psychological task of care giving requires 

that mothers be emotionally available and responsive to their children's developmental needs. 

Asking mothers to identiw the instrumental and psychological tasks of parenting allows us 

to place the parenting role in the proper context for the discussion ofworkplace policies and 

benefits. Paris (1990) says the majority of workers do not consider their employers as having a 

responsibility to provide farnily responsive workplace policies and benefits. According to Covin & 

Brush (1983) there is a corporate culture in North America that cultivates such attitudes. The 

questions in this study are intended to flow fiom the perspective of the parent's needs and how 

the parents see these needs being met. The parent will be able to respond to the question about 

the existence of certain policies and benefits in the contua of whether it is what they require in 



order to perform parenting tasks- 

The researcher attempted, in the analysis, to examine not ody the tasks and needs of 

mothers but also the role of mothering. This involves exarnining the manner in which caring 

shapes wornen's opportunities and has significant consequences for them (Baines et al, 1998). The 

role of d n g  has traditionally been considered a private responsibility and has been underdued 

in tenns of its importance in supporting and preparing productive members of society (Armstrong 

& Armstrong, 1992; Ferguson, 1998). 

The undervaluing of caring is reflected in both the workplace and in society in general. 

SingIe working mothers experience personal and economic consequences in fblfilling the caring 

role (Baines et al, 1992). The role often requires them to accept low paying positions and to forgo 

training and education in order to combine both care giving and employment- Those who attempt 

to maintain higher paid employment often must cope with unsupportive workplaces (Aldous, 

1990). 

The majonty of single working mothers live near the poverty line (Duxbury et al, 1991). 

This is cm be attributed in large part to inadequate income transfers. Low to modest income 

working families (families with an income ofless than $40,000 per year) saw almost no increase in 

actual income fiom 1984-1996 while families earning fiom %40,000-$60,000 saw an increase of 

almost $2000.00. The regressive taxation system and the Jack of cost of living increases can be 

blamed for this disparity. Low to modest income working families can expect an increase under 

the new Child Tax Benefit but this will occur at the expense of families on social assistance 

(Canadian Council on Social DeveIopment,CCSD, 1997). These same families are also subject to a 

daycare subsidy system that penalizes those whose income exceeds $25,000 (Lochead & Shalla, 



1996). 

AI1 seven of the mothers interviewed in this study fell into the low to modest income 

range. Four of the mothers earned less than $25,000 a year. They ail experienced significant 

hardship in managing work and family responsibilities. The Taking Charge initiative was designed 

to assist mothers in securing and maintaining employment by helping them integrate these 

responsibilities. The purpose was to coordinate existing childcare and training resources with 

employment opportunities (Wi ipeg  Free Press, 1994). Without more fùnding for child care and 

with fewer rniddle income jobs available, a program like Taking Charge serves mostly to keep 

working mothers in low income jobs. 

i)Contributions of this Research 

The intended outcome of answering the research questions are findings that reflect the 

work and family reality of a group of single working parents. These findings will contnbute to the 

Iiterature on workplace policies and benefits through their consideration of f h l y  and work 

interdependent. It does not follow that because there are usually geographical boundaries between 

home and work, there need be psychological and conceptual boundaries. The findings also go 

beyond the normative acceptance of current workplace and parenting realities, toward 

consideration of the potentiai of workplaces to support parents. This potentid encompasses 

changes in attitude toward both the relationship between work and family and the implementation 

of policies and benefits adaptable enough to accommodate the wide variety of parental needs and 

prionties. 

The findings in this study will be use&] to employers who see a need to implement more 

farnily responsive workplace policies and benefits. There is more recognition today than in the 



past of the value these kinds of policies have in aiding the maximization of profits (Wartwick & 

Cochran, 1985). Addressing the family needs of workers can sewe to aab i i i i  the workplace by 

reducing absenteeism and turnover (Fernandez, 1986). It can be seen as a cost- effkctive way to 

increase competitiveness (Paris, 1990). 

Employers who are struggling to find ways to implement policies and benefits wiU b e d t  

in a study that not ody identifies the requirements of parents but also searches for innovative 

ways to make the workplace supportive- In order to determine wtrether a given policy or benefit 

will meet parenting needs, it is important to determine what these needs are. For instance, a 

Winnipeg Company introduced an onsite daycare before detennining the chiidcare needs of their 

employees (Fenton-Smedts, 1996). Other employers have realized that offering a package of 

different benefits and allowing employees to choose fiom them " cafeteria style", is a way to 

provide for the wide variety of parental needs and priorities (Fernandez, 1986). 

ii) Research Questions 

During the data collection phase the researcher was interested in knowing what single 

working parents needed in order to effectively fblfill the parenting role. What did they see as the 

psychological and instrumental tasks of parenting? How did they accomplish these tasks and still 

perform the role of worker? Finally, what kind of supports and resources did they require as 

parents? 

The researcher wanted to explore the manner in which these parents viewed workplace 

policies and benefits. To what extent did they exist in their workplace? Were they helpful? What 

could be changed or implemented in order to make the workplace more supportive to them as 

parents? 



Finally, the researcher wanted to identie several typical workplace policies and benefits 

and explore whether these parents considered them to be desirable. The researcher descnbed nich 

benefits as childcare support, family related leave, flexible working hours and alternate work 

arrangements. Benefits were aiso defined as intangible employer supports such as ernpathy, 

understanding and non-discrimination. 

The data collection process resulted in seven working mothers coming forward to share 

their experiences. They taiked about their children and their workptaces and how they bdanced 

these responsibilities. When developing the research questions, the researcher did not seek 

feedback fiom members of the target population regarding the format. This resulted in the data 

unfolding in a manner not anticipated. 

The first research question atternpted to uncover what these mothers required in order to 

parent effectively. This involved asking for a description of the tash of parenting and the 

resources needed to accomplish these tasks. The researcher expected to hear responses about 

needs and resources that he would be able to neatly categorize. Instead he heard descriptions of 

needs and resources that were woven into a story about managing work and care giving. 

The mothen responded by descnbing th& children and their responsibilities. They talked 

about the many hardships of being a mother who is employed. In terms of needed resources, these 

mothers descnbed having limited tirne, physical and emotional energy, and finances. They 

answered the question by talking about the mothering rote and how they overcarne limited 

resources by using various strategies. 

The second question regarding the workplace yielded unexpected responses as well. The 

researcher expected the mothers to be able to analyse work by imagining hypothetical situations. 



Once again the mothers described their workplaces as they did their care giving, and gave atn 

account of the nature of theu role. They relayed positive things about work and also how work 

demands could compromise their capacity to care give. The mothers responded to the oAen 

incompatible demands of work and care giving by again utilking a vaciety of strategies. 

The mothers preferred to talk about the meaning work has for them and their fd l ies .  

Questions about their preference for certain workplace policies and benefits did not generate a 

great deal of discussion The mothers were quite entrenched in their reatities. Some mentioned 

how nice it would be to have a certain benefit or shorter work hours. Overall, they were quite 

pragrnatic about the potentiai of their workplaces to support them as parents. 

The manner in which the mothers responded to questions about work were unexpected 

but very insightful. It revealed the complexities in the relationship between work and family Iife. 

For instance, the researcher's focus on preferences for workplace policies and benefits shifted to 

the way in which rnothers make vocational choices and adapt to the workplace. Many established 

themselves vocationally by considering how it affected their role as a parent. Factors such as job 

secunty and status were regarded by one mother as just as important as flexible working hours 

and sick chiId care leave. 

The thesis is organized around a chapter on the findings and a chapter on the integration 

of the findings and the literature. The following literature review identifies the eco-systernic 

perspective as the major theoretical tiamework for the study. The thesis dso attempts to support 

the assumptions of the researcher with a review of the Iiterature. The methodology chapter 

discusses in-depth the qualitative research design as well as the process used in carrying out the 

research. The findings chapter is divided into three main categories: managing emotional well 



being, managing care giving and managing work Each category is prefaced and concluded with 

sections on properties and intervening conditions. The integration chapter attempts to synthesize 

the findings with the fiterature by using the same format as the findings section. The discussion 

chapter examines developments in the policy arena, reviews other studies and makes 

recommendations. 



Chapttr II 

Literature Review 

The following chapter begins with the major theoretical orientation ofthis study. Eco- 

systernic theory emphasizes the interconnection between the individual and the environment. The 

subsection on the individual dimension uses the eco-systernic perspective to descnibe the role of 

the individual functioning within the context of the environment. The subseaion on the structural 

dimension focuses on the researcher's interpretation of the forces acting upon the individual. 

These forces include the social policy context as well as the normative expectations around 

mo thering. 

i) Eco-Systemic Perspective 
The eco-systemic perspective (Eco-systems) provides a theoretical basis for a discussion 

of worWfamily issues. Drawing theory from the available literature is an important part of the 

development of theoretical sensitivity. Theoretical sensitivity, which is a grounded theory 

construct, refers to the capacity to give meaning to the data by separating the important fiom the 

unimportant. A theory can be used to stimulate theoretical sensitivity by providing concepts and 

relationships that can be checked against the actual data (Strauss & Corban, 1990). 

Meyers (1988) says the underlying position of the eco-systemic perspective is that the 

person is comected to other people as well as the social institutions, cultural forces and physical 

space that make up his or her environment. The perspective draws upon general systmis theory 

arid ecological theory. The emphasis is on the co~ectedness of the person to, and his or her 

relationship, with the environment. 

Eco-systernic theory was devised to act as a unifying perspective for social work practice. 



It is not a mode1 with prescriptions on how to handle individuai problems and does not subscni 

to a particular theory of personality. The perspective is primady a mode1 of assessrnent and 

therefore, can encompass any treatment model (Meyen, 1988). In the case of the following study, 

the model serves as a h e w o r k  for understanding the relationship between the w e  @ng and 

work roles. 

Compton and Galaway (1 989) say the eco-systemic perspective and the concept of role 

help us understand how the principles of syaems theory can be applied to r d  Life situations. 

Ecological systems theory provides a conceptuai tiamework that shifts the focus away fkom cause 

and effect relationships about the environment and person. Rather than trying to determine 

whether the environment affects the person or vice versa, it views the personlsituation as an 

interrelated whole in which each element is both cause and effect. An understanding of the 

dynamic interactions, transactions and organizational patterns, which are essentiai to the 

functioning of both the individual and the situation, is achieved when we study the whole system. 

Eco- systems theory strives to attain a full understanding of the complex interactions 

between the parent and al1 levels of social systems and the meaning the parent assigns to these 

interactions. Tn order to understand the exchange between work and family systems, it is 

important to examine the transactions, matches, oppominities and limitations of these systems 

(Compton & Galaway, 1989) (Piotrkowski, 1979). 

In order to understand how the work role can affect farnily life, we have chosen to view 

the farnily as a social system. According to Piotrkowski (1979) "this approach implies that a 

farnily cannot be understood merely as a collection of individuals. Rather, it is a social group, 

continuous in time, composed of interdependent roles and people who interact according to 



implicit rules of psychological and social interaction7' ( p4). In terms of work and the family, 

Piotrkowski (1 979) describes how the emotional subsyaem of the farnily interfaces with the 

subsystems of household work and extemal work. 

At the point of these inteflaces are the psychological and structural dimensions. The 

psychological dimension consists of both the positive and negative canyover of work It dso 

encompasses personal depletion and energy deficits. The structural dimension on the other hand, 

addresses the matter of t h e  and space. The structural and psychological dimensions are not 

mutually exclusive but are in faa  quite interdependent. The distinction is necessary because most 

work occurs outside the home and, therefore, time and space create obstacles for families who are 

attempting to achieve a desired closeness (Piotrkowski, 1979). 

Understanding work and family life in terms of psychologicai and structural factors dlows 

us to focus on the four processes of time, space, energy and psychological interference. Small and 

Riley (1990) Say these processes can interfere with the van-ous family roles. They ident* the role 

contexts of the parent-child relationship, work relationships, peer networks, marital relationship, 

leisure interests and home management. 

The processes of the psychological and structural dimensions can be described using the 

concept of role. According to Compton & Galaway, the concept of role is not only usefil in 

descnbing the interaction within the syaem, but also serves as a transacting or bndging concept 

between the individual and the larger social system to which they are linked. The literature on 

worWfamily issues contains numerous references to role interference and role overload (Pieck, 

1980) (Menaghan & Parcels, 1990). The relationship between the parent and the psychological 

and structural dimensions of work and farnily cm be understood by using these concepts. In this 



literature review, role overload and role interference will be refened to as w o r W f d y  contlict or 

inter-role conaict. 

The concept of role overload suggests that the activities of multiple roles are too 

nurnerous and incompatible to allow for the role to be carried out adequately or comfortably. 

Smdl and Riley (1990) talk about the amount of time spent at work and away fiom home and the 

amount of energy requued to fùlfill the work role. Role overload suggests that there are 

consequences for the occupant who mus  balance the demands of multiple roles. Duxbury et al 

(1992) Say individuals report having too many to tasks to handle comfortably. They will oRen fd 

physicaily and emotionally drained. They are likely to fiequent feel rushed in accomplishing 

necessary tasks. Overloaded individuals will aiso believe they do not have enough time for 

themselves. Pleck et al (1978) also talk about the mismatch between a parent's work schedule 

and routine family events. For example, a mismatch occurs when the parent has to miss an event 

that is important to the child. 

RoIe interference relates to how an individual perceives the work role as codicting with 

the family role. First, this can occur through psychological absorption where the parent becomes 

rnentally preoccupied with work concems while away fiom work. Second, the physical and 

psychological challenges of work can fatigue the individual, which leads to less available energy 

for non-work activities. Pleck et al (1978) refer to intederence as work spillover and say it 

involves physical or psychological consequences such as exhaustion, imtability or psychological 

preoccupation. Interference can result in an employee viewing work as a hindrance to effective 

parenting. It can also produce the attitude that farnily responsibilities negatively eEect work 

performance (Duxbury et al, 1992). 



Duxbriry et d(1992) i d e n t e  a nurnber of attitudes expressed by parents who believe the 

work role interferes with the family role. Parents express a longing to  do more activities with their 

children. They resent the amount of tirne their job keeps them away fkom their family. The 

preoccupation with work is seen as affiecting family lie. Finaliy, parents will view work as 

decreasing their energy level and altering their mood to  the extent they cannot fully participate in 

or  enjoy family life. 

The context of individual problem solving can be understood by using the eco-systemic 

perspective. The researcher focuses on how the innate adaptation and coping abilities of human 

beings allow them to combat overwhelming environmental stressors (Abrarns, 1983). The ew- 

systemic perspective aids Our understanding of  the adaptation process by providing a structure for 

envisioning the complex transactions between individuals and their environrnents. An important 

premise of this perspective is that people cannot be fülly understood except in relationship to their 

environment (Meyer, 1988). 

When one focuses on the individual in the problem solving process, it is possible to 

determine how reciaimed corn petence and increased integration can positively a e c t  interpersonal 

relations and roIe transactions. Furthermore, such a focus makes it possible to understand how a 

reciprocal relationship exists between the person and society. It also allows us to understand role 

requirements and expectations within a particular role system (Abrarns, 1983). 

The responsibility of parenting requires that the individual fülfill certain role requirements 

and expectations. The parent must fùnction as both a b r e a d w i ~ e r  and w e  giver. The parent dso 

forms part of a system cornprised of the rnother-child dyad surrounded by e ~ e m a l  systems. Since 

the focus of the study is on both care @ng and working rotes, single worlcing mothers as 



problem solving individuais and as family systerns. 

Abram's (1983) model o f  problem solving proves helpnil in understanding the context of 

individual responses t o  the environment. Aithough his approach was designed for use in individual 

casework practice, it c m  aisa serve as a framework for understanding the individual and smictural 

aspects of a problem. The essential elements of  the model differentiate the person fiom the 

problem, the place and the procas. The mode1 assumes that people are exposed at certain Urnes 

to powerfil stimuli and therefore have t o  undergo modifications in behavior and affect- It 

corresponds with eco-systemic perspective by viewing the person as recognizable to herself and 

others only in the context o f a  specific set of psychological-social frameworks that function within 

the boundanes of a given set of life circumstances and in transaction with given forces. While the 

model views the as a complete biopsychosocial system, it perceives only part of her as engaged in 

a problem solving event. 

The following is an adaptation of Abram's problem soiving modela The person or  the 

family identifies a problem as a situation that is present and uncornfortable. The problem can 

assume the form of a person to person relationship or  a person to task relationship. Traditionai 

casework focuses on the individual's need to develop skills or  acquire resources. Mullaly (1993) 

says problem identification fiom a stnictural standpoint focuses on how policies and n o m s  

influence individual problems. 

The place can be viewed as any person, organization or other entity that engages the 

individual in the problem solving process. Abrams (1983) exarnined how social agencies help 

adaptation by focusing on individuai change. From a stnictural perspective, the place can be 

viewed as requiring engagement on behalf of the individual. This study concentrates on the rofe 



government and organkations play in facilitating adaptation. 

Process is the continuous and dynamic context in which problem solving takes place. It 

dlows us to ident@ the parents' need for structural and personal resources. Accordmg to 

Abrams(1983), the process phase requires a clear identification of the problem dong with the 

expression and clarification of the emotions associated with it. Mer succeediig in detennining 

the nature of the problem, the next task is to clarifl the options available to solve it. 

This study vîews process as involving more than an individual's capacity to problem solve. 

Normative expectations around mothering play a role in adaption as does the manner in which 

caring is undervalued (Baines et al, 1998). That is, individuals, mostly women, are soaalized into 

assuming an inordinate amount of responsibility for caring without adequate compensation. This 

results in demands on time, energy and economic resources that cannot be ameliorated without 

structural changes. 

Ego psychology is a theory that addresses the innate human drive to master life 

experience. Although this theory focuses on ;~idIdüû! psyck and, therefore, does not confonn 

to the principles of eco-systems, it is useful in explaining individual motivation and reactions to 

the environment. Ego psychology is based on the assumption that humans are bom with an 

autonomous, conflict free ego that functions without unconscious confiict. The ego encompasses 

human perception, apprehension, cognition, anticipatory memory, impulse control, judgement and 

selection. The essential god of the ego is to cope with problematic deckions (Perlman, 1977). 

Perlman (1977) says problem solving is fundamental to human activity and that all üving 

beings are engaged in an ongoing struggle to adapt more effectively. He says " the person, 

through the use of ego fùnctions in daily conscious and unconscious decisions, imitates Lfe in 



doing or problem solving" @42). 

It is natural for people to extend themselves in the drive for effectiveness or mastery. Al1 

possess an unconstrained problem solving capacity which is found in the conflict fiee area of the 

ego. The ego consists of fùnctions such as perception, judgement, cognition, memory and choice. 

People are motivated by the expansion of the self and are restrïcted by negative life experiences, 

inadequate stimulation, lack of opportunity and self destmctiveness (Perlman, 1977Abrams, 

1983). 

The key to successfùl adaptation is to be able to understand the problem and to be actively 

engaged in solving it. People, either individually or collectively, can alter their own behaviors if 

their interpretation of the problem is valued and they possess a clear idea of what to do. This 

occurs by transacting with the environment and by continuously establishing the selfwithin the 

transactionai field- Therefore, the problem solving outcome is a product of the interaction 

between the parent and her specific reality. She defines herself through transactions with social 

realities and the performance oftasks (Abram, 1983). 

Adaptation occurs as a result of an imbalance within a system. If we consider the parent as 

part of a system and as interacting with other systems, problem solving capacity is enhanced when 

she possesses boundaries that are sufficiently permeable to allow for exchange with the 

environment. The nature of this exchange affects the balance of the variables within a given 

system- The presence of too little stimulation can result in entropy while too much stimulation can 

overextend the resources of the system. An equilibrium is achieved by leamïng to take in and give 

out energy and by leaming to change within acceptable limits. The ideai is for the system to be 

able to regenerate itself and move on to a higher Ievel of finctioning (Meyer, 1988). 



Eco-systernic theory considers the effed of the individual's adaptation on other parts of 

the environment. For instance, a parents attitude and behavior can have implications for other 

family members. Similarly, parents attempt to safeguard the family from being ovenuhelmed by 

influences, information, energy and experiences that m o t  be assimilated into their way of living 

(Meyer, 1 98 8). 

The inability to adapt occurs because problem solving capacities or  resources are 

maladaptive. It is a sign that the person needs materid or psychological help for the problem. The 

failure to cope with a problem can be attributed to a lack of motivation, capacity or  opportunity 

to solve the problem in appropriate ways. The inability to adapt is not caused by a weak ego, 

psycho pathology, intra psychic confiict or failure in the functioning of the individual, but as a 

deficit in problem solving means (Abrams, 1983)- 

Abram's (1983) eco-systemic problem solving mode1 focuses on individual interaction 

with the environment. The researcher found this perspective usetul when andyzing the responses 

of mothers to questions about their working and parenting. Although this perspective accounts for 

factors in the environrnent, there is a tendency to view adaptation in terms of the individual 

capacity to overcome obstacles. The influence of the environment is part of the equation but can 

be overlooked in terms of adaptation- The researcher defines problem solving as encompassing 

the the environment's capacity for change as well. This is important when examining how 

changes in structurai conditions can influence individual adaptation- 

Knowing the nature of individual fùnctioning allows us to understand how people relate to 

their environment. The researcher has adopted Abrams (1983) interpretation of the eco-systernic 

perspective by focussing on the intncate relationship between the problem, the person and the 



structural context (process) in which problem solving takes place. The penon is regarded as a 

social being who is onentated toward adapting to circumstances. 

i) Individuai dimension 

Human beings are actively engaged in coping with problems and with mastering their 

environment (Meyer, 1983). Perceptions and attitudes can shape the way people interpret theu 

needs and view demande. Perception is a complex event involving at least four seps: reception, 

registration, processing, and feedback (Reid and Sigurdson, 1990). Attitudes on the other hand, 

are socially constmcted ways of thinking (Collins, 1994). Individual attitudes are prone to change 

and are open to interpretation by others (Henerson et al., 1987). 

A discussion of individual perceptions and attitudes is a depamire from Our eco-systernic 

focus on the individual and the environment. An examination of perception and attitudes allows us 

to understand how problem formulation affects role transactions. It is important, therefore, to 

focus on how a parent identifies a problem and subsequently adopts a strategy to address it. 

A discussion of the cognitive domain compliments our discussion on the eco-systems 

perspective by exploring how people adapt. Systems theory addresses the nature of adaptation 

between systerns. It dlows us to determine the extent to which psychoIogical and matenal 

resources are needed in order for adaption to occur. Cognitive theory on the other hand, allows us 

to explore individual psychological resources and limitations in depth. Wright (1988) says ushg 

cognitive theory in relation to problem solving permits us to see how identifjing exarnining, 

testing and conecting cognitions and schemas can shed light on current emotional, behavioural, 

and coping difficulties. 



Wright (1988) descnies how the cognitive triad encompasses three cognitive patterns 

regarding the parents' view of themselves, their world, and their future. First, a negative view of 

self can lead to thoughts of inadequacy and a lack of confidence in one's ability to achieve success 

and happiness. 

A negative view of the environment results in thoughts of one's inability to overcome 

obstacles that stand in the way of goal achievement. Such people see the environment as making 

unrealistic demands upon them and see themselves as lacking suffifient problem solving skills. 

Finally, they believe that the current state will be unremitting and will continue into the future. 

Problems can be understood by developing insight into individual cognition. The individual 

monitors automatic thoughts and images for the presence of negative feelings. The presence of 

such feelings is a cue that the individual needs to closely examine hidher thought processes. The 

next stage is to draw a co~ec t ion  between those thoughts and feelings (Burns, 1980; Wright, 

1988). 

Drawing a co~ec t ion  involves testing cognition for accuracy. This requires a search for 

evidence of these thoughts and images being true. The individual attempts to determine ifthere is 

another way to look at the problem. If the thoughts are true, what are the realistic consequences 

of the problem and what are the disadvantages of having to repeat those negative thoughts? 

Finally, an attempt is made to de tedne  the kind of task that can be undertaken to address the 

problem (Wright, 1988). 

The task of overcoming an obstacle or stressor is often referred to as coping. Coping is 

similar to problem solving in that both represent the act of responding to environmental stimuli. 

The act of coping not only alludes to the response to stimuli but also to the impact of the stimuli, 



in particular the ernotional impact, on the individual. Stanton et al. (1992) use a d e  to i d e n t e  

ten ways in which coping can ocair. The most basic way is to practice confiontational wping by 

adopting an attitude of" standing ground and fighting" the stressor. Another method is to deny 

there is a stressor by distancing nom it and going on as if nothing happened. The maintenance of 

seifcontrol is the third way and it entails trying to contain the emotional impact of the stressor by 

not expressing feeling. The fourth way is to escape and avoid the stressfil event and hope that a 

miracle will resolve it. Seeking social support by talking to someone about felings is an e E d v e  

way to cope. Accepting responsibility for the manner in which the stressor is affecting the person 

is an initial step toward resolution. Practicing piamed problem solving by making a plan of action 

and following it is the next step. Finally, the act of positive reappraisal allows the individual to 

reappraise the effect of the stressor once she has successfilly dealt with it. 

Ellis (1983) says negative emotions are not caused by particular demands but by the way 

we feel about the demand. He devised the ABC Game as a method to assess perceptions. The "A" 

refers to the activating event such as the demand for housecleaning. 'B" alludes to beliefs, both 

rational and irrationai. A rational belief is that the parent's mother cleaned the house every Fnday 

and an irrational belief is that when the parent does not do the sarne, she is an irresponsible, 

negligent homernaker. The "C' stands for consequences and can denote feelings of goilt and 

sadness. 

The vast majority of lone parent households are headed by women who subsequently 

expenence opportunities, costs and consequences in this role. The experience is both positive and 

negative. It is positive in that it presents opportunities for mothers to have meaninal  

relationships and personal autonomy (Baines et al, 1991; Mitchelson, 1985). That is, the act of 



parenting can be a source offilfilment while the opportunity to manage a household without a 

partner can be a source of independence. Mitchelson (1985) also found single working mothers 

can develop an enhanced self image by being able to master multipie demands. 

According to Murdock (1983), single working mothers experience psycho-emotional 

consequences when fulnlling the role. They can experience an inord i t e  amount of loneliness, 

guilt, anger and dependency. Murdock's (1983) wumptions are based on a traditional view of a 

family as being comprised of two parents who can provide each other with emotional support as 

well as share the care of the children. The focus on psycho-emotional well being also places an 

emphasis on individual adaptation rather than on structurai change (Mulally, 1993). The focus on 

individual solutions to problems can also be attributed to the trend toward self help during the 

1980s and the 1990s. This trend has spawned many books and workshops on what individuals can 

do themselves to overcome problems. 

The practice of self care is considered an important strategy for individual adaptation. A 

healthy body can lead to a healthy mind. A holistic approach to health maintenance requires a 

recognition of the interaction between mind and body and an awareness of how emotional stress 

can take a physical toll on the body. Stress can be inflamed by Mestyle habits such as smoking and 

overeating and can be counterûalanced by exercise, sleep and healthy eating (Smith, 1979). 

The problem of loneliness can be addressed through acceptance and planning. Feelings of 

loneliness are natural unless they dominate an individual's life. Persistent and chronic loneliness 

can lead to emotional deterioration and physicai detenoration. Callahan (1979) recommends that 

single mothers should set flexible and realistic goals around organuing social contact and 

maintainhg emotional support. 



According to Murdock (1983), sin& mothers are susceptible to develophg age 

inappropnate parent-child dependency. This dependency is characterized by ui excessive need 

betw-een the child and parent for each other. Such a need can inhibit individual fhdioning at an 

age appropriate level and can deter the normal growth of the child away from parental 

dependence and toward the development of an individual social life and identity. Murdock (1983) 

asumes that mothers need to learn that it is not necessary to share al1 of theif child's emotional 

burdens. 

Anger is an emotion experienced by al1 people and can be difficult to deal with because we 

are generally discouraged fiom expressing it. Therefore, the appropriate expression of anger is 

considered liberating and therapeutic. People generally feel badly when they are angry and are 

socialized to believe that anger alienates and offends others. Anger can be interpreted as a ~ o m d  

feeling and a normal reaction to a stimulus. A common reaction to anger is to suppress it. is 

a tendency to deny feeling angry and to substitute it with more acceptable feelings like sadness or 

hurtfulness. Depression is sometimes defined as anger tum inward ( ~ l u g o k h s k  1977). 

The feeling of guilt is another common emotion expenenced by single parents. Many 

believe in the normative standard of the two parent household (Lero and Br~ckmaq 1992).The 

failure to achieve such a standard can, therefore, be viewed as detrimentai to the child. The feeling 

of guilt often occurs around time limitations and financial constraints. Guilt can be offset by 

accepting the reality of single parenthood and by not believing in the stereotype that children are 

adversely affected by single parenting (Noms & Miller, 1979). 

T h e  limitations can be viewed as structural and perceptual. This section is more focused 

on the perceptual and on how the parent determines her capacity to manager with limited tirne. 



The parent manages time more effectively by identieng the most important tasks of living such as 

those involving health, child supervision, self care, food and shelter. Her perception of time 

limitations can be lessened by leaniing to simpliQ tasks around areas such as shopping and 

laundry, by buying in bulk and wearing easy to maintain clothing (Osher, 1979). 

Parents who must rely on alternate a r e  in order to work often feel guilt and sadness 

around not being able to spend more tirne wi-th their children (Menaghan & Parcel, 1990). This is 

particularly the case for parents of chiIdren under the age of three years old. However, many no 

longer see organized child care as a necessary evil, but as an important part of the working parent 

role. The perception of day care is more positive when it is viewed as part of the family support 

system. Many parents see it as a supplement and not a substitute for parental care (Belsky, 1987). 

A focus on the psychological-emotional state of single working mothers does not account 

for the imbalance between the importance of caring and societies devaluation of it (Baines et al, 

1992; Mulally, 1993). Mullaly says the process of consciousness raising can lessen the impact a 

problem has on individuals by making thern aware of the problem's stxucniral dimensions. While 

this is an improvement over an individual focus, it still does not address the lack of shared 

responsibility and the distribution of resources for caring. 

ii) Interpersonal Dimension 

A supportive network is a universal need regardless of parenting status. The demands of 

care giving and the isolation that can result fiom single parenting, however, result in some parents 

having a greater reliance on a supportive network. Caplan (1996) defines social support as an 

enduring pattern of continuous or intermittent ties that play a significant part in maintainhg the 

psychological and physical integrity of the individual over time. Such support may be of a" 



continuous nature or  intermittent and short, and may be utilized tiom time t a  time by the 

individual in the event o f  an acute need o r  crisis" (Hobfoll and Stokes, 1988, p.498). 

A supportive network has been viewed as central to  the psychological well being of 

people. Being embedded in a social network and having the social reoources necessary to respond 

to  stressfil events has been shown to have a direct impact upon individual stress and a buffering 

effect on individual well-being (Tracy and Whittaker, 1990). 

The network supports and guides the single mother in making the d e  shift toward 

assuming primary daily responsibility for being an authoritative leader with her child. She needs 

help in sorting out a reasonable consistent style of home discipline that maintains a workable 

family equilibrium. The single mother looks to  her network for this guidance (Brassard, 1982,). 

Social support strengthens individual Nnctioning in three ways and can be differentiated 

from a social network. First, it provides information that leads an individual to believe that she is 

cared for and loved and is a valued member of a network of mutual obligation. A support network 

sends a message, through emotional expressions of empathy and encouragement, that the person 

is understood and is competent in a role. Second, a network can provide instrumental aid in the 

fom of concrete help that reduces the number of household and childcare tasks. Finally, it can 

offer informational support regarding child care or parenting. (Cochran, 1993). 

A individual's social network can be defined more broadly than social support. A social 

network is depicted as a specific set of linkages among defined persons. Social suppon is defined 

more narrowly and is generally seen in a positive manner and consisting of information around 

work and parenting, emotional support and material assistance. A social network, however, can 

be both positive and negative. For instance, it can be costly, lead to rejection and betrayal or 



foster dependence (Cochran, 1993). 

Social support exposes the parent to a number of important social processes. Al1 living 

beings require feedback in order to establish an identity. Support provides a parent with a smse of 

being able to master her environment and of being a loved and esteemed member of a social 

network. It also assimilates the parent into the mutual, reciprocal, give and take world of intimate 

sharing relations ( Stoesz, 1996). 

Social support facilitates coping with stressfiil situations. Stoesz (1996) describes how 

stressful situations follow a sequence and how various kinds of support corne into play. The crisis 

stage is followed by a greater need for emotional support. Following the crisis stage, there is a 

transition period that creates a reliance on cognitive suppon. M e r  the transition, there is a deficit 

period which necessitates the need for matend support. 

The above example illustrates how the sarne basic problern rnay evoke different supports 

as it moves through various stages and transformations. Jacobson (1986) says that the anticipation 

of a stressful event may require different kinds of support. As well, the timing of social support is 

critical- A parent with a very sick child may view help with household duties and childcare as 

initially more important than emotional support. 

The effectiveness and availability of social support will depend on its fit with the particular 

needs of the individual (Hobfoll and Stokes, 1988). Single working parents, in particular, can have 

more involved Iife schedules. They ofien have little time to nurture outside relationships because 

the daytime is spent at work while the evenings are spent with the children. The cost of childcare 

and a limited budget can also restrict social opportunities. Physical and emotional fatigue are 

other factors that can affect social contact (Murdock, 1983). 



Crochenberg (1988) states that there are four benefits derived fiorn social support. Fust, it 

can reduce the sheer number of stressfiil events-childcare, child rearing advice, financial 

assistance-that might otherwise accumulate. Second, support acts as a buffer in that it prevents 

the parent from becoming emotionally ovenvhelmed by r messful event Third, supporiive poople 

help parents develop coping strategies. Self confidence can be bolstered by a more experienced 

member whose suggestions can help improve skills. Positive feedback in the form of relevant 

information can enfiance a willingness to take positive initiatives and can therefore, help the parent 

overcorne the self doubt that is caused by inexperience. Fourth, ongoing emotional support and 

nurturance cm affirm the mother's sense of self as a person deseMng of care and capable of 

caring for someone else. This can promote an inclination to nurture others (Crochenberg, 1982). 

The nature of the relationship between social support and parental well being is difficult to 

assess. The benefits of social support are dependent partly on the attributes of the problem and the 

individual's orientation to using the resources of her network (Stoesz, 1996). The presence and 

availability of a social network does not necessarily mean it will be supportive. Cochran (1993) 

found that network size, proximity of membership or fkquency of contact were not associated 

with emotional well being. Instead, she found improved mother-child interaction occurred when 

mothers had a network of people who provided child care assistance and emotional support.. 

Researchers have studied the link between gender and social support. Hobfoll(1986) 

noted that women not only develop biologically differently than men, they are also socialized 

differently. As a result, they possess distinctive psychoiogical traits. Part of this distinction is that 

women care more about what occurs to those around them, and are more cornfortable about 

seeking help and caring for others. They develop intimate social networks in which social support 



takes place and as a result, become more interpersonally and socially siülled. While men are more 

group onented, women focus more on intimate, close dyadic ties (Hobfoll and Stokes, 1988). 

Studies have shown that diEerences exist in the degree to which women and men perceive 

and utilize support. Women report spending more time than men exchanging emotional support 

which is defined as a shan'ng of feelings and persona1 concern with others. Women also report 

more contact with family such as visits, phone calls and letters (Hobfoll and Stokes, 1988). 

Females were said to have larger social networks than men at~d reported greater perceived and 

actual support and greater satisfaction with their supports than men. Perceived social support is 

defined as the belief that, if the need arose, at least one person in the individual's circle of family, 

fnends and associates would be available (Hobfoll, 1986). 

Women tend to expenence different role demands than men in the family, workplace, and 

society in general. Hobfall(1986) identified two stressors that have confronted women. One is 

rapid change and the other is the addition of new roles. The world for women has changed 

markedly in the past 20 to 30 years and, subsequently, women are now working in almost every 

field at every level of expertise and authority. Women have entered a world away fiom home, a 

world that has traditionally been dominated by men. Changes have also occurred inside the home 

with the advent of the dual role of housewife and worker. 

iii) Structural Dimension 

The following discussion of structurai factors focuses on the environment in which single 

working rnothers firnction. They fûnction with conflicting demands deriving fiom work and famiIy 

and within a context that does not account for the value of reproductive labour (Armstrong & 

Armstrong, 1990). Knowing their environment allows us to understand their adaptive responses. 



It aids us in detetmining the continuous and dynamic context in which problem solving takes 

place. 

The transactions of single working mothers with their environment are greatly affecteci by 

the manner in which society defines and responds to caring. Caring is defined by Baines et ai. 

(1998) "as the mental, emotional and physical effort in looking afler, responding to, and 

supporting others" (p. 11). Women predominately fulfill this role. Because caring involves 

emotional and mental effort and is considered naturai for women, it is IargeIy invisible. The costs 

and benefits of caring are not factored into current definitions of labour, leisure and parenting 

(Pascal, 1986). That is, the full extent to which caring consumes the economic, physical, mental 

and emotional resources of a segment of the population is not recognized. This lack of 

recognition is coupled with the reai importance of caring in producing productive members of 

society (Ferguson, 1998). 

The concept of caring traditionally has been narrowly defined. Feminists view caring not 

ody in terms of personal attachments but also in terms of power and economic relationships. 

(Baines et al, 1998). Mullaly (1993) says the feminist perspective regards the family as a social 

institution dong with other institutions such as the market place and the welfare state. 

The undervaluing of canng illustrates how systemic inequities exist between men and 

women (Folbre, 1997). These inequities manifest themselves in how the responsibilities and 

requirements of caring limit women's opportunities and create major costs and consequences for 

them (Baines et ai. 1998). Single working mothen are more susceptible to poveity, to limited 

vocational opportunities and to rote strain (Katy, 1989; Lero & Brockman, 1993; Paris 1990). 

The conceptualization of caring needs to change to confiorm with the realities faced by 



women care givers. They have to face the reality of having to fuffil the motherhood mandate 

Prentice and Ferguson, 1997). To conceptudize caring requires an understanding of how the 

satisfaction of nunuring children and the resentment O t meeting care giving obligations and 

normative expectations become intemined. The contradictions in care giving are not accurately 

portrayed because of the perception that women enter into motherhood naturaliy (Baines et al, 

1998). 

A definition of carhg needs to integrate the emotionaf and physical dimensions (Ferguson, 

1998). Disciplines such as psychology have focused on emotional and psychological aspects while 

disregarding the physical and tangible aspects (Pascal, 1986). An appreciation of the emotional 

and matenal issues in caring is necessary in order to understand how mothers approach it. This 

allows for an understanding of the instrumental "caring about" dimension, and the affective 

"caring fof' dimension (Prentice & Ferguson, 1997). For exarnple, when delegating the care of 

their children, rnothers are not only concemed about supervision and stimulation, they are also 

concemed about their child's emotional needs being met. The emotional well being of the child is 

ofien predicated on them having stable and attentive a r e  givers who can ensure the child is 

feeling secure and accepted. 

D u e  (1988) says the socialization of women into the ideology of motherhood lirnits them 

fiom explonng alternative ways of living. According to Baines et al. (1998) fernales assume the 

role of informal care givers to children and learn to develop altniistic patterns of interaction. 

Males are socialized to be achievement oriented and less dependent on emotional attachments. 

When females adopt the ethic of care expectation, they forfeit options that are not relational. That 

is, they move toward options related to motherhood and materialism. The latter is defined by the 



researcher as the acquisition of property and consumer products. 

The role of women in reproduction and care giving is reinforced by the patriarchal system- 

Patriarchy is defined by Ursel(1992) as the control of women's productive and reproductive 

labour by men. Reproductive labour (binh and child rearing) is not assigned a monetary value and 

therefore is considered outside the market system. Reproductive labour is considered by Ursel 

(1992) as those "activities involving procreation, sociaiiition and the daily maintenance of h u r e  

labour." Production on the other hand, is defined by Waring (1988) as those activities that 

generate surplus value. Surplus value is also known as profit in the marketplace. The cust of 

reproduction is assumed by women with their dependency on men and the welfare state 

(Armstrong & Armstrong, 1990). 

Lone parent women are dependent on productive partners, the welfare state and the 

labour market to offset the cost of their reproductive labour. Their role as care givers ofien lirnits 

vocational developrnent and occupational choices. They fiequently occupy part-time, low paying 

and unskilled jobs while also relying on income transfers fiom the govenunent (Moen, 1989). For 

example, benefits such as the Child Tax Benefit (CTB) and Child Related Income Support 

Prograrn (CIUSP) are accessed afler a parent demonstrates a certain income Ievel. 

A greater recognition of the value of caring in Canada is being deterred by a retum to the 

neo-conservatiue view of social policies being "no longer affordable," Such views represent a 

move toward privatizing responsibilities through the family and the market place (Pulkingham & 

Ternowetsky, 1996; Lochhead & Shalla, 1996). The transfer of income fiom the productive 

sector or market place to the reproductive sector is accomplished with social policies (Armstrong 

& Armstrong 1990). The Child Tax Benefit has been dramaticdly aitered. The Canada Assistance 



Plan (CAP) has been eliminated and replaced by the Canada Health and Social T rade r  (CHST) 

(Pukingham & Temowtsky, 1996). Changes in these programs will have a major impact on the 

family life and economic weil being of working and non-working single parents. 

The switch fiom the CAP to CHST means the provinces will have more power but less 

money. Under CAP, the provinces received matching funds for social programs and were 

expected to adhere to certain standards. Under CHST, the provinces r e v e  block funding and 

the authority to determine eligi'bility for finding (Pulkingham & Ternowetsky, 1996). The 

consequence of such a step is that with more authority and fewer dollars, provinces such as 

Manitoba have introduced programs that force the parents of school aged children on social 

assistance to find employment (Lochead & Shalh, 1996). Many of these parents are expected to 

accept employment ifi low wage positions as well as maintain the econornic and care giWig needs 

of their children. The loss in federal fiinding and control could also jeopardize programs such as 

CRISP and the social assistance supplement program that serve as a buffer for low income single 

working parents. 

The creation of obstacles for women to collect social assistance has an impact on single 

working rnothers. Manitoba is invoking eligibility criteria requiring mothers to pursue child 

support payments. According to Pulkingham & Temowetksy, (1997) this reinforces the 

dependency of women on male labour market activity and shifts responsibility for caring fûrther 

away fiom the state. The creation of such obstacles may dso serve to discourage women fiom 

applying for social assistance. 

Changes to the Child Tax Benefit (CTB) are supposed to result in more income for 

children of low income families. According to Pulkingham & Temowetsky (1997) and the 



Canadian Council on Social Development (CCSD, 1 997), the change will not result in new money 

for farnilies but, instead, a partial reallocation of funds fiom reductions in federal transfer 

payments. Overall, the benefit to fiunilies is being offset by losses in fùnds historicaily u d  for the 

poor. 

The change in the CTB resuhs in the benefit being more tied to the requirement to work. 

Although the Canada Child Tax Benefit (CCTB) is not tied to work status, it is designed to 

strengthen the distinction between the desenhg and undeserving poor. The provinces will be able 

to dedua a portion of the C C T B  fiom the income assistance payments made to families. The 

portion that is deducted is the same amount as the previous Working Income Supplement (WLS.) 

Because W.1.S is based on the work status of parents and not on the financial needs of children, it 

is not an enriched benefit to children, but instead a form of low wage subsidy. The modifications 

in C.T.B are part of a larger movement to reduce income assistance levels while also increasing 

the requirement to work.. A low wage subsidy makes low paying jobs more acceptable even when 

those jobs do no pay enough to support a family. A subsidy also has the effect of edarging the 

labour pool and, subsequently, applying downward pressure on wages ( Pulkingham & 

Ternowetsky, 1997). 

Current systems of financing child care are designed to maintain the prevailing economic 

and ideological thinking which emphasizes individual rather than collective responsibility for the 

care of children (Lochead & Shalla, 1996). Eligibility for child care subsidies is based on 

employment natus and the special social needs of children (Baines et al, 1991). The system 

creates a class of consumer users who are able to affiord the fiil1 cost of child care and a class of 

client users who must demonstrate eligibility for subsidy. In this way, child care services are 



defined as both a market service and a form of welfare (Prentice & Ferguson, 1997). 

The child care system is generally defined as both the informai and formal care that ocain 

outside the family system. The informal sector refers to f h l y ,  Eends and private eare providen 

while the formal sector refers to licensed farnily day-cares and child care centers- The latter form 

of care is subject to government regulations relating to the custodial case of children. Among 

other factors, regulations are in place to ensure childreq among other factors, have an adequate 

number of care givers to meet their basic need for supervision, food and persona1 care (Ferguson, 

1998). 

A parents' preference for a child care option, whether it be a family day care, in home care 

or a child care centre, is based not oniy on the options reliability and availability, but also on the 

amount of attention and affection given to the child in care (Lero, 1985). Parents are drawn to 

care giving situations that facilitate more attention to the child fiom the care giver. Therefore, 

parents with children in licensed child care centres believe low stafhmover and low worker to 

child ratios are major influences on the quality of care (Ferguson, 1998). Home based care and 

family day care is usually provided by a single care provider who has the opportunity to develop a 

more intimate relationship with a child. Depending on the number of children under her care, such 

a provider can also give them more attention. The presence of these factors contribute to the 

fostering of more numiring child-we giver relationships. 

The fiinding of child care in the informal and formal sectors does not adequately address 

the difEerent circumstances of women. High income earning women are more able to S o r d  child 

care and benefit 6om tax deductions. Tax credits and tax deductions are available to women who 

care for their children in the home or who utilize informa1 private care. Eligibility for a deduction 



is dependent on the care provider producing receipts, and therefore does not apply to 

undocumented informai care which forms part of the "underground econorny-" The system clearly 

favors high income earning women by providing incentives for them to qualifil for higher 

deductions. Women who remain in the home to care for children are eligible only for credits that 

do not offer the same potential return (Ferguson, 1998). 

Differences in the valuing of women's care giving are evident in the formai child care 

system. Day care subsidies are only available to those who demonstrate eligibility or need ,and 

thus 

divides users into either client or consumer categories. Consumer users are valued because of 

their abiiity to a o r d  child care services while client users are subjected to income testing and 

eligibility requirements that promote stigmatization ( Prentice & Ferguson, 1997). 

Women who choose to use the informal child care system should be eligible for more tax 

benefits t han are currentl y available. For many women informal care provides the Sordability, 

flexibility and accessibility that forma1 care cannot offer. Also, it cm confom to parental 

expectations for care giving (Le. home based care) (Ferguson, 1998). 

The trend toward streamlining social programs to make them more affordable is 

contributing to the undervaluing of caring. Changes in social policies are justified by reidorcing 

the ideology of parental responsibility for caring and providing. Lochead & Shalla, (1996) say the 

reductions in federal-provincial transfers, and the loss of the standards provided by CAP, will 

result in the provinces being forced to re-evaluate eligibility for social assistance and child care 

subsidies. Mothers will, subsequently, be under more pressure to accept low wage employment 

without being able to count on having affordable child care. 



Caring can only be made more visible with progressive social policies that transfer incorne 

to reproductive labour and equaliie the gender imbalance. A policy can be considerd progressive 

when the needs of children and care givers are placed ahead of the infiuence of the market 

economy (Lochhead & Shalla, 1996). Pressures in the economy have resulted in shrinking 

government revenues and a renewed emphasis on individual seif reliance and private responsibility 

for caring (Pulkingham & Ternowetsky, 1996). 

Women assume an inordinate arnount of the burden of caring due to a process of 

socialization and a system of patriarchy. Progressive social policies are needed in order to reduce 

this gender imbalance (Ferguson, 1998). Caring must be elevated to the stature of institutions like 

the education system with more firnding going to the informal and formal sectors and with 

acknowledgment given to the care given at home. 

ii) Workplace Policies and Benefits 

This section is an overview of the literature on farnily supportive workplace policies and 

benefits. Workplace policies and benefits are generally viewed in terms of tangible benefits such as 

time off fiom work and financial assistance for childcare. These benefits can also include the 

psychological support that occurs when an employer demonstrates a high degree of empathy and 

understanding toward an employee. The section will focus mainly on the structural dimension of 

the supportive workplace. 

This study is concemed with parents' preferences among such policies and benefits. It is 

important, however, to understand the forces that inhibit and promote the establishment of a 

fmily supportive workplace. One perspective is to view policies aimed at supporting parents in 

the workplace as a movement toward social justice. Another perspective is to recognize the 



economic benefits to govemment, employers and Canadian Society accmed by reducing welfart 

dependency and strengthening the capabilities of current and future labour force participants 

(Lero & Brockman, 199 1). 

The feedback from employed single parents about their policy preferences is intended to 

help employers understand how work intederes with family We. Although pome writen have 

suggested employers are motivated out of a sense of social responsibility (Wuhvick and Cochran, 

1985; Davis, 1983), this thesis is focussed on how workplace poIicies and benefits c m  benefit 

ernployers by stabilizing the workplace and maximizing profits. Employers who support workers 

by meeting their needs as parents can expect more productivity and cornmitment fiom them. 

Family responsive workplace policies can take a variety of forms. Raabe (1990) has 

identified flexible schedules, alternative work patterns (part-time, job sharing), parental leaves, 

sick child care or family leaves, financial assistance with childcare and workplace information and 

referral as the most common fonns. Flexible scheduling and altemate work patterns may require 

workplace restructunng at limited cost while paid leaves and financial assistance with childcare 

may involve extensive costs. Family responsive policies can also represent something intangible 

such as changes in attitude and management style. Supe~sors  who are more understanding of 

work/farnily dilemmas are able to fit their management style to meet the needs of employees 

(Galinsky & Stein, 1990). 

Employers have not only been slow to implement family responsive workplace policies, 

but have also been resistant to having them extemally imposed upon them. According to Paris 

(1990), govenunent legislation that forces an employer to be more responsive to farnily demands 

is viewed as excess interference. Canadian companies see neither govemment nor unions as 



needing to play a major role in employee-famiiy issues. Paris (1990) in Qting a survey of Canadian 

companies, found that 79.9 % considered employees to have the primary responsibility while 

50.4% said employers have secondary responsibility. Of the reporting companies, 155% gave 

govemment secondary responsibility. 

While many empIoyers in Paris's (1990) study recognited how work can be affected by 

farniIy life, this recognition has not resulted in companies accepting more responsibility for 

implementing policies. Auerbach (1990) says it is a refiection of corporate culture to been seen as 

independent of worldfafnily issues. Many Company executives are unaware of the extent to which 

employees are aKected by work/family issues. There is a reluctance to even acknowledge the 

existence of the problem. In Paris' (1990) study, 2% of Canadian companies reported doing needs 

assessments while 3% were contemplating doing so. 

The adoption of family responsive policies are viewed negatively by companies that adhere 

to a traditional view of organizational behaviour. Fernandez (1986) believes such policies are too 

costly and impractical for companies to consider. Changing work schedules and training 

repiacement staff would involve higher costs. Some argue that increasing wages would better 

meet the needs of families than specific programs (Aldous, 1990). Family policies such as laves 

and childcare assistance are impractical because they create a situation where employees are 

singIed out according to farnily status and are given additional benefits based on that status. 

Accommodating family issues can also complicate the management process by infirsing 

persona1 issues into the company's focus on accomplishing business objectives. It can undermine 

the management of employees by affording them more autonomy than is appropriate (Christensen 

et al. 1990). By tying not only income but also benefits to the employee-employer iinkage, 



employees can feel trapped into job positions because of the availability of a benefit- -such as on- 

site daycare. This cm present problerns for companies regarding staffmorde and when 

restructuring and downsizing are being considered (Parker & Hall, 1992). 

The maximization of profits and the establishment of a more stable and efficient workplace 

is a major reason for employers to implement family responsive workplace policies. Such policia 

c m  be beneficial by increasing recruitment potential, raising stafïmorale, alleviating employee 

stress, reducing absenteeism and decreasing turnover (Friedman, 1986; Raabe, 1990; Paris, 1990). 

According to Pans (1990),bottom line considerations such as cost effective ways to increase 

competitiveness are more likely to motivate corporations than social responsibility arguments. 

Furthennore, there is some recognition amongst corporations that workers can become distracted 

by farnily issues (Xopelman, 1986). Many organizations have adopted the view that family 

responsive policies will be needed in the future in order to maintain a competitive advantage 

(Covin & Bmsh, 1993; Fernandez, 1986). 

Researchers of worWfamily contlict have identified a number of characteristics of 

organizations that are responsive to farnily issues. According to Galinsky and Stein (1990), work- 

farnily issues must first be considered both as a legitimate aspect of the organhtion and relevant 

to the organization's mission. Second, there must be support fionr the major stakeholders in the 

organization. Third, family issues must be responded to in a strategic manner with careftl 

planning and not in a piecemeal or "ad hoc fashion." Fourth, the objectives of the organization 

and the needs of pe r so~e l  must be seen as mutuaily compatible. Fifih, there needs to be an 

openness to making the traditional workday more flexible. Finally, the organizational culture must 

be conducive to worklfamily solutions. 



Organizations evolve toward developing f h l y  responsive work policies. The process 

begins with an awareness of worWfaMly issues. Next, the problem needing to be solved is 

identified. This can occur by assessing employee needs and deterrninîng the availability of 

community resources. Comparison with competitors is important in understanding whether 

profits are being effectively utilized. How a policy will be accepted by employees can be assessed 

by exarnining the organization's culture. Programs are then estabtished to address the problem. 

Finally, the organization moves towsrd developing an overail plan (Galinsky & Stein 1990; Park, 

1990; Covin & Bmsh, 1993). 

Few companies reach the point where they have comprehensive family policy plans. Such 

plans not only include leave policies, childcare assistance and flexible scheduling. but also health 

and wellness plans, employment assistance plans (EAP), wpemisor training and parenting 

seminars. Some organizations offer cafeteria style benefit plans where employees c m  choose fkom 

an array of benefits of comparable value. This can offset the equity issue of non-parenting 

employees receiving fewer benefits and can also allow for tailoring benefits to meet the needs of 

specific farnilies (Raabe, 1990; Galinsky & Stein, 1990; Fernandeq 1986). 

The utilization and popularity of comprehensive family responsive plans was explored by 

Fernandez (1986) in a study of 374 American cornpanies. Only 8 % of the c o m p a ~ e s  had 

cafeteria plans while 62% were in favour of them. The study included employees of the companiu 

and concluded that 39% of female workers with children under the age of 5 years old were willing 

to sacrifice other benefits for more childcare. This compared to 22% of women with children over 

the age of 1 1 years old. Fernandez also found that 38% of respondents selected the wmpany 

because of the childcare assistance while 69% said the benefits were an incentive for them to 



remain with the company. Sixty three percent of the respondents said they had a more positive 

attitude about the cornpany and 50Y0 said they would recommend the company to others because 

of the benefits. 

In Canada, Duxbury et al. (1992) have outlined a number of family responsive changes 

that should occur in the workplace. Programs that were recommended w-sre onsite daycare, child 

care vouchers, benefit packages, pro-rated benefits for part-time workers, famiIy leaves and 

greater work tirne and work location fiexibility. The Great West Life Assuance Company of 

Winnipeg, employs 2,000 people, 70% of whom are women. The company permits some 

employee flexing between the working hours of 6:OO am-6:OOprn. There is dso a resource library, 

information sessions and parenting groups (Haig, 1996). The Western Glove Works of W~nnipeg 

employs approximately 900 workers in crafi-work and is one of only three companies in the city 

that has an onsite daycare. Workers who use the daycare have their daycare supplement of close 

to $50.00 per month covered by the company, 

An ernployers' hesitancy to provide family supportive benefits and policies is dependent 

on a number of factors. First, there is a lack of understanding around the dilemma worken face 

balancing work and farnily responsibilities. Second, there is the longstanding ideology around the 

separation of work and family. Finally, there is an inability to see the benefits of aiding workers by 

helping them overcome the problem of  balancing these responsibilities. Employers who implement 

family supportive benefits and policies view them as an investment in the long-term viability of 

their Company or  organization. Being supportive to the family needs of workers can been seen in 

the same light as an investment in infiastructure and training. 

This study explores the different kinds of workplace policies and benefits workers prefer. 



The extent to which a policy or benefit is desirable to a parent depends on their needs, attitudes 

and circumstances. Lero et al (1990) found that parents with children aged between 18 months 

and five years old placed a much higher value on work-site childcare than parents with younger 

children. Parents with younger children, on the other hand, placed a higher value on flexible work 

hours than the parents of older preschool children. Raabe (1990) questioned whether unpaid 

benefits such as flexible hours addresses the needs of lower paid workers who face the dilemrna of 

being able to aEord the cost of child care. 

Covin and Bmsh (1993) and Piotrkowski (1979) talk about the corporate culture and the 

myth of separate worlds when describing the attitude that family issues should not crossover into 

the workplace. In Pans' (1990) study, both employees and employers rated responsibility for 

accornrnodating employees work/family conflicts as the employee's responsibility. This study 

concluded that a relatively high number of employees (44%) were satisfied with the extent to 

which their employers were assisting them. 

The use of data that is statistically representative of employee preferences would not be a 

completely reliable indicator of what policies and benefits should be implemented. According to 

Raabe (1990), different policies may have different effects and Vary in usefhlness for particular 

workers. Policies need to be made work-site specific. The under-utilization of the onsite daycare 

at Western Glove Works contradicts the value placed on such a benefit in many studies (Lero et 

al. 1988;Paris, 1990). In order to meet the needs of workers, it is important to utilize a careh1 and 

flexible approach that is open to experimentation by both managers and workers (Covin and 

Brush, 1993). 

In summary, this literature review has focused on two themes. The first theme is the 



individual's capacity to cope with and adapt to her environment. The second theme focused on 

the role of the state and organization in supporting single working mothers. The use of the e ~ o -  

systernic perspective allows us to place the individual and the environment into their appropriate 

contexîs. Individual pro blern solving skills, access t O a support ive n e ~ o r k ,  pro-family social 

policies and supportive workplaces are critical factors in solving the worWfamiIy dilemmas of 

single working mothers. Underlying these individual and policy issues are the structural factors 

that create such an inordinate need for single working mothers to adapt. In order to understand 

how structural factors influence adaptation it is necessary to examine the nature of human 

production and reproduction. 

The benefit of using the eco-systemic perspective is that it allows us to examine the 

individual in the context of the environment. Abrams (1983) mode1 focuses on systems fkom the 

vantage point of the individual and, therefore, accounts for the influence of both. According to 

Frankel(199Q a disadvantage of the eco-systemic approach is that it has become trendy and 

overused as a theoretical perspective. The ecological fiamework covers a very broad spectmm 

and has been redefined by social scientists to fit particular areas of study. 

The researcher found that the eco-systemic-perspective conformed with his interpretation 

of how individuals adapt to their work and parenting role and how social and workplace policy 

can mitigate adaptation. The adaptation to the parenting role has &en been seen as an individual 

problem rather than a structural problem (Murdock, 1983), resulting in mothers in the study 

struggling to fiilfil the often incompatible roles of care giver and wage earner. The eco-systemic 

perspective permits us to discuss characteristics of individual fùnctioning dong with the broader 

structural context. 



Chapter III 

Methodology 

A qualitative design using the mode of anaiysis fiom grounded theory has been chosen as a 

methodology because of its strategic approach to data collection and analysis. This chapter describes 

the approach used in analysing the data. The research questions upon which the study is based are 

addressed as is the process used in constmcting the interview guide and in conducting the h t e ~ e w s  

i)Research Questions and Methodology 

The objective of this research is to use a qualitative methodology to examine the needs 

o f  single working parents of children under the age of six yean old (preschool). The study addresses 

two fundamental questions. Fint, it asks parents about their needs as care givers and workers. In 

particular, it asks what resources do they require in order to parent effectively? Second, the study 

asks how the parents see the workplace being modified or changed in order to support the parenthg 

role. 

The study is exploratory in nature with the participants describing their work and family 

experiences in a way that is meaningnil to them. Past and present parenting experiences are discussed. 

Although the seven parents in the study have preschool children, four also have school aged children. 

The researcher did not attempt to exclude these children from the discussion. The approach is to 

allow the parents to describe how the needs of their children are influenced by their working. By 

doing so, the study intended to uncover how the work and family domains are intenelated. 

ii)Qualitative Research 

Grounded theory is one of several qualitative methodologies. Qualitative research is onented 

toward uncovenng the nature of a person's experiences such as balancing work and family 



responsibilities. It can give intricate details of a phenomena that are dScu1t to convey with 

quantitative methods. Qualitative designs can lead to the discovery ofdimensions behind little known 

phenomena They also provide unique and fiesh perspectives on well researched areas (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1990). 

Other qualitative methodologies include ethnography, phenomenology and participant 

observation. Al1 of these methods represent difEerent ways to both approach and conceptuatUe a 

research area. They focus on distinct aspects of the research area and utilize different methods of data 

coIIection. As well, qualitative designs differ over the anaiytic or interpretive procedures that are used 

to arrive at findings or theories (Patton 1990;Rossman & Freeman, 1993; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

Qualitative methods approach data collection and analysis differently. Some methods claim 

to use no analysis, but rather, atternpt to present data based on the actual way it has been reported 

by the subjects in the study. Even though the subject accounts rnay not be an accurate reflection of 

what is occuning around a phenomena, they are considered valid because it is fiee of the researcher's 

bias and influence. On the other hand, some approaches recognize the importance of ordering and 

reducing data while still retaining their accuracy. Although the intention is to present an unbiased 

conceptualization of the data, invariably the process of selection and interpretation constitutes a form 

of analysis (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

iii)Grounded Theory as a Qualitative Research Method 

Grounded theory is oriented toward building theoretically informed interpretations of data 

It is a systematic approach to data collection and to analysis of data that relates to a phenornenon. 

There is a symbiotic relationship between data collection, analysis and theory. Thus, the purpose is 

not to begin with a theory and then verifL it, but instead to focus on an area and allow for a theory 



to emerge. Unlike other approaches, the accuracy of data is considered less important than the 

ongoing and reciprocal relationship between data collection, analysis and theory (Strauss & Corûin, 

1990). 

This study will use a mode of analysis fiom grounded theory to answer the questions of 

parental needs and workplace policy preferences. It is a process of generating conceptual categones 

and their properties fiom the data and then examining them for differences and similarities ( G l a ~ a  

& Strauss, 1967;Filstead, 1979). 

The study does not utilize grounded theory principles of data collection. Semi-structured 

interviews and not participant observation was used to collect the data. The researcher used a 

structured interview approach because of feasibility and because it has been used in other grounded 

theory studies to yield usefil data (Thomson, 1991). 

The study does not attempt to build theory, but rather uses the grounded theory mode of 

analysis to answer specific questions regarding parental needs and policy preferences. This shidy uses 

the grounded theory mode of analysis to answer the researcher's preconceived questions and to 

accommodate his integration of workplace policies and benefits and social policy into an 

interpretation of the data. 

In order to understand how grounded theory pnnciples of analysis are used in this study, it 

is important to understand the basic premise behind the methodology. Grounded theory approaches 

are fundamentally different fiom approaches that are derived by logical deduction through prior 

assumptions. Verification of existing theory is viewed as too limiting and not reflective of peoples' 

redities. Theory is used to provide concepts and labels to neatly tie together the data. In more simple 

terms, applying theory to the data forces the situation to fit the theory rather than vice versa 



(Filstead, 1979; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Patton, 1990). 

According to Filstead (1979) grounded theory is a more humanistic way of understanding 

social reality. It recognizes the evolving, negotiated view of the social order as neither k e d  nor static 

but as shifiing and dynamic. The researcher is an active agent in making sense of realities he 

encounters instead of reacting mechanicaily to role expectations. Patton (1990) reaffirms this when 

he describes the analpical process as meant to organize and elucidate telling the story of the data 

Grounded theory focuses on the discovery of theory rather than on verincation of thcory 

(Filstead, 1979). With verification, more of an emphasis is placed on gathenng accurate evidence and 

verifjhg hypotheses. Instead, the generation of categories fiom the data requires an approach that 

is not only unobstructed by prior assumptions, but is also focussed on the development of categories 

having properties and their dimensions (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

Conceptual density is as important to grounded theory as the gathering of accurate 

information is to logical-deductive theory (Glaser, 1992). It refers both to the density of the 

categones and the linkages between them. Density emerges when categories contain properties that 

have sufficient dimensions. Categories that are interrelated with their properties and with other 

categories are considered to have adequate linkage (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

According to Glaser& Strauss (1967), grounded theory can be identified as either substantive 

or formal. Substantive theory refers to a substantive or empirical area of sociological inquiry, such 

as workplace policy preferences, time constraints, econornic need, supportive networks and emotionai 

and physical energy. Forma1 theory refers to a conceptual area of sociologid inquiry. This might 

include such areas as normative expectations around parenting and the devaluing ofcare giving. 

This researcher was initially interested in the substantive area of parental care giving needs 



and workplace supports. The plan was to answer the research questions through the comparative 

analysis of data within the same substantive area. Therefore, data was collected on the needs of 

parents and the types of  policies and benefits that they either preferred o r  had available to them. 

Viewing the data in this way is more substantive and concrete than forma1 and abstract. 

The researcher eventually blended aspects of the formal and substantive in his analysis. The 

initial outcome of the collection and analysis of the data was an individual problem solving 

perspective. Upon reviewing this approach it was decided that it did not address the question of 

structural factors. That is, the analysis addressed how single working mothers overcame limitecl 

resources but not how they were placed in that position. Subsequently, formal concepts such as 

normative expectations and the devaluing of care giving were introduced in order to explain these 

factors. 

There are a number of reasons for using a qualitative methodology for this study of single 

mothers of preschoolers. It provides an opportunity for the intncate relationship between work and 

farnily to be examined in closer detail. For example, there have been numerous quantitative studies 

that have produced findings indicating greater role strain arnong working single parents of small 

children (Goldberg et al, 1992; Kameman & Kahn, 1984; Folbre, 1987). The relationship between 

role strain and other factors is shown using statistical analysis without exploring how these 

relationships emerge. 

In the Goldberg et al, (1990) study, quality of childcare, stage of single parenthood, work 

demands, social support, mother's well being and child behaviours were correlated. The study found 

that levels of role strain were related mostly to parental perceptions of their children's needs. Negative 

perceptions were offset by the existence of satisfactoiy childcare and by support, both at work and 



at home. 

Although the above quantitative study was able to find associations between two variables 

that imply a causai comection, such associations cm at best be considered anly a "static snapshot." 

This kind of research ofien obscures the concrete experiences of people by not taking into account 

the dynamic processes of families. By not capturing the quality of the work expenence, they am 

lirnited in their ability to shed light on  how this experience hpinges on f d y  life (Piotrkowski, 

1979). 

The researcher believes this qualitative methodology relates well to an eco-systernic 

framework. First, both modalities emphasize individual or coIlective interaction with the 

environrnent. Second, they are also similar in that the analysis focuses on finding contextual factors 

rather than cause and effect relationships. Third, stmctural and socially constructed conditions are 

accounted for in the analysis. And findy, both are able to explore opportunities as well as limitations 

in the environrnent. 

According to the eco-systernic perspective, the farnily and work roles are open systems that 

can be conceptualized in ternis of the elaborate interchanges between one another and their 

environrnent. According to Kanter (1 977) the specific interchanges and transactions between work 

and family are not covered within quantitative research approaches. Research on work and family 

dynamics needs to consider the behaviour and experiences of people in these situations by Iooking 

at them in both contexts. Piotrkowski (1979) further argues that fiiture research must explore the 

"concrete, micro-interactional processes that connect the specifics of work life and the psychologid 

processes of families" (p 1 1). 

A grounded theory mode of analysis enables the researcher i s  able to capture the concrete 



experiences of people and view them view them in context. As was mentioned, it is a process where 

concepts are identified and subsequently categorized. The intention of the initial step of identifjing 

concepts is to permit the subjects of the study to openly share their views of worklfamiiy iife. The 

process of categorizing and iden-ng properties within categones further describes individual 

experiences. 

A grounded theory mode of analysis was selected for several reasons as the most appropriate 

method to address the research topic. This method altows the researcher to analyze data in an 

emerging manner for the purpose of revealing a central concept in the research. It allows the 

researcher to take a phenomenon and break it into categories that can be analysed according to their 

context, actionlinteraction strategies and conditions. This mode of analysis is also designed to 

rnaxirnize intemal validity by minimizing researcher bias. The type of bias king referred to involves 

the researcher organizing the data collection around a set of pnor assumptions. The process of 

generating as many categones as possible and then conceptually relating them to a group of core 

categories will Iimit the effects of bias. It allows the analysis to emerge fiom the data (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1990). 

The use of a modified grounded theory mode of analysis allowed the researcher to capture 

some of the complexities of the work and family relationship. The data collection process begins by 

asking participants about their situation as parents and workers and how they respond to this 

situation. The analysis of the data begins with the first step of open coding, the labelling of 

phenomenon. By starting at such a basic level and moving through the process of grouping 

phenornena into categories, the researcher minimized the temptation of trying to make sense of the 

data in the begiming stages of colIection. This is known as forcing the data. Forcing the data cari lead 



to the researcher overlooking data that contradicts his asnimptions (Glaser, 1990). 

in a grounded theory mode of data analysis, there is an evolving process of inquiry that occun 

through the procedures of open coding, w'al coding and selective coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

in open coding the data is compared, contrasted, conceptualized and categorized. The data is 

examineci sentence by sentence and converted into discrete incidents or concepts that are scrutinized 

for similarities and differences. Similar concepts are grouped together, and given a conceptual name 

cdled a category. 

In the next analytical technique, axial coding, the data is reassembled in a new forrn. 

Categories are developed by searching the data for properties of a category. Tach  category is 

delineated in terms of four subcategones: the conditions that give nse to it, the context in which it 

is embedded, the strategies by which it is handIed, and the consequences of those strategies" 

(Strauss& Corbin, 1990, p.97). There is a ongoing process of proposing tentative relationships and 

checking the data for evidence to support or refùte these relationships. 

iv) Methodology/Research Design 

The researcher developed a model using the grounded theory mode of analysis. T h e  of the 

four sub-categones used in Strauss and Corbin's (1990) model were utilized. They are context 

(properties), strategies and intervening conditions. 

An argument can be made for using the pnnciples of grounded theory analysis in a midy. 

There is a lack of a consensus among researchers on the use of a specific model. Strauss and Corbin 

(1990) describe a paradigm mode1 involving causal conditions, phenomena, context, intervening 

conditions, actiodinteraction strategies and consequences. Thomson (1992) used a model consisting 

of properties, strategies and conditions. This model was originally suggested during the proposal 



stage. Swanson (1986) uses the 6Cs mode1 of consequences, causes, conditions, context, 

contingencies and covariance. Both models apply the basic precepts ofgrounded theory in a vorying 

manner. 

The decision to use the following mode of analysis was based on the researcher's assessrnent 

of the data analysis process. The categories-context @roperties)-strategies-intemenhg conditions 

approach provides a way to manage the data while also fudshing usehl analy sis. The categones are 

conceptualized in a manner that focuses on the strategies used to respond to them. 

The categories of managing emotional well being, care giving and work were developed 

during the process of open coding. The study was focused on detennining the needs of single working 

mothers. Concepts were identified and subsequently grouped under categories that addressed the 

phenornena in question. Categories that encompassed the realms of managing emotional well being, 

care giving and work allowed the researcher to identitj. strategies that facilitate managing. Using the 

term "managing" to introduce the categories allowed the researcher to define them as part of a 

process that is responded to within a fhmework of contexts, strategies and conditions. 

The subcategory known as context describes the attributes or characteristics of a category. 

A propew refers to an attribute that exists along a continuum (Swanson, 1986). The properties in 

this study are not attributes that can be dimensionalked. They instead represent the researcher's 

attempt to identiQ concepts that capture the essence of the categoiy. 

The properties serve, in effect, as dominant themes. The choice of properties was based on 

their being conceptually distinct and inclusive rather than being dimensional. Context is a set of 

properties belonging to a category. The context acts as a fiamework for carrying out strategies 

(Corbin & Strauss, 1990). If we examine a strategy such as support building, for example, it is 



important to know the context in which it occun. 

According to Strauss and Corbin (1990), grounded theory is an action/interactïonaI method 

of theory building. Strategies are thus a central category in this approach. It does not matter whethef 

a study involves individuals, groups or collectives, there is al ways actioniinteraction that is aimed at 

managing, handling or responding to a phenomenon. Interaction can be intemd as weii as extemai. 

Actionlinteraction strategies have certain characteristics. They are evolving in nature and thus 

can be studied in terms of sequences, or in terms of movement, or change over time. They are also 

purposefil and goal oriented. That is, actionlinteraction occurs for a reason and is done in response 

to or to manage a phenomenon. Tt  is important to understand why there is an absence of 

actionhteraction in a situation when it would normally be expected (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 

The study identifies strategies pertaining to the management of emotionai well being, care 

giving and work. The strategies reflect a process wkere mothers sespond to the need for emotionai 

support, quality childcare, individual problem solving skills, progressive social policies and famiiy 

responsive workplace practices. They suggest that mothers are engaged in interaction with the self 

and with their environment. 

According to Swanson (1986) and Strauss and Corbin (1990) there are always intervening 

conditions that act to either facilitate or constrain a~tio~nteraction strategies. They can be 

considered as the broader structurai factors pertaming ta a phmommon. Interverhg conditions, 

according Strauss and Corban (1990), cm include economic status, individuai biography, time, space, 

career and history. In this study, they encompass specific areas such as the presence of progressive 

workplace and social policies and the availability of a supportive personal network. These areas are 

stnictural because they inauence the individual and thezefare hveabar ing on thetype of strategies 



employed. 

As the final phase ~f the analytic strategy, selective coding is used to identifL the core 

category, or the central idea of the study. Analysis at this stage becomes more abstract as aü 

categones are related to the core category. In selective coding, the researcher tries to follow the sarne 

steps as in the earlier &al coding phase. This involves anaiyzing data according to their context, 

strategies and conditions. 

The researcher conducted a review of the literature after completkg the axid coding phase- 

The researcher used a modified version of selective coding by comparing concepts derived from the  

data with concepts in the literature. The same context-strategies-conditions pardip that was used 

in the axial coding phase was used in the selective coding phase. ïhis review was helpful in 

developing a theme on the integration of work and fàmily. Employers were not part of the study and 

therefore, their perspective was missing. It blendedthe expenences of the mothers wirh the Litenture 

on how organizations can be transformed into supportive workplaces. The review also explored how 

social policies can enhance integration. This required the use of literature on the centrality of caring 

in women's lives, 

In summary, the researcher uses a grounded theory mode of analysis in order to address the 

research questions. He decided to exclude causai conditions and consequences fiom the paradigm 

used by Strauss and Corbin (1990) because h e  bdreved they would not have aided the W i s .  An 

attempt to determine causal conditions would have introduced acause and effect dimension to a study 

that viewed problems fiom an eco-systernic perspective. Further, the identification of consequences 

for failing to carry out a strategy is too hypothetical for the process being studied. For the mothers 

in the study, the choice to not engage in strategies to rnanagcemotional well being, care giving and 



work did not exist. 

The findings section represents the open coding and axial coding phases of the data analysis. 

Al1 of the interviews were recorded and transcnied. The initiai step in open coding was to idente 

incidents and concepts by making theoreticai notes- These were intended to draw the researcher's 

attention to potentiai categones and relationships. The intention was to focus on the gened 

expenences of the mothers and therefore, the notes were descriptive and lacked analytical elements. 

The notes were identified in italics in the transcripts. FoUowing the identification of incidents, the 

researcher proposed three tentative categones. The three categones of managing emotional well 

being, rnanaging care giving and managing work were then checked against the data They are 

identified as bold capitalized abbreviations in the transcripts. Next, the researcher proceeded to 

manually uncover subcategones within the categones. They are represented by red ink on the 

transcripts. 

The final phase of axial coding involved the assembling of the categones and subcategories. 

The process was not only based on the analysis of the transcripts, but was also intuitive. In the 

beginning, the notes were disjointed and reflected tentative notions regarding relationships. Through 

constant examination of the data, the researcher modified and refined the categories. Consistencies 

and inconsistencies within the categories were noted. 

v) Sampling 

A theoretical sampling strategy was utilized in order to be consistent with a qualitative method 

of data analysis. Strauss and Corbin (1990) refer to theoretical sampling as the kind of sampling that 

is used to generate categories. That is incidents, not persons, are sarnpled; sampling is guided by the 

analysis and articulation of  emerging theoretical concepts. Theoretical sampling or purposefui 



sampling, is defined as "selecting participants based on the needs of the study" (Gilgun, 199 1). The 

researcher wanted not oniy single parents ofpreschool children, but also parents who were accessible 

and willing to share their experiences and were accessible. 

The selection of single employed parents of preschool children was intended to provide 

control over two areas of generality. F i  it was to aid in focussing and fraMng the study on a 

conceptual level. Second, it was intended to limit the scope of the population (Glaser & Strauss, 

1967). Single parent users of child care resources are predorninately employed people and almost d 

are care givers of preschool children. One of the parametes ofthe study was to learn how workplace 

policies and benefits can aid family life. Therefore, the selection of this population had to ensure 

those topics were of relevance. The one mother who was not employed was considered appropriate 

due to her recent employment experience and her desire to relay her own worWfamily expenences. 

Daycare users who are self employed were not included due to the nature of self employment. 

Although there are worklfarnily dilemmas for these parents, self employrnent constitutes a different 

form of work environment. 

The original target group for the study was single parent users of Winnipeg licensed child w e  

centres. They were the parents of preschool children who were employed in wage earning or salarïed 

positions. The recruitment effort resulted in seven women volunteering to participate. The seven 

women included one unemployed parent and one non-resident of Wuuiipeg. One mother had no 

children in daycare but did have one in daycare during the sarne year. Another mother used a private 

care giver rather than a licensed centre. 

During the month of December, 1997, the researcher telephoned twenty Executive Directon 

of licensed child care centres in the north end of Winnipeg. A letter addressed to the board 



chairperson and a copy ofthe bulletin was mailed or personally delivered to the twelve centres whose 

Directors agreed to review the request to promote the study. The telephone cal1 to the Director was 

meant to estabiish a more personai context for the request. The researcher decided not to bypau the 

Director and go directly to the board if the former was not supportive. The rationale w u  that the 

board would always support the Director on such a matter. The contact with the twelve centres 

resulted in a positive response tiom three child care centres that were willing to post the builetin. 

Winnipeg Parent newsmagazine was approached and subsequently agreed to advenise for 

volunteers in their DecembedJanuary edition. The ad resulted in 20 inquiries and six volunteers. The 

researcher had erred by failing to mention in the bulletin that the target group was parents of a 

preschool children. The outcome was numerous calls fiom parents with only school aged children. 

The childcare centres were asked to be access points in terms cf  reaching potential 

respondents. The intention was to recniit participants through an advertising method. This consisted 

of an advertisement in the daycare newsletter (see Appendix C) or through an insert sent home with 

the children. Interested parents were asked to contact the researcher directly. The identity of the 

participants and the content of the interviews were not disclosed to the child care centres. 

Originally a sample size of ten was estimated as necessary to generate sufficient categories 

around the phenomenon in question. The number ten was a rough estimate of the number needed to 

ensure that the data was more conceptually driven than individually dnven. Given the difficulties of 

obtaining data, the researcher believed that sufficient variation was provided with seven interviews. 

The researcher used his own judgernent and the exarnple of another qualitative study (Pauch, 1996) 

to arrive at this decision. One consideration was that a sample size of seven would provide enough 

variability to fit within a grounded theory approach instead of a case-study methodology. 



The outcome of the recniitment strategy was unexpected. The poor response from the child 

care centres w u  disappointing but understandable. The researcher had no prior conncction to the 

centres and had engaged in a single recruiting drive. He did not want to use his co~ections to the 

daycare centres in the cornmunity where he worked because of a desire to keep his work role sepsrste 

fiom his role as researcher. The daycare centres that were visited proved to be very hectic workplaces 

where time was at a prernium. One Diuector believed none of the parents at his centre would allocate 

the time to participate there unless they received an honorariun Another Director did not want h a  

centre to participate because of the potential for violating the parent's privacy. The researcher's 

overall impression of the poor response was that the centres saw no benefit in promoting the shidy 

and had other priorities. 

The single volunteer drawn from the centres meant that there would be a reliance on the 

W i ~ i p e g  Parent advertisement. This reduced the size of the sample and resulted in a modification 

to the target group. There were no other potential research subjects other than those who 

volunteered. The Winnipeg Parent advertisement produceci four volunteers who matched the target 

group. The other two mothers closely approximated the target group and were thus deemed 

appropriate for the study. One had a child who tumed school age during that calender year. The other 

mother had just left the workforce but was looking to te-enter. 

The interviews were conducted from early December, 1997, until late January 1998. The 

researcher decided not to employ another recruitment strategy. Time constraints were a major 

consideration in this decision. The researcher was also of the opinion that he had enough data to 

allow the analysis to proceed in accordance with the principles of the methodological design. The 

major factor to consider was the variability of the sample. 



vi)Participants 

The seven mothers who volunteered for the study were al1 Caucasian and came with a broad 

range of parenting and work experiences. Biographical information about these women is presented 

in a way that does not identiQ them. General occupation categories are used. Children are referred 

to according to their stage of development. The infant and toddler stage is 0-3 years of age. The 

preschool stage is generally considered 3-5 years of age but is identified as 4-5 years of age in order 

to avoid overlap with the toddler stage. Children fiom the ages of 6 to 1 1 yean old are considered 

to be school aged. Adolescence refers to ages fiom 12- 17 years old. 

Ann works in customer s e ~ c e  and production for a small company in the technology field. 

She is her early 30s and earns in the range of $2O,OOO-$2S,OOO a year. She has worked for the same 

company for the past eight years. The company has some formal benefits but no collective bargaining 

agreement. Her daughter is preschool aged and her son is school aged. The daughter attends a 

licensed daycare and kindergarten. The daycare provides both children with d e r  school care. 

Diane works as a customer s e ~ c e  representative for a national company in the transportation 

field. She is in her late 20s and eams over $40,000 a year. She has been with the company for over 

10 years and was transferred to the city from another province. The company has a fonnal benefits 

package and a collective bargaining agreement. Her daughter is toddler aged and attends a licensed 

daycare. 

Lynn works in the social seMces field as a para-professional. She is in her late 30s and earns 

in the $20,000-25,000 range. She has been in this position for over 5 years. She does receive some 

benefits and is covered by a collective bargaining agreement. She has three children: a preschooler, 

a school aged child and an adolescent. 



Sue is an equipment operator for a large transportation company. She is in her eariy 30s and 

e m s  over $40,000 a year. She has been in this position for over 16 yean. She receives a benefits 

package and is covered under a collective bargaining agreement. Sue works mostly ev&gs but also 

works some daytimes and overnights. She has a preschool aged daughter who is in both nursay 

school and private care. 

Angie works part-time in the retail sector and also attends university part-time. She is in her 

late teens and eams under $10,000 a year. She has been in the position for under a year and receives 

no benefits or union coverage. She works mostly daytime, fiernoon hours. She has a toddler aged 

son who attends a licensed daycare. 

Barb has been a para-professional for a professional seMces company for approximately five 

years. She is in her early 30s and earns fiom $30,000-$35,000 a year. She receives benefits based on 

a negotiated arrangement between herself and the employer. She has three children, two school aged 

sons and a school aged daughter. One of the school aged children was preschool aged dunng the 

current year. 

Ellen recently left a position with a personal s e ~ c e s  company. She had been in the position 

for under one year. She is in her early 30s. She has two children; a school aged son and a preschool 

aged daughter. Her daughter is physically disabled. 

The focus on single parents of pre-school children does not minimize the worklfarnily stress 

experienced by the parents of school age children. However, preschool children are more costly in 

terms of altemate w e  and are generally considered to be more time-consurning (Kamerman &Kahn, 

1984; Menaghan, 1983). The period before six years of age involves criticai leaniing and 

developmental phases. The time and energy spent on locating and sustaining childcare that is 



responsive to  the needs of  these children differentiates this age group fkom othen. The lack o f  

independence o f  young children means employed parents have fewer options when childcare is 

intempted due to illness or  other factors (Kamerman & Kahn, 1984). 

Single parents are the focus of this study based on the assumption that they illuminate 

woridfamily issues more than other kinds of f&lies. The search for comparisons and similarities 

among these types of families will raise our understanding of worWfamily issues. The nature of this 

study is to address specific questions and not to build a theoiy. Therefore, the selection of single 

working parents of preschoolers were selected with the intention of providing answers to  the research 

questions within the scope of  a grounded theory mode of data analysis. For example, although there 

will not be adequate enough variation to build a theory, variation in the sample will be recognized and 

inchded in the analysis. 

The selection of this sample is relevant to our goal of illuminating worWfafnjly issues. It 

corresponds with the assumption that these parents experience more acutely the consequences of 

inadequate farnily responsive workplace policies than two parent households. In studies by Paris 

(1990) and Femandez (1986), lone parents placed a high value on such policies and benefits. They 

were also more likely to report higher worWfamily stress. 

vii) Interview 

The interview procedure was explained in advance to the mothers. They were advised over 

the telephone of the study's focus and the manner in which the interview would be conducted. It was 

explained that a general i n t e ~ e w  guide (Appendix D) would be u d  to  facilitate the sharing of 

information they considered relevant. The mothers were asked to  take part in a single one hour 

interview. They were informed that transcripts and recordings with identifjing information were to  



be destroyed upon completion of the study. 

An i n t e ~ e w  guide was developed to reflect Swanson's (1986) formal, unstructured 

i n t e ~ e w  format. She suggests that the in te~ewer  use a guide that contains a set of brief questions, 

an outline, or a theme for the interview: the guide can be rnodified as the focus of the research 

changes. The guide does not inhibit an open, exploratory approach. It follows Swanson's emphasis 

on addressing the respondent's major concerns or viewpoints. 

The researcher attempted to reach an understanding with the mothers vound the tone of the 

inteniew. The inteniiew would involve general questions that allowed the participant enough latitude 

to describe issues that were important to her. The researcher guided the i n t e ~ e w  by asking for 

expansion or clarification of a point and by moving ont0 another question. He requested that the 

mathers advise him if they felt uncornfortable about discussing a certain area. 

The issue of a power andor authority relationship between the researcher, the childcare 

centres and the mothers was considered. Such a relationship did not exist because of the voluntary 

nature of the study. The mothers were advised that they were free to withdraw at any time without 

consequences. The childcare centres themselves did not have a vested interest in the study and 

therefore, the question of a power and/or authority relationship was not a factor. 

The mothers in the study were assured of confidentiality around the use of their names and 

the publication of identifying information. The manner in which the information was to be used for 

analysis was explained to them. That is, the purpose was to not report specific incidences, but instead, 

to generate categones of ideas for comparative purposeo. The mothers were asked to sign a consent 

form to participate in the study ( see Appendix C). 

Precautions were taken to safeguard against possible threats to the psychologicai weii being 



of the mothers. The researcher was clear at the outset that his role was to investigate worWfhdy 

issues in the least intrusive mannec The mothers were encouraged not to feel obligated to share 

information they considered sensitive and pnvate. In the event that a participant became emotionally 

overwhelmed when recounting expenences during an inte&, the researcher planned to be as 

supportive and understanding as possible. If she was unable to overcome feelings of distress, the 

researcher intended to terminate the fonnal part of the interview. The researcher planned to be 

responsive and accessible to the mothen who had questions or concerns either during or &er the 

i n t e ~ e w  process. If necessary, he would provide them with telephone numbers and offer guidance 

around accessing appropriate resources. This could involve referral to a wide range of resources such 

as crisis and mental health services, 

The above precautions did not have to be irnplemented. A number of the mothers expressed 

frustration and anxiety when recounting experiences. However, because the inteMew process was 

counterbalanced by a debriefing period following the interview that involved small talk, al1 of the 

i n t e ~ e w s  ended in a positive fashion. 

A description of the context of the interviews is needed in order to provide insight into the 

data collection process. The mother's unfamiliarity with the researcher needs to be noted as this can 

aEect the level of trust and the degree of candour (Patton, 1988). His prior contact with six of the 

mothers was through one to three telephone contacts. One mother met the researcher prior to the 

interview to review the consent form. Three of the mothers received the consent form before the 

interview via the mail and fax transmission. The other three mothers did not believe a review of the 

consent form was necessary before the interview. 

The researcher attempted to reduce the effect that unfarniliarïty could have on trust. The pre- 



interview telephone cal1 was used to not only explain the study, but to also emphasize its relevance 

and legitimacy. This was done by having an informal discussion on the topic of worldfamily issues 

and by highlighting the fact that the study was approved by the University of Manitoba and had 

passed an ethics review process. 

The researcher's gender is a significant part of the conte*. The purpose ofthe interview w a ~  

to obtain information about issues that many consider personal and stressful in nature. Gender 

differences have been known to have an effect on trust and perceived empathy (BNnuig, 1997). The 

researcher attempted to overcome gender differences by giving a personal account of his work as a 

graduate student and his subsequent interest in the topic. 

The researcher decided not to ask probing questions about former partners or spouses. He 

believed that a one time interview format did not allow for sufficient trust to be established. Instead, 

he asked general questions about current supports. A number of mothers mentioned present partners 

and former spouses in passing, but most did not give detailed descriptions of personai relationships 

beyond those with their children, friends and immediate family. 

The time constraints upon the mothers influenced the intewiews, as did the location of the 

interviews. Six of the mothers expressed dificulty in being able to tind time in their schedule. Tne 

researcher maintained a cornmitment to restrict the i n t e ~ e w s  to one hour. Al1 of the interviews 

involved informa1 before and after conversation that exceecied the one hour time fiame. The 

i n t e ~ e w s  occurred in the family home and thus required the researcher to sdapt to the home wntext. 

Five of the i n t e ~ e w s  were interrupted or shortened by care giving responsibilities. The researcher 

tned to be supportive and understanding by encouraging the mother to stop the interview at any time 

in order to respond to the children. Despite seeing time as at a premium, he aiso left time at the end 





Tmth value in this study was enhanced and limited by a number of methodologicd issues and 

decisions. One Sitation was the single one hour interview. This limitation was offset by the use of 

telephone preparatory calls, an infonned consent form and a pre-intemiew wamup. The interview 

guide was originally limited in that it was developed fiom the literature and not pilot interviews. This 

problem was counterbalanced by the researcher modifjirig his use of the guide throughout the data 

collection period. 

The researcher's orientation and interests also influenced the tmth value of the study. As a 

male non- parent, he lacked an intimate knowledge of the routines and experiences of single parent 

women. However, he has had significant contact with this group as  a professional in a family services 

agency. 

In hindsight, the truth value of the study could have been enhanced by more consultative 

measures. There was no consdtation with members of the target group during the design of the 

study. There also was no testing of the interview format on memben of this group. Such a process 

would have helped in sensitizing the researcher to potential concepts and categories. On the other 

hand, the research design was reviewed by the researcher's advisor and other committee members. 

The findings were aIso reviewed by the advisor and the result was feedback that stimulated prob1em 

solving, minimized distortion of the data, and increased the researcher's sensitivity to the data. 

The researcher entered into the study with a professional orientation toward individual 

casework and a theoretical orientation toward the eco-systemic perspective. The researcher 

acknowIedges that his interpretation of the data occurred from within the fiamework of his own 

values and experiences. Myles and Huberrnan (1984) say that although it is impossible to completely 

eliminate bias from a study, it is possible to influence its impact on data analysis. The researcher 



concedes that his male gender and casework orientation induced him to adopt an individu& 

organizational problem solving perspective rather than others such as, for instance, a structural 

ferninist perspective. 

The second aiterion of applicability refen to the transferability or generality of the fhdings. 

Applicability is achieved when the findings are transferable to other subjects, settings, and contexts. 

Findings must agree with the data Rom which it has been drawn and must also apply to contexts 

outside the study situation (Sandelowski, 1986). 

Applicability can be Sected by the recruitment of participants with a certain status within a 

sample. This is known as elite bias and can occur when a sample contains the most accessible and 

articulate members of a group (Sandelowski, 1986). Applicability was addressed by a sampling 

strategy that reached out to a wide range of potential participants. Some of the participants stood out 

in terms oftheir articulation and their accessibility. Others initially expressed interest in the topic area 

but were not readily accessible or confident in talking about it. They were persuaded to participate 

d e r  a process of reassurance, explanation and accommodation. 

The applicability of a study can also be  compromised by the researcher's attempts to make 

the findings more harmonious than the data suggests. This also known as holinic fallacy 

(Sandelowski, 1986). The categones that were identified emerged aAer the data had been scmtinized 

using the constant comparative method of andysis. Aithough the categories were intended to be 

conceptually distinct, they were also subject to potential overlap. The data was also presented in the 

form of actual quotations in order to facilitate the telling ofthe story by participants. The congruency 

of the findings with the data was therefore increased by the data analysis process, the development 

of the categories and the presentation of the data- 



The third cnterion, consistency or dependability, refen to the ability to replicate the study 

(Sandelowski, 1986). This is the extent to which a study contains findings that can be replicated. 

Findings are considered to have consiaency when another researcher follows the original researcher's 

methodological design and arrives at a similar, or non-contradictory finding (Lincoln and Guba, 

1985). 

The matter of consistency was addressed by descnbing the procedures and interpretations in 

sufficient detail so that another researcher could follow the research process. nie incorporation of 

the research questions, a rationale, a rnethodological section and an interview guide is meant to 

facilitate an understanding of this process. 

In summary, the findings and integration chapters represent an application of a modified 

grounded theory mode of analysis. The researcher found that grouping the data according to 

categories of context, strategies and conditions was the most effective way to apply this approach. 

It allows the researcher to articulate the different elernents of the design while at the same time 

capturing the thoughts and experiences of the respondents. 



Chapter IV 

Findings 

i) Introduction 

The following section will explore the mothers' discussion of the task of mothering and 

working. It will descnbe how they funaion given the expectations of these roles and how they benefit 

f?om supports at home and at work. The researcher's interpretation of the findings will not include 

a review ofthe literature. The intention is to allow the data to speak for itself. However, this does not 

prevent the data fiom being heavily influenced by the researcher's personal experiences and his 

exposure to the literature. 

The findings chapter of the qualitative data analysis is followed by a chapter on the Uuluence 

of a supportive workplace on work/farniiy integration. This chapter is the initial step in describing 

the processes through which a single working mother attempts to integrate work and f a d y  

responsibilities. 

The rnothers in the study work toward managing their emotional well being, their care giving 

and their working roles. This requires active and intense physical, emotional and intellectud effort 

to achieve an ideal state of fimctioning. Striving toward such a state also requires home based 

supports and workplace policies and benefits. Emotional, care giving and work managrnent are three 

broad categories that have been identified in order to help describe this process. 

Achieving integration is undermined by the manner in which women are situated in the care 

giving role. According to Baines et al. (1991)' the roie of care @ver has traditionally been 

unrecognized and undervalued in society. There are costs and consequences to caring that limit 

women's opportunities. Women, and single working mothen in particular, are more likely to be 



placed in a position where they must be completely responsible for the financial as well as the care 

giving needs of their children. 

The experiences of the women in this study wiU shed light on how difficult it is to manage the 

dual parenting and working role without an adequate recognition of the cost of care giving. These 

women bear the weight of having to earn an incorne, organize altemate care and live up to a socially 

constructed ideal of parenting. Despite the lack of recognition, the mothers in the study do find ways 

to manage. 

The use of grounded theory procedures wili result in a discussion of the conte- and 

subsequent properties of managing, the strategies used to handle managing, and the intervening 

conditions that give rise to managing. 



B) Managing Parental Emotional WeU Being 

Figure 1 

Context 
Properties 

ActionAnteraction Conditions 
Strategies 

Coming to Tenns with the Single Parent Role Reasoning Recognit ion of the  
Importance of Care 
Giving 

Assessing Supports and Altemate Care Support Building 
Availability of a 

Confidence Building Supportive Network 
and Quality Child Care 

Coming to tems with the parenting role and assessing altemate care and supports contribute 

to the management of parental emotional well being. Emotional well being is defined as an ideal state 

where a mother recognizes her situation and attempts to do what is necessary to be both a care giva 

and a worker. The term suggests a level of contentment and satisfaction can be achieved- There is also 

an assurnption in this definition that emotional well being is wi-thin the control of the parent In 

actuality, mothers encounter structural and personal conditions that interfere with the achievement 

of this state. They face structural conditions such as the undervaluing of care giving and varying 

individual conditions such as their children's specific w e  needs, their support network and their 

financiai circumstances. 

Coming to t ems  with the single parent role and assessing alternate care and supports were 

selected as properties because they provide a conte* for the discussion on actionhteractional 

strategies. They fiinction as conditions within which the actionhteractional strategies occur. The 

properties serve as dominant thernes that allow the discussion on strategies to logically unfold. 

The section on intervening conditions is placed after the section on actionlinteraction strategies. 

Intervening conditions describe the structural conditions that constrain or facilitate actiontinteraction 
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strategies. 

Context 

Properties 

i)Corning to Terms with the Single Parent Role 

A mother comes to terrns with the single parenting role by developing perceptions and 

attitudes that allow her to function. The mothers in the study have encountered work, financial, time 

and social and care giving obstacles when trying to work and single parent. Many adapt by accepting 

the demands and by using various strategies to manage them. 

Single working mothers function in a world where the two parent household is still a 

normative standard. Whether male or fernale, a single parent is often faced with maintainhg a 

household where there is no division of labour and where there is often no sharing of the emotional 

responsibility of carhg for children. 

Individuals accept the single parent role by finding explanations to understand their redit.. 

Reality reasoning is an ongoing fluid process rather part of a continuum. This construct is presented 

first in an attempt to establish a context for our discussion on support and confidence building. 

Reality reasoning reflects the manner in which a mother justifies and perceives her situation. 

Thoughts about being resigned to the role can be succeeded by thoughts that are more positive and 

more beneficial through lessening the ernotional impact of managing with single parenthood and 

altemate care. Ann chooses to think about the positives in her situation. 

Life is pretty simple, we're doing ok here. We're not stawing. We are living in a decent place. 
There are no bugs here, no rnice. We're not in a rundown bad life situation. I'm at Ieast able 
to provide a decent home for them and a decent environment to be in. 

ii)Assessing Supports and Altemate Care 



The assessment of the support network determines the nature of the support building process. 

Human beings, in general, strive to establish and mobilize support networks that can sustain them 

emotionally and instrumentally. Many mcthen learn how to utiliie supports in ways that fit their 

family circumstances. Supports for chüdcare can be d l e d  upon when they require respite or when 

a child is ill. Mothers also learn who is able to provide understanding, advice and validation. AM 

found a way to use supports in order to remain in contact with the adult world. 

1 have lots of really good fiiends, 1 do have excellent fnends that are there for me and we 
trade babysitting. I have a couple of good fnends 1 can talk to any time of day or night. I have 
fnends al1 across Canada and fiiends al1 over the world that are there for me whether it's 
emotionally, some financially. 

The fiequent isolation of single parents requires that they develop support systems that are 

available, flexible and enduring. Their support systems not only aid them as parents but also as 

individuals. The ofien overwhelrning responsibility of being a sole parent cm lirnit the utilization of 

such forms of social support as those involving peers. Further, a lack of support fkom employers can 

create predicaments where parents have to make choices between parental and employment 

obligations. 

Assessing alternate care involves the manner in which mothers develop 

trust and confidence in the caring and schooling of their children. Aiternate care is defined as not ody 

licensed and unlicensed daycare but also family member care, sitters and educational programs such 

as public school. Mothers attempt to determine their level of confidence in those who are entmsted 

with the  care of their children. In the case of family members, shared values and a shared history can 

generate trust. For a number of parents of children in daycare, a belief in government standards of 

care and their assessment of the daycare providers is needed to provide assurance. This assurance is 

not always constant as many parents continue to have doubts about aspects of their child's daily are.  
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Diane increased her confidence by o b s e ~ n g  the interaction between her child and her a r e  givec 

There are other people, there's other adults in there looking after the other children so (my 
child) h o w s  that (the daycare worker) is her care giver. Like when 1 drop h a  off in the 
moming (my child) always goes and nins to give (the daycare worker) a hug sa (my child) 
knows also who her main care giver is. 

Actionfinteraction Strategies 

i)Reaso ning 
Reamning refers to a process where an individual develops a Iogical view of reality. It is a 

thinking process that is acquired by the mother through experience and adaptation. This cognitive 

construct has implications for the emotional well being ofmothers. n i e  mothers in the study were 

able to use rational and intellectual cognitive attributes to manage their emotional well being. The 

reasoning process requires that a mother be able rationalize how the single parent role can lirnit the 

family socially and financially. A number of mothers learned to accept parental responsibility and the 

demands associated with the role by believing the demands are a natural part of the role. 

When talking about the number of tasks she had to accomplish in the day, AM described 

how being overloaded was simply a part of parenting. A parent should not cornplain about having 

too much to do: "in life sometimes yes, parenting no because that's a responsibility that you take 

on once you become a parent. You can't ever say you have too much to do." 

L ~ M  talked about feeling tired on an ongoing basis. She developed a reasoning strategy 

to describe the inevitability of dealing with the demands. The following is an example ofa mother 

who demonstrates a great deal of self control with regard to expressing feelings of being 

overwhelmed. 

That's al1 the time. You just l e m  to live with it. That's how my life is right now and 1 
accept that, 1 don't feel sony for rnyself, that's just the way things are. 



The thought of being the 0 3  adult with responsibility for a child caused AM and Diane 

to view their role as more demanding. 

Nobody else will have to pay the burden of taking care of my children if1 die tomorrow. 

Considering I'm a single parent, I'm the only one who she's got, I do feel S i e  1 have to be 
there more for her than probably normal. 

When taiking about maintaining a social life, Ann accepted that she is very limited because 

of single parenthood. One of the strategies employed by this mother was to view parenting as a 

personal choice that requires cenain responsibilities. 

M y  choice in life was to have children and they come as a top priority and your social life 
takes a back seat to everything else. If you get out once a month, you are doing good. 

Ann and Sue used reasoning strategies to aid in their understanding of their children's 

needs. The use of such strategies is effective in helping the mother's adaptation. It can also aid in 

lessening the emotional impact of care giving demands. A m  talked about how the absence of a 

father was balanced by the presence of a stepfather. The stepfather remained involved with the 

child following the separation. Sue considers her child's tendency to ensure that the care giver is 

nearby to be a part of her personality. 

And he misses his dad a lot but the interaction with his stepfather does play the role there 
as (my son's) dad. 

She does a mom check. And she (care provider) says that too, the babysitter says that too 
that often she's very clingy that she sticks right close to her so 1 think that's just the way 
she is. 

Ann described how she dealt with the stress of work and faMly pressure. She leamed to 

view support £rom work in a realistic fashion. When the support is infornial and contrary to the 

employer's regular practice, she reports feeling gratefùl. 



I'm sure there is a lot worse places than where 1 am. That is why 1 said 1 wouldn't switch, 
even for a shorter workweet I'rn very lucky to have such a good support system there. 
She knows, she's had enough people More who've had children and it's a tact of We. We 
al1 get sick. Things happen. 

The pressure of t a h g  additional time off from work lett Diane resigned to the 

consequences of working with CO-workers who did not understand her situation. Because of 

farnily demands being paramount, she accepted negative perceived attitudes. 

You just have to go through it and not care what other people think because you're not 
living their life and you're living your life and you have responsibilities. What am 1 
supposed to do, 1 can't send her to day care with a fever. 

The view of the single parent role as both substandard and stigmatizing was chailenged by 

Lynn. She descnbed how some children from single parent homes are unjustly singled out as having 

more needs than children fiom two parent homes. 

1 prefer single parenting to being two parents where their relationship sucks. 1 see that a 
lot and then the kids are more damaged and 1 don't thinlc that kids that corne from single 
parents have to be singled out, oh they ' re bad or they 're behaving li ke that because they're 
from single parent families, 1 think that's very biased. 

The well being of the children is seen as the p n m q  indicator of role satisfaction for Lynn. 

The excessive demands of the parenting and working role are offset by her perception of the 

children's health and emotional well being. The need for Lynn to fil1 two roles is of coune difncult 

but not impossible. 

i'm living the fact that I'm a single parent and you need - you have responsibilities that 
need to be met and your children have to be looked afler, that's the priority. M e r  that you 
do the rest but it's not impossible and it can be fun too. That's encouraging to them 
because a lot of people are struggling and yes, I'm struggling too but it's mostly financial 
but other than that my kids are healthy, they're happy, I'rn pretty happy most of the time. 
Actually it's not even happiness it's just that 1 enjoy living, 

Lynn responded to a question about an ideal work setting for a single parent, by saying 

none existed as long as she is required to work full time. The time cornmitment alone would create 



excessive demands. She reasoned that knowing others in similar circumstances has helped her to  

accept the reality of  rnanaging dual roles. Despite excessive work demands, single parents uui 

provide the kind of  care children need. 

It's not possible, not ifyou have to  work 40 hours a week whether you get lots of  money 
or  a little money. What's worse is if you have to work two jobs just t o  maintain. 1 biow 
women that have had to  work two jobs when their kids were srnail andior go to  school and 
work and yet their kids tumed out good, so 1 don't believe i f s  just quantity it's also quality 
but some people just have it and they can do it. They provide the quality care for their kids 
even though it kills them and they work their bones ofS they're just tired but eventually 
they'll get there, but it takes its toll. 

Dealing with a former partner required Am to suppress feelings and adopt a d i e r e n t  

attitude for the benefit of the children. By recalling her own childhood, she was able to determine 

that it is important to maintain 2 relationship with her former partner's farnily. 

She (my mother) didn't do a lot o f  things that 1 have, especially interaction with the kids 
and seeing that they see the grandparents on both sides o f  the family. You don't worry 
about who they are and that they are afiliated with the X that's not their problem. That 
is your problem. You have to get over it. 

Reasoning strategies are used by mothers to account for the demands of  managing two 

roles. They find ways to justify the manner in which caring has become a central part of their lives 

and how it has not only provided thern with meaningfûl relationships but also Iimited their 

opportunities vocationatly, financially and personally. The mothering imperative and socialization 

reinforces the expectation of women to be the primary care givers of children. Families are also 

expected to be economically self sufficient. Due to these expectations, women assume the working 

and caring role and leam to accept the reality o f  this role. 

ii) Support Building 

Support building refers to  the mother's need for a supportive network of  people who can 

provide matenal and psychological resources. A supportive network is considered a basic human 



need and is necessary in order for anyone to successfully master theû environment. Support can 

be defined as the extent to which the mother believes she is understood, valued and emotionally 

sustained (Hobfoll, 1986). It can also mean support around meeting the materiai and w e  giving 

needs of the child. The degree to which a mother feels supported depends on faMly circumstances, 

the availability of support and the perceived need for support. The mothers would endeavor to 

identi@ situations where support would have been helpful. They would also utilize strategies to  

acquire support. 

Mothers developed supportive networks that allowed them to function as parents and as 

adults. In order to engage in adult activities, some mothers have established routines o r  guidelines 

on how to access such suppon. This can mean cornbining children's and adult's activities. Lynn 

developed a system of childcare where regular outings with other adults were undertaken. She 

considered it helpful to have peers who also shared the responsibility of being a parent. 

that are al1 acquaintances, none of them are close fnends but they're al1 good acquaintances 
and 1 go and it's just adults sharing - having good times, and 1 can do that now because 1 
have enough fnends that will baby-sit in the neighborhood or my daughter 

Used to do everything with a friend, their kids and my kids and sometimes I will still do 
that. We have kids times where we take al1 Our kids and we do something with them, but, 
in the last 5 months we go out one night a week without children just a fnend of mine and 
we go out and we listen to some nice jazz, that's what we do. 

The utilization of peer support can require departing fiom normal peer group behavior in 

order to accommodate care giving. Angie, who has non-parenting friends, found she had to be fim 

around the parameters of  their contact. 

And there's times when 1 haven't gone out for a whole month or  two and my hiends they'll 
start really pressuring me, 'oh corne on you desenre a break and it doesn't hurt to go out' 
meanwhile I'il have to work the next day or I'Il have like an exam coming up and (my 
child) to spend time with. 



The participation in a women's group was identified as an important source of peer support 

for Barb and Sue. Sue did shifi work and, therefore, the group provided a structured oppominity 

for daytime peer contact. The groups are also structured to accommodate the parents childuve 

needs. Another aspect of the groups is that they facilitate a connection with parents in like 

circumstances. In Bah's case. this wmection was XI meaningfiil, it led to ongoing support in later 

years. 

Wednesday morning 1 go to Ladies MoMng Out at church and they have - it's separateci 
they have a day care there and activities for the Mom's, so we go to that on Wednesdays 

1 belonged, when (my son) was a newbom, to "Take a Break" and that was a support 
group of about 10 stay at home moms at the time, so we've al1 watched our children grow, 
although we don't get a chance to see each other very offen but we do niIl phone and keep 
some contact going. 

Peer group support serves the dual purpose ofproviding access to activities outside ofcare 

giving and to opportunities for sharing information about parenting. For s m e  mothers peer contact 

was not frequent. Some relied on telephone calls or once per month outings. These mothers 

benefitted fiom having outings to look fonvard to and having people they can access. AM'S 

opportunity for social activities away fkom her children were Iimited. 

1 don? go out that oAen on a social level. I'm going out on Saturday for the first time in 
months. 

A key aspect to successful peer contact is the mutual understanding of each other's care 

giving role. Even though a mother can share an evening of non-child orientated activities with 

another adult, the latter m u a  have an understanding of the mother's responsibilities. As in the case 

of Angie, this lack of understanding, evident with her non-parenting peers* required that she clarify 

the boundaries. 

The identification of suppons depends on the experience of the mother and her sense of 



shared purpose. Angie met a number of single parents while attending a speciaüzed school 

program. She remained in contact with them and found she was able to relate to their expenences. 

Such a support network offers the opportunity to identiw with another parent. It aiso d o w s  

mothers to share experiences with others who have chifdren the sarne age as their own. 

Oh yea, lots of my Eends actuaily just recently had babies and actually my best niend just 
had a baby December 1st and 1 went to school with some girls, in high school, that had kids 
because 1 went to the Adolescent Parent Centre and met some gids there and same oithern 
have had their second child already and it's pretty tough for them, 

Ann and Angie made sure to emphasize that their support network included non- 

parents. 
I have a few single %ends, some of them have children, some don't, some are couples, 
some aren't, 

X have a lot of fnends that have kids but then 1 have a lot of fnends that don't have kids. 
So there is a balance 

Mothers viewed the relationship with care providers and teachers as emotionally 

supportive. Ann and Diane recognized how they felt comforted when they experienced how the 

educator and the care provider were able to meet their child's needs. 

I don't know but he's overcome a lot of it and with the help of the school they've been 
great. 1 don't know what 1 would have done without them in the last year. Having the 
resource help that he's gotten. 

It wasn't there immediately. (the daycare worker), the administrative lady, 1 knew nght 
away that I would trust her, 1 could just tell. 1 don't know what it was, 1 could just tell and 
she had a girl there who she had been working with for 1 don't know 4 or 5 years so she 
knew her really well but (the daycare worker) was in the room with (my daughter) there 
for the first while or with (my daughter). It builds up. 

Life events were identified by Sue and Ann as influencing their need for support fiom 

work. In both cases it involved a death in the family. Sue reported that she was not ready to retum 

to work but nonetheless had to retum. This inevitably affected her job performance. Ann accepted 



the necessity of retuMng to work. She faced not only a farnily death but also the illness of both 

herself and her children. She was abIe to take advantage, however, of family and peer support. In 

both cases, these mothers felt compelled to return to work despite family and health concerns. 

1 don? know if they totally understood where 1 was corning fiom. Just for an example my 
dad passed away this surnmer so when 1 came back to  work aAer the fùneral and stuc 1 
wasn't ready to work yet but I've got to work 

1 stayed home two days with (my son) and then 1 got sick a week f ier  and I was home for 
two days, then my grandfather passed away and then (my daughter) got sick just a few 
weeks ago. It was the day d e r  my grandfather passed on x, I d e d  her and 1 said can you 
come and take her because 1 couldn't deal with the death issue and everyîhing, Morn kept 
her for a few days and 1 have a few single girlfiends who work at home so they will 
sometimes take the kids when they are sick too which is really a Iot to ask of  thern but you 
cant stay home al1 the time when they are sick. 

Support in the workplace was seen as situational and practical. Ann saw the support of 

customers only extending to a certain point. The customers had their own needs as consumers to 

fulfill and, therefore, could not be expected to provide unconditional support. Diane viewed 

additional time off during her pregnancy as a positive sign of support. 

Your custorners are the ones that depend on you so they are understanding to a point but 
when you get six days off in one month, you know it's a M e  much some time. 

1 think they have been very understanding with my situation. While 1 was pregnant they 
were really good. 1 was off work a lot while 1 was pregnant. 1 think they've done really 
well. 

Support within the workplace was identified as an important factor in feeling recognized 

and valued. Ann saw customer satisfaction as an indicator of  her significance to the Company- The 

fact she experienced this recognition on an annual basis was firther evidence of her value as an 

employee. 

The satisfaction is when the custorner comes in and they say thank you. You get that 
recognition fiom them. At Christmas time 1 do very wel  for my self A lot of  my customers 
come in and I get boxes of  chocolates. 



Ann also viewed support fiom customers as emotionally sustaining and comforting when 

family Iife was stressfil. When talking about the demands of both faMly and work life, Diane was 

able to identie how workplace relationships could offset these demands. 

I went through a bad time last year and they saw it. They came right up to me and said 
Hey, you are not your nomal happy self. What is wrong with you?" and I told them. And 
that is understandable they said and they are very supportive. . 

1 get job satisfaaion with my aistomers. 1 deai with a few companies out in B. C. and 
they're just wonderftl. They're just a lot of fin. 

The need for support fiom employers while dealing with the dilemma of caring for an il1 

child was identified by four mothers. The lack of support can consist of demands by the employer 

to fulfill a work commitment despite the absence of acceptable childcare. It can also consist of 

unsupportive comments and perceived attitudes. 

Ange reasoned that her capacity to fulfill the work role when her child was sick was related 

to her employer's inability to understand her predicament. The fact that she eamed minimum wage 

and received no other benefits, influenced her response to the situation. The lack of understanding 

on the part of the employer reflects an unwillingness to look beyond the work role when dealing 

with employees. 

If they don't have kids themselves and if they don't have benefits for child care or you 
know like - they can't say much when your kid is sick 

I had just finished telling her (my employer), one 1 don? want a stranger coming in with 
my son, and two, it costs about $25 an hour and I'm getting paid minimum wage. I just 
don't have fùnds to pay the nurse in the first place unless the company is willing to pay for 
it. She was still persistent that i f I  couldn't get an employee to come in ta get the nurse to 
come in or get somebody to come in basically. 

The need for mothers to take more than acceptable amounts of leave fiom work often 

results in their perception of being unsupported or the employer's perception that they are lacking 



cornmitment to the job. Ann and Diane feIt their employers did not understand how parenting 

responsibilities can affect work. 

She kinda gives you that look every once in a while but that's because your leaving and 
they need you. 

There's about 20 other people, so I've heard a few little cornments here and there about 
- some people are really bad at never being at their desk and booking sick and they're 
relating me to those people now. 

Two mothers explained how certain factors influenced the de- of support provided by 

employers. Ann mentioned the shared expenence of mothenng. Diane mentioned the company's 

focus on profit making and centralized decision making. 

She (my employer) does understand that you have a family to take care of. She was a 
mother, she raised three children and she worked while she raised them. Being that she is 
a woman, she is very understanding in that respect 

1 told them, they could care less, upper management, my supervisor isn't really 
understanding. His boss 1 think is really understanding but upper level management 
couldn't care less about families anywhere. They are totally looking for the dollar and they 
have bitter employees. 

Diane referred to gender balance and management structure as influencing the de- of 

workplace support. The extent to which women are present in the workplace has an afEect on 

awareness and response to family issues. 

1 think they do what they can. If they could have had a day care onsite. 1 think they would 
have. But the upper level management is in Toronto and they're just in a different part of 
the country so they're the ones who make al1 the decisions. 

The majonty of people - there's been a lot of times where I've worked in offices where I'm 
the only girl or 1 take a lot of (nonsense) because of that. Women are a minority at (this 
company) and if there were more women they would understand my situation. 

When asked about their support network, a number of mothers emphasized the significance 

of a family member's support around providing assurance, guidance, understanding and childcare. 



Angie indicated that she was able to reach out to family members who üved in another province for 

emotional support. They were able to place a priority on this contact. Diane leA her entire f d y  in 

another province when she moved to Winnipeg. She found them supportive but felt the distance 

lirnited the arnount of support they could provide. 

1 guess the person I like to talk to about child issues - is my aunt - she lives in Toronto 
though. But she gives me the best advice. She comes in quite a lot, through the Internet at 
school, letters and that. 

I'm probably at the extrerne end when it cornes to support - I got a lot of support fiom Nova 
Scotia, 

Several parents mentioned boyfiends as supportive in providing childcare. In the case of 

Barb, her boyfiiend's care when her children were sick provided enough reassurance for her to be 

able to work. This underlines the importance of having a significant other who can provide practical 

support. 

When they had the chicken pox I worked. 1 felt guilty but (my boyfiend) was here and 1 
knew they were getting good care and 1 knew that their wasn't anything 1 could do except 
to tell them to not scratch their chicken pox. 

Ail of the mothers talked about family members providing support in various ways. Diane 

found this can involve child care. " 1 have a good mom and the grandma. She does a Iittle bit, she 

doesn't baby-sit very often, she really doesn't but once in a while she'll take one of them for a couple 

hours here and there, " 

Family members were involved with Ellen's family but did not actively offer support. 'Wo. 

1 don't have any famiIy offenng to (support us) - emotionally, no 1 feel 1 don't get that. If1 was 

getting it, 1 would Say yes, 1 am getting it, but 1 feel I'm not." 

The availability of a sibling to provide childcare for a number of years provided Barb with 

assurance about the quality of care. The mother's knowledge of her sister's background and skills 
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dong with her availability, increased feelings of being supponed. 

... schooling, learning, whatever needed to be done, she h a  learned how to do it. She's (my 
sister) always been there with me and the kids right fiom minute one. My dad passed away 
when she was six so (my sister) has grown up without a dad so she's been able to cope with 
everything just like my kids are coping. 

The need for a supportive network is based on the nature of individual transactions with the 

environment. Instrumental support around child care is inponant to al1 parents but is especially 

important to  single parents. Without another partner to share care giving, mothers are less able to 

fulfill the working roie, perform household duties and engage in adult activities. The lack of 

instrumental support only increases the emotional burden of care giving. 

Mothers require psychological support that reflects the nature of their role as adults, parents 

and workers. The opportunity to interact with other adults outside the parenting role allows mothers 

to focus on their own needs.. Having a supponive network of other parents permits them to share 

a common purpose and experience. As workers, they are emotionally sustained by positive 

expenences with employers and fellow employees. Working single mothers feel more supported when 

they are recognized as adults, parents and worken. 

iii) Confidence Building 
Confidence building in the context ofthis study, is a process where mothers develop 

trust in the care giving of othen. Mothers have to delegate the care of their children even though the 

noms of good mothering suggest this care can never be completely delegated (Baines et ai, 1998). 

They develop an awareness and trust in care giving that is based on their need to both e m r e  quality 

care and maintain involvement with their children, 

Confidence building aids mothers in managing the emotional dilemma of asking others to 

accept responsibility for the care of their children. The process of building confidence is also based 



on their need to monitor and evaluate the care of others, The mother's interactiDon with a system of 

child care, whether it be formal or informal, is an exampte of how theindividual is in transaction with 

the environment out of necessity. 

Confidence building refers to the creation of codidence in the capacity of alternate care giving 

to meet the ernotional, physicai and cognitive needs of their child 

A mother develops a level of confidence in different ways. She evaluates the response or 

potential response of her children to the care giving. She uses strategies to detemine whether the 

care provider is tnisrwonhy. A mother also develops confidence in a care provider based on the 

provider's adherence to mandated standards. Mothers develop trust in a care giver based on an 

evolving relationship with that person and corne to tmst that persons capacity to meet the particular 

needs of the children. 

Lynn found suitable sitters f b r t  her oldest chiWs network of fnends. She also monitored the 

sitters by obtaining feedback fiom her chiidren. The use of people in the parent's support networfc 

to develop confidence is an example of how mothers utilize their resources. Lynn also has school age 

children as well as a preschooler. The older child's abiiity to communicate helped decrease the level 

of vulnerability she felt about the children. 

I screen the babysitters because they have to be people 1 know. My fiiends' kids that were 
old enough. Of course they liked the money and 1 trusted them, that's important, it's reaily 
important to me that people who are looking after my kids are responsible. If ever any of 
them have screwed up that's the last time they babysat because my kids could tdk. 1 have 
a good communication with my kids. 

Angie deveioped concerns around the family daycare provider and the quality of her child's 

care. The practice of "checking up" allowed her to properly appraise the provider- 

1 was concerned. How 1 would check up, is 1 wouid phone anà a& w b t  be was doing at that 
time and make sure that he's not sleeping at the time when 1 set the limit at an hour maximum 



eqecially when he was at the home day care, the family day care, 1 found that she was 
sleeping with the kids and 1 was waking them al1 up 

Sue, Lynn and Bah formed an assessrnent of how the care provider shared their values and 

attitudes regarding parenting. Barb viewed the provider as being able to offer a normative experience 

for her child. 

My sitter is married and so she gets that total comect family and she gets to see the father 
and interaction with a male. 1 think that's good, so 1 iike that part too, whereas she wouldn't 
really get that here, not in the same way anyway. 

Lynn had doubts about day cares in general but was able to find a center that shared her 

philosophy around care giving. She had concems about a daycare being responsive to her child's 

emotional needs but was able to address this question afier seeing how they related to the child. 

1 don't like daycare. 1 have never liked daycare because they raise your children with theu 
thoughts, their morals, their whatever. I'm fortunate because 1 have a good daycare where 
the people believe basically what 1 think in child rean'ng and they're sensitive to (my child) 

Barb described how the contribution of her sister toward care giving allayed her concerns. 

The extensive use of family care giving was unique to this mother. Confidence: was built around not 

only shared values but also around the sister's capacity to facilitate developmental activities. 

And then my sister was in and 1 paid her. She was really good with the kids, she spoke with 
them, raised them the way 1 did which was basically in an adult manner, always testing them, 
helping them learn. 

A number of mothers identified their child's response to altemate care as integral in 

developing confidence around care giving. When their child gives positive feedback about school o r  

daycare, the parent views the care giving favorably. It also gives them the reassurance that they do 

not have to intervene with the care giver. 

ANI talked about her son in grade school and her daughter in kindergarten and daycare. She 



talks about the peace of rnind her children's reaction gave her. 

I think the school is good, the kids are enjoying it. They're happy, that's obviously a good 
thing., they like the teacher. That's a big thing. They're happy there and ifthey're happy, their 
mother's happy. 

Diane taiked about the process of acclimatizing her two year old daughter to the daycare. She 

developed a strategy where she could buffer the child's fears of being abandoned. 

1 was really irnpressed with those and 1 put her in day care where 1 went with her for a week 
and a halfbefore 1 went back to work and 1 stayed with her, For the first week 1 stayed with 
her until she got completely cornfortable with the place and 1 was just there with her for the 
day, each day and the last two days 1 lefi her. 1 would just lave her there for partial days and 
I'd work my way up to a f i I l  day. 

Lynn's confidence in the daycare environment was predicated on her perception of groüp 

care. She saw it as pushing her child too quickly through the developmentai phases. It also exposed 

her child to potential health problems and mistreatment. 

They're probably tired of being socialited so long from age 2 to age 18 when norrnally they 
have 3 years - they start kindergarten and start slow, they don't have to share, those 
expectations are not placed on them as soon and in daycare they are, so they have to grow 
up faster The kid's like 17 and she's only 5, she has an attitude on her that just is really scary 
and it's subjects them to more diseases, to more kids bad language, to abuses from other 
children. 

Ellen described how her school age child responded favorably to participation in a church 

activity. She made an assessment of the environment retative to the way he managed in regular 

school. The learning atmosphere to leam and his positive mood were reassuring. 

Sunday School Catechism classes he enjoys those. He aiways talks about positive things, 
he's cornfortable there and the students that are in his class seem to be able to communicate 
with him, he's very c~mfo'rtable there. 1 find that he - Church the atmosphere, like the 
teachers, the students a11 around, it's just more calmer and he leanis better, he catches on 
faster.The look on his face and how he comes home and that tells you that he's gotten 
something out of it and it's been a good experience. 

Diane resisted using a sitter for her two year old daughter whenever possible. She lacked both 



a regular sitter as well as confidence in her child's ability to manage emotionally with an unknown 

care giver. She viewed the daycare center worker as preferable because she had developed a 

relationship with her child. 

If there was an opportunity where people invited me - 1 don't have a babysitter 1 can't go, 
1 wish that 1 could have those people (daycare) look f i e r  her in the evening so I could go 
once in a while because 1 have a real problem with trust 1 would only leave her with 
somebody that she was really familiar with because 1 don't want her to not - ï'm realiy afiaid 
of her thinking that I'm going to abandon her or something. 

Angie thought that daycare workers have more skills than f h l y  daycare workers. She was 

able to differentiate between the care given by a child care worker and an untrained care giver. 

The only thing 1 didn't like was private sitters because they are not as cautious of your 
children it seems like. They are not licenced. They are just an average person, you know, they 
are babysitters. They are not childcare workers and there is a difference. There is a big 
différence. These ladies here at this daycare are great. 1 drop them off, 1 don't worry about 
a thing. 

AM expressed concem about children under the age of two years receiving adequate 

numiring while in altemate care. This concem was alleviated when her children grew older. 

No nothing really, I've been very lucky. I've never had anything very, very bad happen, the 
only thing I've ever worried about was when the kids were babies and if they would pick 
them up when they cned and needed to be picked up. 

The presence of standards of care in licensed centers was identified as a source of reassurance 

for mothers. Required levels of staffing reassured parents of appropriate levels of supervision and 

safeguarded against abuse. 

Diane and Angie, both mothers oftwo year olds, stressed the importance ofstandards around 

the number of staff to children. There is comfon in knowing a care giver is always in position to 

adequately supervise the children. In comparing daycare centers to family daycares, some parents 

expressed concem about a family care giver becoming distracted and leaving the children without 



proper supervision. 

The homes yes, but you're - you have one caregiver but you also don't have the security, the 
quality control, whatever you war.t to cal1 it. 

Supervision and that's why 1 say the day care centre has a better reputation and it's better for 
him because you know that they're going to be up, there's somebody always up because 
they're going to their job and their main focus is the kids and they have one person there 
looking after al1 the kids, 

Angie raised a concem regarding the high child to staff ratios and how they can have a 

negative impact on child development. 

1 stiU think that they couId use more staff in day care centres. 1 still think that their legal ratio 
is a little ndiculous, just Iike in cIassrooms they have 40 kids in one classroom 1 think that's 
ridiculous for elementary and high school. 

Lynn viewed care in the home as better developmentally and emotionally for children. She 

talks about the disadvantages of group care and echos the feelings of other parents, like Barb, who 

prefer home based care. 

1 find a lot of day cares don't meet the emotional needs of children, or the structure and the 
boundaries that they need. They let them get away with a lot more because their hands are 
tied, they can't - 1 might be stricter about certain things at home than they are and they have 
a lot of kids so they don? get a lot of one on one whereas at home the kids get that 

Diane thought standards at day care centres provided protection with regard to health and 

cleanliness. This is a care giving issue which she felt needed to be addressed. 

They disinfect the toys every day. I'm just - that built confidence, if I've got to leave her 
somewhere 1 would rather have these standards than not. 

The standards also instill the belief that the center is upholding its responsibility to keep the 

mother aware of what happens to the child. The manner in which the daycare informs the mother 

about the child's behavior was viewed positively by Diane and Am, who felt the timing ofgiving such 

information was important. 



If anything happens to her through the day, there is an incident report. 1 have to sign an 
incident report 

1 have never gotten a cal1 to Say that they have been bad, they don't c d  you for that, they 
discuss that with you d e r  when you corne to pick them up and they never discuss it with you 
in front of the child fiom childcare center. It's done in a proper fashion. 

An. saw the presence of a number of care givers as a safeguard against abuse. The hesitancy 

to entrust the care of a child to a single care giver underlines the concem mothers have in delegating 

care. 

You are not there, and that is the only thing, but otherwise, 1 don? have any womes about 
them, 1 know they are welI taken care of there.You7re not allowed to smack these kids. You 
can't physically touch them. 

Confidence in care giving is enhanced by the quality of communication between the mothers 

and the care giver. The opportunity of an account of the child's day was considered important by one 

mother. It gave her a chance to feel a part of the child's day. She also came to believe in the care 

giver was interested in her child and their understood of what is impofiant to  her as a mother. 

They have a baby babbler. 1 have to put down on paper when 1 get there everything that 
happened to (my child) from the time that she left day care - just some stu& what happened 
to her, her sleep, how it was, what 1 fed her, when she was last diapered and then they in tum 
through the day starting to fil1 out al1 the stuff that happened to her through the day. 

Barb shared her experience of having a strong level of communication with her child's day 

care staff Her trust in their care giving ability and her children's attachment to the workers resulted 

in a lasting connection. 

Wondefil, the best. 1 would drop the  kids offat 8 - 8:30, the centre opened at 7: 15 so they 
were aiways there nilly stafYed ready to go. If there was a problem, they caifed me, if the kids 
weren't feeling well they called me and I'd go get them and I'd be home with the children. 

Sometimes we would stay and talk with the staff, there was one lady lefi and we'd talk to her 
for 20 - 30 minutes. 

Having a key day care worker, a worker who is assigned to the child, was reassuring to 



Diane. The key worker was someone the parent could develop a relationship with and someone she 

would be able to rely on for information. 

If anything is going on ( the daycare worker) is there so she is her caregiver fiom like 7:30 
in the moming until4 in the aftemoon when she goes home- 

Angie and Sue recognized how socialization and leaniing opportunities are available to 

children in daycare. They acknowledged the need for their child to have contact with other children 

and to have stimulation- Mothers who feit more assured about daycare beiieved there are other 

benefits besides supervision and basic care. 

Tt's a need that he has to interact during the week with kids too so not just mom but also 
people his age, he likes to interact with them. 

1 don't think it's (private sitter) as structured, it's not structured learning (Iike the nursery) 
but yes, 1 think she works on stuff like that because there's a lot of stuff that was coming 
home and I'd go, 'where did this corne from?' and (pnvate care provider) would Say like 1 
teach her how to do certain things and stuff 

A mother's level of confidence in care giving is contingent on two main factors- First, she 

needs options that address a variety of care giving concems. These involve concerns not oniy for 

safety and stimulation but also for meeting the emotional needs of the child. Mothers need access to 

the kind of care, whether it be relative, group or family care that meets their expectations. Second, 

the perception of caring as a private responsibility needs to be changed to one of shared 

responsibiIity. Shared responsibility can be defined as a shifi away fiom the noms ofgood mothering 

and away From the belief that mothers must always be engaged in the mothering role. 

Intervening Conditions 

The researcher has identified two structural conditions that intervene in the emotional well 

being of mothers. First, there is the systemic issue of care giving being invisible and undervalued. 
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Women are supposed to conform to a socially constructed expectation of care givïng that does not 

acknowledge the need to delegate care. Care giving is traditionally seen as natural for women and 

a private responsibility (Ferguson, 1998). This has led to a child care system that is inadequate and 

underfinded. Second, women need a supportive network and quality child care in order to overcome 

Iow incomes and time lirnitztions. Parents are required to be not only loving but also responsive to 

the norms of family responsibility and obligation (Baine et al, 1998). As a result, the mothers in the 

study had a need for supports and assurances that reflected their perceptions of this responsibility. 

i)Recognition of the Importance of Care Giving 

Women who are care givers experience a reality that influences their need to use reasoning. 

confidence building and support building strategies. Although there are single parent fathers who 

share similar circumstances with the mothers in this study, women are mostly likely to be care givers 

and to be expected to confonn to societal norms around mothering ( Prentice & Prentice, 1997). 

There is a need to recognize the importance of care giving as an intervening condition for 

managing emotional well being. Because of the mothenng imperative, women oAen have confiicting 

emotions about delegating the care of their children to others. By doing so, they believe they are not 

fulfilling their responsibility (Ferguson & Prentice, 199 1). Some of the mothers in the study had 

difficulty in relinquishing care of the their children to others and in finding quality childcare. Diane 

tried to overcome these dificulties placing her child in a situation with multiple care providers. 

Well, the day care was - 1 went with this day care because 1 wanted her in a centre because 
1 wanted to know that she was safe, because I'm really worried about abuse for her and that 
was my main issue and that's why 1 put her in a centre where 1 knew she was going to have 
more than one caregiver so that she was never alone with one person. 

Baines et al (1991) says women have a heavy emotional investment in care giving based on 



socially constmcted expectations as well as the mothen own se= of obiigation, The care giving of 

small children involves both "love and labour." The task of providing instrumental and &ective care 

to children is not adequately acknowledged (Baines et al, 1998). Angie stated it this way: 

You just have to accept thPt, accept your priorities and king  a parent you do accept that. It's 
not that you can't go out and do things but you have to IiMt it and you have to balance - so 
you can still do the same things as your fiiends, going to a restaurant for dimer or d l i k e  
that 

ii)AvailabiIity of a Supportive Network and Quality Childcare 

The intervening condition iduencing the mothers ability to manage her emotional well being 

was the presence of adequate material and emotional supports. The presence of these conditions can 

buffer the effect of excessive work and care giving demands. The attainment ofa supportive network 

and quality child care will iduence the degree to which reasonirrg, support building and confidence 

building strategies are employed. 

Mothers who felt supported and assured had access to childam resources and emotional 

supports. Extended family supports and quality childcare were identified as imponant. Mothers found 

ways to develop a supportive network and to locate suitable childcare. The mothers who were more 

able to manage their emotional well being had conformed to single parenthood by developing such 

a network-They also became more assureci when they used confidence building strategies based on 

the ability to locate resources that satisfied concems regarding the safety and development of their 

children. 

Reasoning strategies are used in order to aid a mother in coming to tems with limited 

resources and the demands of single parenting. A reasoning mategy was req~ired by Who 

wanted to explain to the children the reality of living in a single parent household. She compared the 



family to other single parent households when describing financial and time limitations. 

l've explained to thern that this is where 1 have to be to make a living and you know that I 
have to work to pay for grocenes and housing and have a car. A lot of sinde women don't 
have a car. 

An example of the use of positive reasoning strategies is when a mother is able to place the 

care giving and working role in a certain context. Using such a strategy allows the mother to 

rationalize living within financial and time constraints. The necessity of worlgng for a living and 

providing economically for the family was cited by Angie as a reason to accept additional work 

dernands. She was expected to be at work later than her regularly scheduled shift without being 

compensated. 

No. It's life, 1 have to pay the bills. If 1 could stay home with him, 1 would in a minute. 
You have to accept that and that's the way it is. That's the way the work Ioad is these days 
- you have to put in that extra tirne- 

The extent to which support building strategies were employed depended on the availability 

of supports and the skills of the parent. Family supports could be adjusted to fit the evolving need 

of the parent for instrumental and emotional support. The relationship with alternate care @vers 

needed to be based on a sense of mutual caring and shared values. The relationship with peers often 

had t o  be limited and scrutinized in order to confonn to the parent's care giving role. 

A few of them my fkiends do have children. That way we can al1 relate together, yea, we sit 
down and yack about the kids. So and so did this this week and this one's did that, As a 
single parent family, we rent movies, and we stay home and watch movies. And we'U have 
people corne over here instead so we don't have to pay a sitter to go out. 

Support building in the workplace depends on the supportiveness of the employer. This 

support cm take the form of flexibility in work demands or in the mother's perception of being 

valued and understood. Care giving demands such as a child's illness can result in unsupportive 

responses fiorn employers. A parent who lacks understanding s u p e ~ s o r s  and CO-workers can 



become both negative and accepting of the lack of support. Some parents felt compelled to address 

their childcare concems without assistance. The parents who felt supported by their workplaces were 

less likely to focus on the dynamics ofjuggling work and family schedules. Those who did not fd 

supported by work managed to either fit their childwe needs around the work or were forced to 

extract more benefits fiom their employers. Diane felt fortunate when companng herseif to 

employees who did not have care giving dilemmas. 

I know that management has been very lenient with me, that a lot of people who -if* had 
not been in the situation that I had been in, taking as much time off, would have probably 
dready been hauled in for an investigation 



C) Managing Care Giving 

FIGURE 2 

Properties ActionlInteraction Strategirr Inteivening Condition 
Leaming about the Obligations Knowïng/LearcÜng The Presence of 
and Responsibilities of Care GiWig Parenting Demands 

Development of Coping and 
Problem Solving Skills 

Coging 

Adapt ing 

The following section attempts to portray care giving as s process of meeting the 

challenges of managing a household and carïng for children. The act of care giving involves 

mental, emotional and physical effort. Care giving, traditionally, is not considered as work but as 

a voluntary and natural human behavior. The vast majority of primary care given are women and 

therefore, the costs of caring are absorbed by them (Baines et al 1998). According to Baines et ai 

(1998), the literature places more weight on the psychologicai and emotional aspects of carhg 

than on the instrumental and tangible aspects of canng. This section focuses more on the latter 

aspect of caring. 

Meeting the demands of instrumentai and tangible aspects of caring, requires the ability to 

draw f?om experience and utilize management strategies. Single working mothers attempt to 

perform a role that is normally shared in the traditional nuclear family. The demands of being a 

working single parent result in dilemmas over time, energy and financial resources that have to be 

managed through a process of coping and adaptation. 



The strategies in this section suggest that a r e  giving reflects a leaming and a problem 

solving process. They are presented in a logical sequence but in reality do not occur in this 

manner. The properties and the conditions of managing have been developed based on the 

researcher's interpretation of how the strategies evolved. The properties attempt to capture the 

context of these strategies. The conditions section examines the framework fiom which the 

strategies fûnction. 

Context 

Properties 

i)Learning about the Obligations and Responsibilities of Care Giving 

One of the properties of managing care is Iearning about the obligations and 

responsibilities of care giving. Care giving occurs in a context of not only leaming about child 

rearing practices but also meeting society's expectations for parenting. These expectations oAen 

contrast with the kind of resources available to parents. 

Inspite of socially constmcted expectations of caring that are unrealistic and structural 

conditions that are unsupportive (Baines et al, 1998)' mothers engage in a process of acquiricg 

knowledge, assessing child development needs and living up to the noms of mothenng. This is 

the context within which strategies are camed out. 

The task of acquinng knowledge requires that the parent draw upon past expenences to 

help her in fulfilling the care giving role. Childhood expenences were significant for Ann who 

found her mother's own single parenthood aided her understanding of care giving. 

Everything in my life is taken care of. 1 have taken care of every detail. Except for my 
will, which 1 have to finish. It's started but 1 have to finish it but 1 think that for being a 
single mother I've accomplished a lot of things that my mother never did when she was a 
single mother 



Values and attitudes developed fiom early iife experiences influenced the womaen's 

parenting. Sue thought her child needed to be exposed to a two parent household. Barb and 

Ellen had positive expenences with church involvement and decided to enroll their children in 

Sunday school. 

The knowledge base of a parent allows her to adjust to the ongoing demands of the role. 

Parenting is a leaniing process where past experiences and current dilernmas influence the 

strategies that are undenaken. Mothers with older children learned about the impact of alternate 

child care and were more knowledgeable the next time they needed a child care option. Other 

mothers learned about the impact of childcare. They became aware of the advantages and 

limitations of such a resource. 

The mothers learned how to interpret their children's needs by developing an awareness 

of their need for stimulation, supervision and parental attention. Opinions were formed about a 

child's response to play activities, to the daycare setting and to other children. Certain 

expectations were developed around the fevel of supeMsion required at home and in the 

childcare setting. Finally, from the expenence of care giving, a mother learns how rnuch time she 

should be spending with her child. 

The mothers acquired knowledge about the developmental phases of their children. They 

learned how their children's ages influenced care giving. There was more of an awareness of 

separation and attachment issues for younger children. The mothers also learned how structure, 

routine and consistency affected children of different age levels. Ann reflected on the different 

developmentai issues facing children in different age ranges. 

You sure leam a lot between a variance of age of children. From having a five year old to 
having a stepdaughter that's 12 who is now becoming a lady and weanng a bra and you 



b o w  learning how to do the penod, it was Wce you got a reaiiy wide range there. 

The mothers had to acquire an understanding of the single parent role. They did this by 

learning how stnicturd conditions affect current tasks and challenges. To understand this role is 

to underotand stmcturai dilemmas hahg to do with time and hancial limitations. They set 

priorities and leamed to live with these kind of constraints by being efficient and econornical. 

Lynn explained how she learned to manage w e  giving 

Itys kind of hard juggling work, your kids, your home, yourself but it can be done. You 
canyt expect a lot fiom younelf though or you have to be extremely organlled so - but it 
can be done 

ii) Development ofCoping and Problem Solving Skills 

In order to use effetive parenting strategies, the mothen developed skills around coping 

and problem solving. The development of such skills is dependent on the mothers perception of 

her obligations and responsibilities as well as the availability of resources. The process of 

detennining pnonties was characterized by Angie as a process of learning to understand dl  

aspects of the parenting role 

The way 1 look at it is that being a mom, you have to prioritize and it really depends on 
what's going on at that time and ifyou plan ahead for a big event like a concert, ifyou 
know a month ahead that concert is coming up, you cm always buy tickets for that 
concert and arrange a baby sitter but you have tu always prioritize in your life 

The assessment of problem solving skills form the basis for mothers to manage Gare 

giving. The knowledge of the mother is applied to the task of raising children. This requires 

organizationd skilk cqable ofresponding to a multitude of a r e  giving demands. It also involves 

the capacity to cope with the competing expectations of work and can giving. The mother tearns 

when to accommodate these demands and expectations and when to alter them. 

The use of organizing strategies requires the ability to anticipate and plan for events. It is 



a systematic approach to meeting household and care giving expectations. This is where the 

mother develops strategies, sets goals and establishes prionties. Sue changed ruiedences in orda 

to be eligible for subsidized nursery care. She also planned to alter her work schedule from late 

night shiAs to day shiRs when her child reached landergarten. Diane shopped in bulk in order to 

art d o m  on the nwnber of shopping trips. 

The ability to manage the demands of single parenting requires coping strategies. This 

necessitates an understanding of the stresson rissociated with single parenting- These stressors 

are managed by identifying what is most important and what it is possible to change. As well, the 

adoption of a healthier attitude toward the stressor is integral to coping with it. The stressors 

most generally expenenced by parents are financial pressures, inadequate time spent with children 

and insufficient physical and emotional energy. 

The parents in the study developed ways to address problems by either coping with them 

or adapting to them. Some parents accepted the problem as part of reality and considered it 

unchangeable. This is often the case when talking about a lack of energy. 

It's not something that 1 like - 1 don't like my house dirty but - a lot of times you're just 
so tired aRer the end of the day that as long as you can get the laundry done so that she's 
got something clean to Wear and you've got something clean to Wear you know you've 
got the lunches made at the end of the day. 

In tems of finding tnisted child care or responding to an il1 child while at work, most 

parents were able to be flexible. Angie withdrew her child from a childcare center and scnitinized 

several others before finding a center that met her expectations. Five of the mothen made 

demands on their employers regarding time off to care for an il1 chiid. 

Structural and systemic issues can interfere with a mothen capacity to use adapting and 

coping strategies. Lynn learned that earning a higher income meant she had to contnbute more 
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for child carc costs. Subsidies in daycare are based on income levels and, therefore, a mother who 

improves her standard of living is penalized with higher daycare fees. 

1 don't get any money for her h m  anybody but because 1 get money for the other two 
they take that. 1 don't get it really because day care takes that money too. 

Knowing and learning refers to strategies that the parent used to acquire an understanding 

of single parenting. The strategy knowing and leaming differs fiom the property learning about 

the responsibilities and obligations in one important way. The former focuses on individual 

learning while the latter focuses on learning as part of fiilfilling normative expectations. This 

strategy encornpasses the past experiences of the parent and their interpretation their children's 

needs. The experiences of the parent when they begin the dual role of parenting and working is 

also part of the learning process. Knowing and learning strategies differ from organizing and 

adapting strategies in one important way. The latter refers to the application of howledge 

whereas the former refers to the acquisition of knowledge. 

Angie learned how juggling school and work with parenting afEected the time she could 

spend with her child. The experience taught her about the importance of balancing. 

WeU, there was a point where 1 was working two jobs and going to school for the first 
three months and then 1 felt overloaded .... Then there wasn't much time with my son and 
it was stressfil at that time and it didn't last very long with the two jobs and the school, 
so it was time to sit down and balance everything so that everything could just go a lot 
smoother and more time for everything else. 

The mothers in the study formed attitudes and opinions regarding the needs of their child 

in a variety of ways. Barb, dong with another single mother, determined that exposure to positive 



values outside the home w u  important. They based their decision to attend church on the logic 

that sendiig their cNdren to church would provide this exposure. 

We started going to church when (my child) was just about a year old. We thought that 
it would be good to give them - because we were single parents, my girfiend and I, aii 
our children we figbred needed to go to church to give them stabüity, things that maybe 
we couldn't provide so we figured that's as good a place as any to l e m  something 

Prior experience was identifieci as a determinhg factor in assessing need. A m  adopted a 

preference for daycare based on her pnor experience of children who had not been in daycare. 

EUen achowledged her lack of expenence made her unsure as to how to respond to her child. 

I've seen other children that don't go to daycare, that don't go to school yet, and they 
don't interact with other children very well because they have never been away tiom their 
mothers and they've never been out of the home. 

Well, he does need to be reminded. 1 mean, he is a typicai 9-year old 1 do see that in hùn 
but 1 also do see that he needs that extra push. I'm finding it - I'm kind of finding it 
difficult to separate -{ is this a typical 9-year old first child or  is it him?} I really pay 
close attention to recognizing the difference because 1 say to myself; 'maybe he's just a 9- 
year old' I've never had a 9-year old before. 

Parents develop an understanding of how an event such as separation can affect their 

child. They rely on knowledge and expenence in order to explain it. Diane used her knowledge of 

her child's cognitive ability dong INMI her beliefin the importance of having a familiar care giver 

to determine how the child could be traumatized, 

1 don't think that parents should go out and leave their lrido alone for penods of time until 
they're old enough to understand that they're j u s  gohg out and they're coming back 
because when she's one as faf as I'm concenied, she doesn't understand that. 

Lynn attribut ed her child' s anxiety around separation as due to early daycare attendance. 

She compareci this child with two older children who did not attend daywe. She found the 

younger child did not handle separation as well. 

She doesn't like - she's very - she's less likely to want me to go out whereas the other 



two b o w  I'm going to be back and there's not that much anxiety. T'hem's more anxïety 
1 think and there's more of  an emotional thing for kids than sociaily 1 think because they 
have to go to  daycare so won. 

The assessment of  an altemate care @ver is based not 0 3  on experience but dso on the 

opinion the mother fonns regarding alternate care. Angie thought that licensed dayures needed 

closer meening because of her belief that many do not provide enough stimulation and 

I always say it's best to go when they don't expect you at a day can because then when 
you're shopping for a day care because then you see what's r d l y  going on in a day a r e  
and like for example when 1 got two weeks notice to get another day care for him 

The use of knowledge and experience obtained fiom growing up in a single parented 

home was identified as important by AM. This expenence can also be used as an indicator of her 

own accomplishments as a parent. 

She (my mother) didn't do a lot of t b g s  that 1 have, especially interaction with the kids 
and k n g  that they see the grandparents on both sides of the farnily. 

Identwng knowing and leamhg as strategies allows us to Mew care giving as an 
acquired 

skill rather than as a natural and instinctual attribute. Acquiring knowledge and using knowledge 

requires abilities similar to  those used in other roles. It is important to  consider care gihg as 

parallel to  working in tenns of the n a d  for knowledge and learning. 

ii) Organizing 
Organizing refers to the systematic effort to arrange something into a finctioning whole. 

In thû case it specifically refers to  the mother who engages in a proceos of assessing, planning and 

implementing in order to meet the needs of the children and the household. The processes of 

organizing suggest that enough the exkits to  consider a spectnim of issues. O r g d n g  is 8 pro- 
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The e f fdve  use ofresources is an example of organinng. The ready availability of f d y  

members to provide childcare allowed Barb to avoid the cornmon problem of findimg suitable and 

trusthg a r e  givers. On the one hanâ, she was able to treat the f d y  member Iüce an outside care 

giver by paying her. On the other hanci, she relied so heanly on this member that she began to see 

her as being similar to a parent. 

At that point in time my sister was the only one that was babysitting. When I'd have 
someone else come in, it was usualiy an aunt or my mom would baby sit. My sister was 
being paid to baby sit the kids, so she baby-sat the kids. 

Angie was able to arrange her work and school schedule in such a fashion that allowed 

her to achieve a satisfactory amount of time with her child. The flexibility she had in her work 

situation permitted such arranging. 

1 do nght now, because right now everything's pretty much relaxed. 1 go to school three 
times a week and 1 work 9 to 12 hours a week so 1 have the week end and the evenings 
with him and a little bit of the day. 1 feel that it's balanced. 

Planning is an important issue for pregnant wornen. Diane needed to determine the 

benefits and limitations of using available maternity benefits. She had to weigh her desire to remain 

home against avaitable financial resources. 

When 1 was on maternity Ieave my house was ciean. 1 tcok an extra two months 
maternity lave and 1 stayed off 8 months and 1 went back and that was a major thing for 
me. 1 just wanted to be with her for that whole tirne- 

1 just seemed to have al1 the time in the world to be - she was younger and she was 
sleeping a lot more but now that I'm work sometimes 1 just throw my hands up in the air 
and 1 find that very stressfbl. You learn to live with it. 

Diane also found the anticipation of her daughter reaching certain developmental 

milestones allowed her to plan care giving. 

1 can start putting her down more and taking her to places like we're going to the 



Children's Museum on Wednesday night and now 1 went there once this swnma but it 
wasn't that much f i n  because she couldn't walk Now she can walk so I'm looking 
forward to this. 

Maintainhg the household requires the management of t h e  and energy. Sue does 

household duties when she is least Wrely to be sidetracked by other care giving tasks. In organizing 

household duties, Lynn involves the chiid as much as possible. She has also leamed to be realistic 

in terms of standards. 

Yeah, mundane M to keep the house going. 1 find a lot of it I do whiie she's sleeping. 
You're mnning around getting laundry done and whatever or things just compktely go by 
the wayside like they did today. 

1 choose not to do them. There are things that 1 would love to do but 1 choose not to d o  
them. In ternis of household chores, if 1 don't feel like doing the dishes 1 don't. It 
doesn't bother me that the dishes aren't done. h's my choice. 

The organizing of care giving is a process of arranging the most practical way to meet the 

chiid's needs while also lessening the demands on the rnother. Am found home based activities 

and gatherings allowed her to effectively meet the needs of her preschool and school- ged child. 

She also saw the benefits of involving the older child in teaching the younger child. 

Whether we play a game, or we bake or we watch a movie or fnends corne over, we do it 
here. It is more convenient for me because when (my child) is tired she can just go to bed. 
The older kids can stay up 

He does help her somewhat but she is very advanced, they are very, very different 
children, very different children, it's amazing. But the younger ones maybe leam fiom the 
older ones. 

A m  found the task oforganizing a household requires a realistic appraisai of financial 

commitments. She was able to accept the high cost of daycare by acknowledging the con as a part 

of care giving. A partial subsidy is seen as a resource. 

With a subsidy they provide it allows me to have a little more pay, but yaustiü have a 
very tightly restrained budget. 1 still pay $130.00 a month, which is f ~ r ,  1 don't mind 



paying my f ~ r  share. It's based on your income. Or what your situation is. 

Daycare can be viewed as providing more benefits than outside it's essential purpose of 

dowing the parent to work For this reason, A m  imagïned a role for daycare when conside~g 

the needs of her children Daycare  car^ be considerd a resource that can augment the parenting 

role. 

HaKtime there and then she's with a whole other group of children in the afiemoon in the 
daycare. Ifshe was at home, no she probably wouldn't get enough interaction with other 
children. Probably not, Unless she went to a playgroup, maybe two afternoons a week, 
but no, not if she stayed at home. Then she wouldn't be with other kids al1 the time to 
l e m  to make the fnends and have respect for other people. 

Diane saw daycare as offering the kind of stimulation that she could not offer at home. In 

this sense, daycare can be viewed as not only an essential resource, but as a support as weU. She 

also saw how deveIopmenta1 activities at the daycare can compliment activities done at home. 

1 like it for social aspects too, while the security is there, but 1 like the idea that she's in a 
social environment, she's interacting with the other kids, she's leaniing how to be social. 
She doesn't get that at home because it's just her. 

1 prefer toys that she can learn with and that's - everything that I bought, 1 prefer to buy 
things that she can learn with and that's what they have at the day care. The problem now 
is to try find things for her that they don't dready have there 

Even if the necessity of working was not a factor, Lynn sees a worthwhile role for 

daycare. This is based on her assessrnent of her child's developmental needs and personaiity. 

When organirug Gare giving, there needs to be a recognition of the importance of balancing the 

child's need for numiring and individual attention with her social and leaniing needs. 

Actually if1 cwld have a perfect situation, let's just say 1 won the 649 and had aii this 
money, 1 think I'd probably put her in day care for 4 hours a day, maybe Monday to 
Friday 4 hours a day or something like that just so that she gets to socialize. 

1 think in some cases because she is such a curious child and so active, day Gare is 
beneficial to her specifically because of her penonality. 



Sue also believed in the rote of daycare in her child's development. The daycare 

setting prepares chilàren for regulai school and offers them new learning situations. 

Yes, just get her advanced and ready for school. Open up opportunities for her. To me 
that's important just to expose your kid to dierent things 

The developmentai phase of the chüd is a major féctor in assessing how parenting and 

childcare resources need to be utilized. Younger children are seen as more labor intensive. They 

require more input fiom the mother in meeting their basic and emotional needs. This assessrnent 

affected how Lynn used resources such as daycare. 

It can be both - it's sometimes a plus because now they're al1 less demanding. Three 
years ago it was horrendous because you'd have a newbom basically or baby, toddler, 
middle aged and pre-adolescent, You try that on for size, it's hom'ble, but it was a lot 
easier than doing three sets of diapers. Some people have a lot of kids under 5 - 1 
couldn't handle that. I'd sooner deal with the pre-adolescent, adolescent and their 
problems of PMSing whatever, the middle school age child and deal with that because it's 
just diEerent. You're looking at three separate phases 

There is a need to see care giWig as requiring skills in organizing. Not doing so minunues 

the attributes and energies that are necessary for care giving to occur. The process of organizing is 

also contextual. Mothers organize according to what is expected ofthem as mothers. They also 

organize in the face of realities that require anticipated and planned responses 

iii) Coping 

The inabiiity to cope suggests a state where the mother is unable to manage an aspect of 

her environment. Coping is the ability to in someway tolerate a stressor. Successfiil coping can be 

considered synonymous with adaptation. The researcher's use of the term coping is more 

restricted, refemng to someone who is able to endure situations but who is likely to experience an 

eventual consequence such as mental and physical exhaustion. Coping is an attempt to deal with 



and overcome problems and diiculties. Adaptation is dinerent than coping because it impües a 

more appropriate state. People who adapt are managing while thûse who cope are su~ving. 

The mothers in the study found a variety of ways to cope with situations. Many endured 

situations by simply accepting them Other mothers found ways to find new supports or to use 

existing ones. Lynn on the other hand, adopted a Ggive and take method" when she reduced time 

pressure by hcreasing hancial pressure in her decision to work fewer hours. 

The energy required in managing two roles can I d  to physical and emotional exhaustion 

Lynn manages by confionting the reality of the situation. 

Oh mostly 1 have a lot of things to do but 1 try and write them d o m  and 1 get the most 
important stuff done. Do 1 get extra batteries for myseIt; I wish- 1 get tired and 
miserable and 1 want to run away lots of times because you have to get up - working fil1 
time and being a parent is a killer, it's just a killer. 

When the demand of managing dual roles causes exhaustion, the response is offen to 

reassess priorities and corne to tems with an overloaded lifestyle. Diane's response is often to 

confiont the situation and to live with it. 

For myself, I go crazy some days. It's like totally - you just do as much as you can and 
whatever you can't do just gets le£t and if people can't understand that, that's too bad. 
My housework just gets leA behind. Do the bue  minimum, keep your laundry done and 
get the dishes done, get meah done and after that you're dead. You go to work to rest, 
it's pretty overwhelming some days. 

Sue coped by adjusting her household schedule to allow her the best opportunity to 

complete tasks. She also assessed her energy level and approached tasks rdisticdly. 

1 oAen do things aiter work, that's when the laundry gets done. You do one load at a 
t h e ,  it's not iike today is laundry day and you do a whole bunch of laundry, it's We you 
do a load here and there and everywhere kind of thing. You're constantly working. 
Some days 1 think, does this never end, especially when it's like laundry days and stuf2: 
when Sm doing laundry, it's like when does this ever end? 



The demands on Sue resulted in her need to find private time away fiom work and care 

giving. She aiso emphasized the importance of being able to funaion outside the care giving role. 

My tirne to myselc 1 stay up really late at night, after 10 o'clock between 10 and 1 is my 
time to myself, that's when 1 get my break, that's when 1 get time to myself 

The absence of supports around child care, especially support that family can offer, is a 

source of stress for Ellen. It underlines the importance of child care resources in terms of people 

who are available and willing, 

Grandparents - well to put it plain and simple they don? cal1 me and offer, do you need to 
do this, or do you just want a break and 1'11 stay them- I've never had îhat fiom family 
members. It's always me that kind of has to Say, 'well I've got to do this, could you baby 
sit' you know and then 1 don't feel good because 1 don't know maybe I'm imposing on 
their family. 

In this example, feelings of being overloaded brought a sense of not being in control. The 

feeling of needing to manage on a day to day basis is how Sue and Diane cope- 

The next morning she'll just go and mess it up again. 1 try to clean it up before 1 go to 
work so that when 1 come home fiom work it's not messy because that totally drives me 
nuts. 

There are some days when I'll just - okay kid let's just feed you as fast as we can. Let's 
just get the food into you I'm tired and 1'11 flop down on the couch- 1 don't have the 
energy to get down and play with her, that's happened ya. 

Her child's reaction to other care givers presented Lynn with issues that made it difficuk 

for her to cope. Fortunately, the stressor was removed by the existence of social services. 

My daughter is having night terrors 1 need someone to come into the home' because 1 had 
babysitters, al1 my fnends al1 over the city she'd go to different ones and one particular 
one fiom the church she just screamed and she'd screarn at night and go 'no momrny, 
mommy, dcrn't leave me mommy' so that just cut to my hem and 1 just went to the 
Family Centre because they helped out before. 

The difficulty in finding a suitable child care resource is an issue Diane had to cope with. 

Although she found an acceptable daycare in the area of t o m  where she lived, her inability to find 



a day care close to work was a source of stress. The age of the child and her need to see the child 

during the daytirne was a matter she was concemed about. 

1 looked at some day care downtown, that 1 could maybe walk to. 1 just found that they 
were so shabby 1 couldn't even find one that 1 wanted to be in, that 1 would put my 
daughter in or trust my daughter in and that was probably - 1 also found that there was no 
parking at these day cares, you were parking on the Street. For me to try to find parking 
down there, haul her into the day care, go back to the car, it's just going to be nothing but 
a big hassle. There wasn't one proper day care that 1 saw that would even take her at that 
point, that was downtown That was another thing, 1 had a really hard time finding a day 
care for her, As long as you were over like 18 months, it's this magical number, then 
there was day cares galore al1 over the place but anybody for under 18 months you just 
forget it. 

Time limitations were an issue for most of the single parents in the study. The thought of 

not being able to spend time with the child is womsome. It is an issue that Ann and Diane 

considered beyond their control. 

If 1 could take them to school and work the normal time that they go to school pick them 
up after school and have time for the &er schoot activities that a lot of the children get to 
do instead. You could go to ballet or hockey and you could do more things with them or 
find things that of course don? cost a lot of money to do. You don't have that 
opportunity because your time is Iimited. By the time you get home it is quarter to six and 
dimer is off the table at seven o'clock. Dinner is done and it is already seven o'clock. We 
spend two hours less together a day, which is ten a week. 

By Friday when Friday rolls around I've had enough because 1 don? get to see her at dl. 
1 feel like a weekend mother. We just have to live with it, there's nothing we can do 
about it. 

A number of parents had to cope with financial pressures. This is an issue where 

alternatives are often limited. Lynn found that stress can accumulate after a number of years of 

financial hardship. The prospect of trading work hours in for more time with the family is also 

viewed in context. More time with the children would only be possible at the cost of a basic 

standard of living. 



When you have to borrow money for a couple of years just to s u ~ v e ,  then it becomes 
really harsh. Some people would probably go banlrnipt but 1 just insist on just paying, 
trying to make it because I could easily go bankmpt but I'm not going to. 

AM acquired complimentary passes for recreation activities and sporting events as a way 

to compensate for a low income. 

If you have money it is unfortunately a fact of life. Our recreational activities consist of 
renting a movie. We go SUriI11Riing and the only reason that isn't expensive. not even as 
much is, 1 got free swimming passes for a year. So we are set. We go bew-use it is free. 
This hockey game is fiee fiom my boss. 

Lynn also found financial pressure can be compounded when an increase in income results 

in a reduction in fiinding for daycare. 

Partially subsidized, that kills me too because 1 was filly subsidized for a while and now 
as income went up so did day care so now I'm always behind in payments and I'm not 
getting ahead at d l .  That's hurting quite a bit. 1 used to pay $300 in day care, that's an 
awfùl lot of money and 1 don't have - so I'm behind, it's like $200 a month that 1 have to 
pay for her so if I'm behind a little bit on one there goes my fee right up to $300 again and 
that kills you 

If I get a raise day care will take rny raise so if they would do something about that where 
you just pay - make it sort of like a - cap it somewhere. 

The identification of coping as a strategy underlines how single working mothers live with 

insufficient psychological and material resources. Coping is compensatory Mothers learn to 

compromise on certain expectations in order to achieve others. They have to overcome individual 

problems, such as inadequate emotional and physical energy, brought on by structural conditions. 

These conditions can be defined as insufficient economic and care giving resources and excessive 

time demands. 

The Collins Dictionary (1994) defines adaptation as a process of "altering for use under 



new conditions7'(p.9). Adaptation is very umilar to coping in that both involve a response to an 

undesirable state. The continuous need to cope can have long term conseqmnces such as physicai 

and emotional exhaustion. Adaptation suggests that the person is in some way managing to 

overcome the stressor whne also maintainhg other aspects of herseif 

Adaptation refers to the acclimatization that is nec- in order for an individuai to 

respond to change in the environment. This change can occur suddenly or gradually. Subsequently, 

acclimatization can also be sudden or graduai. The adaptation to change in one aspect of the 

environment can lead to maladjustment in another part of the environment (kifopedia, 1994). For 

instance, engaging in the working role can benefit the family financially while also creating 

problems interpersonally. 

Adaptation is necessary when a situation requires a response or strategy. For the single 

parent, adaptation is essential in order todeal with obstacles that surface when trying to meet the 

demands of care giving. h m  possessed a willingness to adapt by identifjing what was important in 

overcoming a barrier. 

1 want to be one ofthose mothers who gets to go dong on those fieldtnps. She said just 
book the time at least a month in advance and ok. And 1 know when our busy times of the 
month are so 1 will try to work around that. But I'd like to do that, I've never done that, 
and I'm willing to take some of my vacation time and go and spend a day with a hole 
group of grade three kids or kindergartens. It711 be interesting. 

The choice of care giving resources is often dependent on the mother's assessment of that 

resource. This assessrnent can occur &er the resource has been acquired. Her assessment of that 

resource is based on her perception of appropriate care. In this example, Angie staned with a 

family day care but switched when she perceived that the quality of the care deteriorated. The 

choice to go to a Iicenced center was made after scrutinizhg the availability of more appropriately 





little kid 1 had help fiom Family Centre, they sent me a homemaker, when 1 came nona the 
hospital because 1 couldn't move. 

1 said, 1 don't need protection, 1 don? need to know chiId development, 1 don't need that 
stuq what 1 need is someone to come and physically help me maintain my home. 

The dernand of single parenting ofken involves a need for child care that is situational and 

available on short notice. In the case of Barb and Angie, haWig relatives and fnends who could fi11 

a specific child care ninction was helpfùl in their adaptation to the role. However, both exarnpls 

illustrate how such supports are not available over the long tenn. 

My brother lives around the corner just behind me. M y  other brother Iives in Winnipeg, 
he just moved there in the past three months but he's has always been around for the kids 
if 1 needed a baby sitter for 20 minutes - '/2 hour where 1 needed to do something, he 
would more oAen than not come and watch the kids. 

7:30 til5:30 basically 1 was working til6 on Tuesday and 1 had to find sornebody to pick 
him up fiom day care and watch him for '/2 hour and 1 was forninate that a good fnend of 
mine that I've known since way back was just across the Street fiom that day care but he's 
not going to that day care any more and she got a job herself and she's going to school. 
Eveiybody else goes on and does their thing so you can't really rely on people that - 
babysitters change over time, their Iife changes so their priorities change 

The need for child care when her child was ill, meant that Ann needed to employ as many 

resources as possible. 

My mother-in-law, my x mother- in- law has been very good. If the children are sick, she 
will come and take care of them so 1 can go to work. Because my X, he works too and 
you see we just went through a bout of the flu in November. 

Adapting work to meet care giving needs depends on flexibility in the job and on the 

nature of the need. Angie was able to alter her hours of work due to the loss of evening child a r e .  

Ellen needed understanding fiom her employer around her child's medical needs in order to 

continue working for him. When unable to do so, she had to Ieave the job. 

I think it would be more relaxed because when 1 was working the Tuesdays fiom 10 to 6 
and Thursdays 10 to 4 and then 5 to 9'1 had him in a day care where they had day and 



evening care so it was no problem but when the evening care was talcen off that was my 
problem, 

Ifyou can't understand that these children - my child needs to  see a doctor for her 
disability, 1 don't want t o  work for you 

Adjusting the home to  fit the needs of both the mother and child requins a number of  

adaptive skills. A mother needs to realistically appraise the kind of  lifestyle she can offer her 

children. In the case of older children, a mother needs to combine the teaching of  responsibility 

wïth meeting the needs o f the  household. That is, she asks the children to contniute at an age 

appropriate level. Lynn found ways to  conserve emotionai and physical energy by not becoming 

distracted by the work and by teaching the children to not make excessive demands. 

Ann was able to see the overall picture and realized that she had achieved a balance in 

meeting her children's social and physical needs. She realued that some desirable activities could 

not be undertaken. 

In life yea, it's a little bit difficult, juggling a work schedule, a kid schedules, their doaor's 
appointments, dentist, this that and the other, Christmas concerts. My kids are not in 
sports.If they were then it would be worse. 1 don't think 1 could juggle the schedule of  
taking one to hockey, one to  ballet and that kind of  stuff too. That would be very difficult. 
For the most part w e  are pretty balanced. 

Lynn assessed a problem with household management and determined that her children 

possessed the capability to  help her overcome the problem Although this situation resembles 

coping, it does differ in that she has found a solution that should reduce her strain and help her 

children. 

And they al1 have expectations because we al1 have something to  do  because this is a unit, 
a working unit. You know what happens is if mom's sick they have to  do it ail 
themselves and 1 was at the point 1 can't do it anymore I'm going to  just quit, so 1 just sat 
down and said, 'okay guys, 1 just can't do it, you ail have t o  pitch in or  1 am just going t o  
throw my hands and just leave it and leave everything, 



Although Sue appears resigned to not completing her housework, she has determined that 

her own self care is a priority. Adjusting ones expectations in favor of another ara such as the 

self, is a reflection of adaptation. 

Just do what 1 enjoy to do and that's why housework gets left behind too because 
it's like that's not important at the time - my time to unwind is more important 
than working some more and keeping my house Unmaculate. To me that's not 
important. 

Am talked about the strategies she used in aiding her family to live within a very lirnited 

budget. They needed to accept their Iifestyle by appreciating other alternatives. The family also had 

to find ways to maximize finances. This involved acquiring complimentaiy admissions and ignoring 

the budget at times in order to allow the children to participate in special activities. 

We are very lucky not to be having to be bussing everywhere and taking cabs and those 
types of things so that's an important thing and they know it. 

My son and 1 went to wrestling a few months a go because we got fieebies through work. 
Every where we go, most of the time it is because of a freebie or whatever. For three of 
us to go out and have dimer, just to go to Wendys or McDonald's is a treat and that's a 
once a month thing. 

Diane found working and caring for a two year old meant that time is a very valuable 

commodity. The instrumental tasks of parenting combined with the high care needs of a two- year 

old contributed to high demands. She wanted to avoid taking her child with her to complete 

househoId tasks, 

In adapting to such time constraints, Diane found ways to use al1 available resources. The 

use of fiee time at work was one way she carried out errands. The use of vacation time was 

another way. She also learned how to do grocery shopping in a manner that reduced the amount of 

shopping she had to do. 

Diane adapted by deciding to separate care giving and household management tasks. This 



was done at the expense of using work rest tirne and vacation time. 

SI1 go grocery shopping or I'll do whatever on my lunch break so that 1 don't have to 
take her with me or 1 refuse to grocery shop in the evening on weekdays, that just out. 
You just have to be organized. You do things iike you buy in bulk, you buy a larger 
quantity so that you shop less so that it takes less of your time because time becornes vey  
valuable. 

1 took today off and 1 put her in day care and 1 j u s  was mNUng w n d  Christmas 
shopping and getting everything done, buying the tree and you name it, so that now 1 have 
the rest of the week with her and 1 don't have to be hauling her through shopping malls so 
or whatever, 

Adaptation underlines how single working parents manage despite having inadequate 

resources. Mothers become innovative around finding care giving resources when they lack a 

suitable one. They l e m  how to adapt to insufficient finances. Adaptation is a dynamic process of 

balancing individual and family needs against structural obstacles. 

Intervening Conditions 

The intervening condition for managing care giving is the presence of parenting demands. 

The demands of parenting c m  be extemal and can include issues around normative expectations, 

economic needs, social and care giving supports and time availability. The normative expectation 

of mothering does not account for the lack of adequate resources in meeting the obligations and 

responsibilities associated with the role (Baines et a!, 1998). Single working mothers need 

adequate paying jobs and compensation for care giving as well as quality child care in order to 

fùlfill this mothering role. The demands within the family involve managing with lirnited parental 

emotional and physical energy and meeting the particular needs of the children. 

The Presence of Parenting Demands 

Mothers respond to the presence of demands with leaming, organizing, coping and 



adapting strategies. The demands of care giving encompass both affective and physical care for 

individuals who would otherwise be vulnerable. These demands are compounded by the 

requirement to organize and delegate care. They are compounded by the often conflicting 

expectation of meeting both the family's care giving and economic needs. 

The degree to which these strategies are used depends on the acquisition of a number of 

skiIls. Fust, information is acquired around parenting and child development. Mothers attempt to 

conserve personal resources by learning to both cope with stress and practice self care. Problern 

solving skills are developed in order to respond to the obligations and responsibilities of parenting. 

The normative expectation of a rnother is that she provide quality care ail of the 

time(Ferguson, 1998). Diane found the responsibility of maintaining the household confiicted with 

her abiIity to provide such care. It aiso conflicted with her ability to meet some of her own basic 

needs. 

Get the stuff done, ya. 1 did not stop today, honest to God, 1 haven't even eaten. It was 
just go, go go, to get eveqrthing done. 1 probably, if 1 had paced myself, 1 could have 
done like today and tomorrow and then - 1 don't want to haul her around - it's not fair to 
her and 1 would rather just spend quafity time with her and that's that. 

Learning strategies allow mothers to respond more effectively to care giving demands. 

The learning experience permitted Ann to manage more effectively with limited financial 

resources. 

We don't normally go out to get hair cuts, we do them at home. So we've figured out the 
way to do al1 of these things cheaper. So you go there, you k i t ,  you do whatever it takes 
and you figure it out. I've even gone to one of these places where you can exchange too 
small clothes for the ones you need. 

When organizing care giving and coping with problems, parents learn how to use 

resources Mothers who had access to certain supports were able to utilize them as matenal and 



care giving supports. In the case of Lynn, when her youngest child was an infant, was able to  

count on a supportive network for matenal support. Presently, she can rely on her older daughter 

for child care. 

My youngest one, well what do 1 need - we've been pretty fortunate in that a lot of things 
have been provided for us because that one I just started right fiom scratch agah and 
people have been vety kind and very Belpfûl and friends, family, churches, they've d 
helped in t e m s  of providing for her physical clothes and things when she was a baby 

So I've had my fkiends and now my daughter, my oldest daughter is excellent at 
babysitting, She's got good people that want her now but she's very mistworthy so 1 
leave her in charge when 1 go and she gets paid every month. Everybody has to do chores 
but she gets paid because she baby-sits for me 

Assessing the children's needs and subsequently, attempting to  meet those needs is not 

always realistic. In the case of AM, envisioning meeting her children's needs meant being 

available to them dunng certain times of the day. This was clearly not a realistic option. 

1 would like to work fewer hours, yeah! because 1 would like to  be there for my kids right 
after school because that's when they just want to talk to you. 1 like to be there af€er 
school, 1 like to  be there for them in the mornings. I'd like to be there at lunch time but 1 
can't so yeah, if 1 could afford to, I'd work very little just to be there with them, just t o  
hea .  them, to talk to them and to have communication happening so they could grow into 
healthy productive adults. 

The strategy of adaptation necessitates that a mother find ways to manage with limited 

time and energy. Tiredness ofien became an accepted state. Those who felt overwhelmed by the 

demands used coping and self care strategies. Some mothers learned to prioritize and to adjust 

their standards. 

1 can feel things, the tension in the back, that kind of stuc it's there and it's okay but it'U 
pass. Then 1 just sort of not do a lot, 1 do not overload myself then, 1'11 take time out, 1'11 
push aside the chores 1 feel should really be done but they can wait. I'm not going to die, 
nobody's going to  fa11 apart if they don't get done. 



The mothers in the study felt the weight of managing with numerous responsibilities and 

inadequate resources. They responded to the demands by using personal attributes around 

leaming, organiring and adapting. Structural conditions intervene in their ability to use these 

strategies. 

Experience aided the mothers in managing their resources. Angie found that workuig at 

two jobs and attending school did not leave her enough time with her child. She found the process 

of trying out one schedule, then modifling it, a healthy one. Others leamed nom experience that 

they needed to alter their expectations in order to cope effectively. They lemed how to live with 

lower household standards and to practice seIf care. 

The demands of parenting heighten the need to use leaming and organizing strategies. The 

mothers who had confidence in their ability to assess their child's needs and to determine resources 

were more able to avoid situations where they needed to cope and adapt. When Angie realized her 

child was not receiving enough stimulation and supervision at daycare, she used this realization to 

find a more appropriate option. 

Mothers assess how work expectations and energy levels affect care giving. A redistic 

appraisal of demands and resources allows them to undertake strategies to address limitations and 

to maximize benefits. Elten considered the times when her daughter was sleeping as her private 

time. Several mothers reponed using a strategy where they did not think about work when they 

were with their children. Aithough Ann realized she could not be home when her children arrived 

home from school, she made sure the evening involved quality activities. 

The capacity to organize care giving and household management allows parents to deal 

effectively with the demands of working and parenting. The demands are offen compounded by 



limited financial resources. For instance, the following two mothers attempted to provide their 

children with a structured routine and consistency. Ann found that by having gatherings in her 

home with other adults and children, she could Save on the cost of an outing and also maintain 

routine. Angie decided to not work evenings because she realized how this disrupted her child's 

routine. Several mothers at one point left the worldorce or adjusted their working hours to 

acconunodate care giving demands. 

Mothers who used adaptive and coping strategies were more able to meet demands. The 

mothers who saw stressors as an understandable part of the role and sought ways to modijl their 

environment, were able to use these strategies more effectively. They used a combination of 

acceptance and motivation to accomplish this goal. 

The mothen attempted to adapt by using extemal and personal resources. They generally 

looked for resources in the workplace, community and within their support network. They also 

found ways to adapt to situations, such as child illness, and to the evolving needs of their children. 

Even with a number of strong extemal resources, mothers like Lynn ofien felt emotionally and 

p hysically depleted. 

1 know I'm stressed because 1 feel it physically, but, it will get better again- To me this 
too shall pass in time, it will get better financially, emotionally, physically, it'll al1 corne 
together, you don't give up. 



D) Managing Work 

FIGURE 3 
Context 
Properties 

Action/Interaction Stratcgics Intcrvening Condition 

Developing a Working Parent Identity Career Obtaining Accommodation of the 
Working Parent 

Responding to Workplace Demands Career Maintainhg 

Negotiating 

Demanding 

The working role in this study is viewed as being closely linked to the parenting role. This 

role, whether it entails career selection or scheduling hours, requires an awareness of parenting 

responsibilities. The mothers in this study considered family issues as driving many of their career 

and work decisions. Sue, for instance, planned shifts in order to enhance her availability to her 

If 1 should go to days, then my seniority goes down right away and then I'd have a couple 
hours off in between which lengthens the time that I'm away fiom home. Then you'd 
have to get a babysitter before school and after school and on days I would see her less 
than 1 see her now on Mghts so that's what I've always tned to do is to work a shifi 
where 1 can see her as many hours as possible. 

The strategies in this section reflect the intenelationship between work and farnily. From 

choosing a career or a job to demanding flexibility fiom employers, fmily responsibilities play an 

integral role in the work lives of mothers. The strategies are presented in a logical sequence but in 

reality do not occur in this manner. 

The properties and the conditions of managing work have been developed based on the 

researcher's interpretation of how the strategies evolved. The properties attempt to capture the 

context of these strategies. The condition section attempts to provide a fiamework fiom which the 



strategies fùnction. 

Context 

Properties 

i)Developing a Working Mother Identity 

Developing a working mother identity is one property of managing the working role. 

This property is characterized by assessing the importance of work as it relates to care givhg and 

the personal needs of the parent. AM saw her versatility as an asset and her dependence on 

employment as a liability. 

I'm a very versatile person in that 1 can work in about six different departments in the 
company. So in that respect you are a valued employee because you have been in the 
company that long and you are long term and you're loyal and they don't worzy about 
you and that you are going to get to work every day. They also on the other hand hold 
that string. They know that you need your job because you're a single mother. 

The identity of the mother as an employed person is shaped by an individual 

desire to rneet needs that are not sufficiently met within the family. These needs can be viewed as 

economic, emotional, cognitive and social in nature. There is oflen a drive to achieve in a role 

outside the parenting role. 

Developing the working role can enhance persona1 self worth by complimenting aspects 

of the parenting role. It is an opportunity to leam and apply skills to a broader context. Skill 

development strengthens individual confidence in one's ability to support a family and be accepted 

by the community. Skill development can be viewed as a commodity that can be exchanged for 

resources that benefit the family. 

The working role can serve as an outlet in meeting certain emotional needs. Luster et ai 

(1 991) says the workplace provides structure, routine and social opportunities that are not dways 



available in the home. The working role can also enhance feelings of  secunty by acting as an 

economic safeguard for the family. 

The identity of  the working mother is also iduenced by her perception of farnily needs. 

These perceptions can influence how the parent assimilates the working role. Expectant women or 

mothers with children under two years o fage  may develop a different work identity than the 

mother of an older child. Such a parent may see work as a stnictural and emotional obstacle when 

their children are that young. They rnay consider the work role as costhg them time and energy as 

well as depleting them ernotionally. 

ii)Learning to respond to workplace demands 

Managing workplace demands is another property in managing work. There is a process 

of  assessing these demands. From this process emerge arategies for responding t o  the demands or 

coping with them. Barb responded to a farniiy daytime commitment by counting on her employers 

understanding. 

ICI had said to  my boss o r  the office manager that 1 have to  go home, the children were 
hurt at school, there would never be a problem 

The assessrnent of work demands often changes as care giving responsibilities change. 

The mother who once had more than enough physical and emotional energy t o  Nnction o n  the job 

must now consider how t o  ration this energy. Aithough she once could manage the work houn, 

she now must cope with finding care giving for her sick child. 

One aspect o f  assessing work demands is determining whether the workplace is 

compatible with the working mother role. Some mothers choose t o  l a v e  the workplace or work in 

ently level positions while their children are quite young. Others become attracted to occupations 

that not only utilize their skills but also fit their care giving requirernents. This selection of a 
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compatible occupation is contrasted by situations where a mother has become established with an 

employer pnor to the arrival of her child. She oflen faces the prospect of either working under 

conditions that are not conducive to family life or sacrificing salary, benefits and senionty. 

Relationships formed in the workplace affect how working mothers respond to demands. 

Some arrive at a mutual understanding with their employers. The employer is able to convey to the 

mother an appreciation for the dilemma of balancing two roles. They arrive at a reciprocal 

arrangement that benefits both sides. The employer provides fiexibiiity around time off when a 

child is sick. The parent in tum, displays loyalty to the employer and attempts to compensate 

hirnlher by making up the time or ensuring that duties are done. 

The relationships between the employer and worker are ofien lirnited by company policies 

and workplace reality. Policies are in place to ensure that the business runs effectively and that al1 

employees are treated equitably. Providing flexibility to workers based on their farnily 

circumstances is oflen viewed as unfair by non-parenting workers. Some employers view such 

flexibility as an unsound business practice. 

The strategies used to alter the workplace are dependent on two factors. First, the parent 

evaluates her position in the company in relation to ski11 level, job satisfaction and employer 

supportiveness. The evaluation ofposition wiIl determine the kind of effort she makes to aIter 

working conditions. Second, the mother assesses the workplace to ascertain what adaptations are 

possible. In terms of altering work houn, consideration is given to flexing and banking time and 

delegating tasks. Work benefits such as sick leave, vacation time and lunch breaks are also 

considered. There is a need to determine whether the workplace is conducive to alteration Some 

workplaces are more rigid than others in terms of scheduling and providing customer seNice. 



When there is conflict between care giving and work demands, mothers face a situation 

where they have to decide whether to exact changes or find ways to cope with the conflict. This 

decision is based on the nature of the care giving demand- In the case of child iIlness, many 

demand time off rather than find altemate care because the demand leaves them with no acceptable 

alternatives. In terms of energy depletion, the mother will often try to compensate by accepting 

lower household standards and by not thinking about work at home. 

ActionKnteraction Strategies 

i)Career Obtaining 

Career obtaining emerges from the data as a process of experiencing, assessing and 

choosing employment. It addresses the question of why we need to work. Career obtaining in this 

study refers not only to the pursuit of a professional or technical career but also to the pursuit of 

stable wage employment. The mother reflects on the reasons she needs to work and how work fits 

into her persona1 and family Iife. This process can occur in sequence or can occur simultaneously. 

Finding work that is rewarding and suits the personality is a reason for choosing a career and is 

also a god for the fùture. As well, care giving responsibilities play a role in how a career is chosen. 

Ann found ihat pregnancy and the timing of the pregnancy affected her decision to Ieave a 

job that was both financially and personally rewarding. 

And then 1 tried a job where 1 was selling real-estate, so I was home with him a lot more, 
and then she came dong, rather accidentally and during that penod of time, and it is not a 
good ide* to be with child and selling rd-estate. Not at dl, you are on your feet 
constantly. It was temble. It was just bad timing. That job would have been okay but then 
you are out every night showing, every weekend. 

Finding personal fùlfillment was a factor in Barb's choice of workplaces. Personal 

fulfillment can be found by simply doing a productive activity. In addition to her work, she found 
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volunteer work rewarding 

Volunteer, I volunteered at the court house in my town from March of 96 through to June 
of 96,I did one day a week assisting different things that the court houx needs done and 
at that point in time they just set up a volunteer program. 1 had done teaching with 
Sunday school, did that for 5 years. 1 took facilitator training with the Manitoba Health 
home care program, 1 was always out looking to volunteer or do something. 

Ellen determined that the financial need to work was superceded by her desire to learn 

and to obtain new skills. 

Probably money is almost near the bottom. Coing to work is more than just getting the 
money to me, 1 want to enjoy the job, 1 want to leam fiom it, 1 want to grow from it. I 
want to get a higher income but that's not the first thing on my Iist. 

The choice of employment is influenced by experience and by understanding how work 

fits with persona1 attnbutes and needs. Diane found that work confonned to her personality. 

1 can encourage people. 1 like my job, that's the bonus, 1 really, really like it and that's ail 
I know. 1 know how to do it, I've done it forever, 1 like it a lot, it suits me, it suits my 
temperament, it suits my needs. 

The need to work is often determined by the desire to have structure and routine in daily 

life. Sue learned what work had to offer her personally. 

1 just had a week's holiday and 1 was really glad to go back to work. 1 need stability in 
my life, 1 need routine and it gives me that. It gives me a very definite routine because we 
are not allowed to be late, you have to be there and it's a good job 

The decision to leave the workforce is offen based on the needs of the family at a 

particular stage. The extraordinary care giving demands of a child determined Am's capacity to 

remain in the workforce. At the time she was in a relationship and, therefore, had the option of 

staying home. 

1 did stay home for the first year of her Iife, 1 was able to stay home with her, 1 was very 
lucky, with my son, I went back to work when he was three months old. He's been in 
daycare ever since he was a baby. 



Career and vocational choice is based on individual circurnstances- Skills, opportunity and 

family responsibilities affected the choices of mothers. Parenthood ploys a rde in the vocational 

selection of single working mothers by limiting th& options. 

While the choice to work b based on the normative expectation to work and economic 

need, the mothers in the study felt valued as workers. The working role not only allows them to 

live above the poverty line, it provides them with an identity. 

ii) Career Maintaining 

Career maintaining involves assessing thecunent workplace reality. The mothers in the 

study engaged in a process of determining how the workplace a e c t s  them as people and as 

parents. An appraisai of the attitudes of othen in the workplace. and an attempt to infiuence these 

attitudes, follows. There is also an evaluation of how much time and energy is required to fiilfiIf the 

role of a working parent. 

How a mother has established herself in a position affects her ability to gain the 

understanding of others regarding her needs as a parent. In this exarnple, Diane believed her 

employers should have been aware of her needs as one of the few women and one of the only 

pregnant employees in her department. 

I've been here for two years. They know my situation. 1 was like the customer service 
rep that - we have 580 people on that k m  and 1 was the first customer service rep ta be 
pregnant in there. Tt's mainly men, I work with mainly men so everybody on the fioor 
knew my situation 

Mothers' appraise their value to the employer by considering how family responsibilities 

affect their work.This appraisal allowed Angie to feel more confident about asserting herself 

1 guess they could find a reason to fic~anybody b u s e  really if the Company was - they 
can fire you with no reason. They can fire you for no reason but why would they want to 



do that, they trained you, spent the money on training you and you're good at sales. 

Parenting responsibilities can have an ef'Fect on the attitudes of CO-workers, which in tum 

influences how some mothers view their position with the employer. The interdependency of world 

roles created pressure for Diane. 

The people at work my CO-workers, I've heard a couple Iittle comments here and there 
about my being off d l  the time because ifthey don't have somebody to fi11 my job, ifthey 
can't get somebody in on overtime then the people have to cover my unit. There's about 
20 other people. 

Mothers assess the mental and emotional demands of working. For Sue, the workplace 

provided a form of escape. For Ann, the physicd and mental demands of work suited her 

disposition. Work demands c m  also be minimized to the point where it is easier for the mother to 

view work more positively. Angie, for example, did not think about her job at home. 

1 sometimes will be driving and my mind will just wander. 1 will be driving on a Street and 
I will not remember what streets I took to get there. 1 don't find the job mentally taxing. 1 
don't think about the job when 1 get home. 

Sue did not fkd her job mentally taxing. Angie also found her mind was not preoccupied 

with work related matters. 

Not so much my job, no, because I'm not that serious about my job that 1 have right now 
but it sounds bad but it's true because my priority is my son and when I'm at home 1 don't 
think about (the product) - 

Ann and Diane identified the nurnber of working hours as being a major source of 

dissatisfaction. The requirements of their employers as well as financiai need can dictate the number 

of hours worked, to the detriment of time with family. 

If 1 couId work shorter hours, even if 1 could work a six- hour day instead. So that 1 
wouldn't be so rushed in the morning. 1 have to drop rny kids off at 8, that is what tirne 
they are supposed to be at day a r e .  By the time you get home it is quarter to six and 
dinner is offthe table at seven o'clock. Dimer is done and it is already seven o'clock We 
spend two hours less together a day, which is ten a week. 



Oh definitely, these things 1 m't do anythg about. I'm working 9 hour days nght now. 
1 would give anything not to work 9 hour days but we lost Our arbitration with the union 
and Company, there's nothing that we can do about it and work doesn't x e m  to 
understand. . 

Angie evaluated how working hours had an impact on her child's routine. She found shiA 

work to be too disruptive to her child and so discontinued it. 

Evening work and shifi work, and just the idea of today and îhe child care it's stressfil 
nritching back and forth because you're switching the child's routine at a young age and 
it's just - you're flexible as a person but your child isn't flexible and you have to rnake 
sure that your child is flexiile. 

Time limitations create the need to appraise the work role realistically. The difficulty in 

fulfilling both this and the family role c m  be ovenvhelming. In both of these examples work is 

viewed in context with family commitments. Lynn is able to adapt work as well as faM1y Me to 

meet her own abilities. 

1 find I'm very tired lately and very stressed because it's not enough money even with 40 
hours a week, it's not enough time and not enough sleep but then 1 just go whatever - 
things will keep - nothing will run away. Do it tomorrow. 

1 already have to spend my time with three children and myselfand my job and still t v  to  
have a social Iife which for years you don't - when they're Little you just don't unless you 
don't spend time with your kids - something fdls behind. 

Career maintaining is a process where working mothers determine how the parenting role 

is received in the workplace. They find positive and negatives in the workplace. Some see 

themselves as having to overcome obstacles and find acceptance simply because they are parents. 

The burden of finding acceptance is an added strain on them as workers. 



Negotiating is a process where a mother is able to modiQ the workplace. Conditions in 

the workplace such as relationships with cohorts, working hours and duties influence how well a 

parent is able to affect change. Ski11 level and financial considerations infiuence the process as well. 

Mothers evaluate what kind of change is necessary, and whether a better employment option exists 

elsewhere. 

Negotiation can occur both formally and informally. Formally, it takes place through 

personnel policies and collective bargainhg agreements. Idomally, mothers arrange work by 

developing a mutual understanding with their employers. This a process where she dso learns to 

accept and live within certain workplace lirnits. 

Sue viewed a format procedure designed to solicit feedback within her company as not 

addressing her needs as a working mother. She found that once issues were identified, there was no 

tirther action. The lack of action on identified concerns only reinforced her belief that the employer 

did not understand her needs. 

First of al1 it took me six weeks d e r  the crisis to get into work, but the cnsis is over, 1 
don't need it right now, stuff like that. Rather than finding out what's really bothering you 
and they Say they listen to your side but they don't do anything about it. We have big 
things where there's public relations courses that we've taken and stuff and the last day 
you get to talk to the higher ups and voice some of your concerns and stuff and some of 
my concerns - 1 told them what my concerns were and they're going 'okay we'll change 
this'. WelI to this day it hasn't changed. 

Ann and Barb believed they shared a mutual understanding between themselves and their 

employers. This permitted them to modim their working hours to accommodate care giving. A 

mutual understanding can occur over time and cari result fiom a reciprocal relationship between the 

worker and the employer. The worker also perceives the employer as having the expenence 

necessary to understand the parenting role. 



We are good niends, uid I'm very loyai t o  him. You x e  he realizes and sees that when 
I'm sick 1 really feel bad. 

I would say my s u p e ~ s o r  has been totally understanding about the time that I've been 
taking off 1'11 phone up iuid I'll book sick, first thing in the moming and he has two 
young kids of  his own so he knows exactly what I'm going through. 

The nature of  the workplace factors into whether o r  not a parent can modifj. working 

hours. Lynn saw the benefits in having a union contract. She also saw how her employer 

recognized the demands of  being a care giver of three children. 

1 think I am covered by a union contract so I'm allowed certain things and they're great 
that way, they allow for that. 1 have not had any problems, 1 just let them know this is 
what 1 have to do, my daughter needs to go do this and I can do that and they're fine. 
They're very supportive, that's one thing 1 like about this place they're very supportive, 
because there's not a lot of single moms working full time with 3 kids in that place, 1 
don't think, but they are very supportive. 

Salary structure and work scheduling can influence the modification o f  working hours. 

Ann found that being paid a salary rather than earning a wage gave her more flexibility. She was 

able to offset the need to take time off fiom work with a cornmitment to taking work home and 

working on weekends. 

It's hard and thank goodness 1 am a salaried employee and 1 don't get docked pay, 
because if 1 wasn't an hourly person 1 don't know how we'd have got through Christmas 
for d l  the time I've missed the last while. In the last year 1 have probably taken maybe 
two weeks off between the children being sick, myself and I've had major dental work 
done this year that I've taken half days for. I've had my fiont tooth pulled, three on this 
side, three on the other side and that was hours and hours worth of appointments. And 1 
was paid for al1 of  my time. I'm very, very fortunate. 1 thank my lucky stars evety day. 

The lack of scheduling flexibility in the workplace was cited by Angie as an obstacle to 

allowing hèr to adjust working houra Not having altemate staffing can eliminate the option of 

leaving the workplace to  respond to a family matter. 

They should have more back-up staff too. My store is basically, the store - they only 



have one person at a time in the store and you're in charge of the store running sa 
basically they maybe should be able to get a back-up or 1 think ifyou're a mom or single 
dad the best work environment for you is a place like, in retaii, would be a place where 
there is Wal-Mart of Super-Valu where there is a lot of people, 

Flexibility in being able to rearrange work hours depends on staffcoverage issues and 

Company business objectives. In Angie's case, a request for time off needed to be coordinated with 

other staffrequests. Customer service considerations were also a factor in whether Ann could 

adjust her day by working flexed hours. 

You can if it is prearranged. She is open to that sort of thing as long as you don't come in 
that day and say 1 need the aftemoon off because 1 got to do yada yada whatever. 
Prearrangement is at Ieast a week notice. 

The opportunity to work extra hours and to bank those hours was seen as heIpfÙ1 by 

Lynn. The option to take tirne off when necessary was an added benefit. The following statement is 

an example of how a job can offer a great deal of flexibility. 

1 work 8:30 to 4:30 and then 1 work - we're in a group and that's another 3 hours out 
one night a week but the hours are reaily cool because if 1 need to go in Iate I can and if 1 
work, overtime those three hours on a Thursday night, 1 can save them up and if1 need to 
take a moming off to take the child to the doctor, I can do that. They're reaily flexible 
and 1 can take - 1 have enough sick tirne banked up because 1 haven't been sick for a long 
time, if 1 need time, they'll give it to me. 

The options around rearranging work hours are ofken limited when a rnother's child is ill. 

The use of personal sick time and vacation days was necessary in this case. Even though Diane had 

earned this .benefit, vacation days, she did not have complete discretion around when to use them. 

Sick child days were helpfül, but were not sufficient in meeting her needs 

When she's sick, ya I've had to use my vacation. Now, they're making me take rny 
vacation right now because they won't let me take it at Christmas and since she's been so 
sick 1 didn't want to take it until the end of the year and they won't let me take it at the 
end of the year 

1 got 6 days and 1 c m  use them either when I'm sick or when she's sick, 1 don't have to 



be sick, and we were told that.Wel1 she had them di, 1 went back to work at the beginning 
of August and 1 used them up and 1 used two weeks vacation. 

A number of mothers identified specific care giving needs as a factor in how they arcangeci 

work hours. The age of the child plays a significant role. A m  found her child's hospitalization 

required use of vacation days. Bah did not want to work later in the day because of her children's 

ages and their need for supervision and attention. 

We've been pretty lucky, this is the worst year I've had. Since I've gone back to work 
aRer my daughter was born. The first six months when 1 went back to wo& she was 
about a year old. 1 was probably off two days at home with her, even more so b e c a u ~  she 
was in and out of the hospital again and I had a lot of things happening with her. 

There was talk about rny changing my houn again. 1 didn't like that and 1 told the office 
manager that I wasn't really prepared to do that. They wanted 8:30 to 4:30 with an hour 
lunch and 1 don? Iike that, that aiIl puts me in &er 5 - by the time 1 put supper on the 
table it would be too late. 1 don't mind starting earlier but later 1 just don? want to do 
that because the kids are still Young, they want to do activities, have fiends over and 
stuff, there just won't be enough time in the evening. 

Sue is a shift worker and planneci to alter her working houn to daytime. She planned to 

arrange to work a different shift when her child reaches school age. 

It goes according to senionty, right now seniority I've always worked evenings and that 
can change. Next year when she goes to school in the moming 1'11 change my shifi to 
accommodate her and with seniority 1 can pretty well pick and choose the hours 1 want to 
work. 

The employrnent aatus of a working mother can affect how she negotiates suitable 

working hours. Angie worked in a minimum wage position without benefits and was able to dictate 

working hours that confonned to her childcare requirements. The low wage, the lack of benefits 

and her value to the Company put her in a better position to negotiate suitable working hours. Barb 

managed to accumulate more time in the summer because of a previously negotiated arrangement. 

Although she did take advantage of the extra time off, she was able to accommodate the 



employer's need by switching to ni11 time. 

Nine hours to 12 hours because 1 had to cut back on hours of work because the day care 
wasn't available ti16 - the malf closes at 6 downtown and the day care closed at 6 so 1 
took until5:30 so that I'd be able to get down to the day care oo basically my boss said, 
you know we need somebody that cari stay til6 so it was just a matter of ?h hour so 1 raid, 
okay, so basically they split the shift in two - somebody cornes in fiom 2 to 6 into the 
store. 

1 was still classified as 4 days a week but again 1 worked days to have the additional 
week off for holidays so I could spend 3 weeks home with the children instead of 2 and 
that was great. We did nothing for 3 weeks and as 1 understand it now, management was 
not happy that 1 was away for 3 weeks because it was just too much for them to handle 
me being away because a lot of staEwas away and they basically counted on me to be 
there for other lawyers but they approved it, they had to go with it. 

Many working mothen adapt to the workplace by assessing and planning around their 

careers. They also adapt to their current workplace reality. They assess and evaluate whether a job 

change will benefit their family over the long tenn in tems of salary and working hours. The 

working mother also determines whether she is satisfied in the position and whether her skills are 

most suited to that workplace. 

Ann saw the possibilities of advancement and a higher sdary in her current job. Diane was 

secure and cornfortable with her employer and also saw opportunities for advancement. She was 

reluctant to consider changing employers for that reason. 

In another five years, 1 stand a chance at sit in his chair and make the kind of money he's 
making and that is where we are going. We've talked about it. There's been possibilities 
of moving into something like a management position or a sales position with a clientele 
built up already. . 

It would depend on who the employer is. They'd have to be very secure, very 
comfortable, without that comfort level and security it does not matter how much money 
you are going to give me extra, it wouldn't be the same for doing less work. If the 
security isn't there or the comfort level, 1 donYi think I'd want to work. 1 am very secure 
where 1 am and they are comfortable and I'm very happy there. 1 think being happy at 
what you do is very important in Iie. 



The process of developing a career can involve both assessing personal skills and the job 

market. Ann saw the benefits of being in a established trade. She also saw how changing employers 

can affect her position in the company. 

So many people are mick in jobs they hate and they don't excel at anything because they 
hate it. This is what 1 went to high school for, 1 leamed printing as a trade. 1 spent threc 
years in hi& school leaniing this. This is my field. It's like being a doctor, once you get 
there, that's what you are going to do. You might move fiom print shop to pnnt shop, 
because you have a different boss here, and you have a different boss over here, but they 
are al1 kinda like the same. 

The accumulation of benefits along with increases in salary can make it more 

advantageous for working mothers to remain with a company until retirement. Diane believed her 

salary and benefits would be hard to duplicate elsewhere. 

You can spend the rest of your life with the company. As long as you're in the right 
office, you could. 1 could retire there, as long as 1 go where they want me to. 

Angie expressed fnistration over not being compensated for her skills and work because 

of being classified as part time. She also did not envision working toward a better position due to 

the company being unsupportive. 

It's fnistrating when somebody else is getting paid more than you but you're doing d l  the 
work, that's mind boggling- More skills than another worker but paid less because you are 
not available. 

Barb could negotiate a specific kind of work arrangement that accornmodated her family. 

Such a position of strength is uncornmon for most workers. However, her skills were both 

marketabfe and transferable. 

1 was dways very clear in the beginning with them around what 1 wanted. When I was 
first taken on, 1 said, '1 want part-time work now until al1 my children are in school then 
1'11 move on to fidl time, ifthat will work for you' as it came down when al1 the children 
were in school that's when 1 will be taken on fil1 time. 

The economic aspect of working influences how working arrangements are deterrnined. Xn 



some instances, financial considerations are the primary reason for working. In such cases some 

mothers must weigh the benefits ofworking against the needs of the family and the wsts of 

childcare. While work was seen as essential for the mothers in the study, working part time was 

sometimes considered an option. Ann considered her daycare subsidy to be a critical factor in being 

able to manage financially. Diane chose to work fewer hours at the expense of accumulating debt. 

For a single parent with children it's really a decent wage and we can live comfortably off 
that with the subsidized daycare. If it wasn't for that 1 wouldn't be able to work because 
the actual cost of being able to keep them in day kin a month is over 600 dollars a 
month. 

For a long time, up until this year, 1 did work part-time. 1 worked full time but 1 only 
worked 20 to 30 hours a week because 1 wanted to be there when they were sick, 1 
wanted to be there when they had stuffhappening Luid to me that was more important 
than making lots of rnoney. What it did to me was just put me in a very bad financial 
situation where I'm still at, but, it was worth it because 1 was there for them. 

The need to negotiate in the workplace and to adapt to conditions is a logicd 

consequence 

for people who fil1 incompatible roles. The working role is ofien not compatible with the parenting 

role because of the traditional separation of work and family life. The result is workers who have to 

engage in a process they would not othenvise have to engage in if they were not parenting. 

The workplace creates demands and pressures on working parents that require adaptive 

responses. The competing demands of care giving and working creates situations where parents 

rnust either exert pressure on employers or conform to these dernands. Unlike negotiation, which 

entails the mother and employers reaching a rnutual agreement that benefits both sides, the process 

of demanding suggests a form of conflict. 

Diane descnbed how her employer is tqing to force a different hourly schedule on 



employees. The f a a  that the company is reducing their support when it is most needed is very 

fistrat ing. 

1 figure itps not going to happen til this sumrner but now they're trying to go for split 
shifts, company wants split shiAs. There's no way 1 can do spüt shiAs, I've got a child in 
day care. They want to go for part time shiAs now, so they don't have to pay benefits. 
When 1 go on stnke here the next month or two or whatever that's what I'rn going to be 
fighting for. If I'm going to be working this job 1 want the benefits to  dong with it, I've 
got a child. You're going to make me work 9 hours a day five days a week you'd be t ta  
give me the benefits, you've given to me dready, don't take them away. 

Mothers often deal with the demands of working by not thinking about the job at home. 

This separation can occur when they feels overwhelrned by work and inadequately supported by 

her employers. One could argue that the mental separation fiom work costs the employer. By not 

thinking about work and rehising to allow the demands of work to spi11 over into family life, Diane 

can recuperate. The emotional demands of Lynn's workplace necessitated the need for her to 

disengage fiom work while at home. 

The only tirne that 1 would ever come home thinking of work was if there is a shut down 
or something where you've got something that you could do (unclear) I don't get paid 
enough to bring my work home. It takes away 9 hours out of my day and I'rn sure not 
going to give them any more than that. 

No, if 1 come home even if 1 had no children, over the years 1 have learnt that in order to 
survive you have to shut work off, that job can kill you just because it's very depressing. 

The matter of child iIIness is a major source of conflict between employers and mothers. 

The problem occurs without waming and requires immediate absence fiom work. The options for 

aiternate care are oflen nonexistent. The support fiom the employer is also limited by their focus 

on the requirements of the workplace. The problem oAen creates a dilemma for mothers who under 

normal circumstances are able to fiilfil1 the work role. 

In the following two examples, mothers had to address what consequences their absence 



was causing the company. In both cases, the mothen occcpted rrrponsibiiîty for the problem by 

attempting to resolve it. Angie had to maintain her stance and r&n with hcr child even though 

the problern was not solved. Ann addressed the problem by delegating her duties but ail1 felt 

uneasy about leaving work. 

When I'm at home 1 think of spending time with my son md w h n  lu's skk, like to&y he 
was sick and 1 was supposed to work and 1 called in my district manager and 1 told her 
that he was sick and was unable to work 

1 got a cal1 frorn the school saying my son was sick, I just hung up the phone and said Pd 
be there in haif an hour 1 cleaned my desk 1 went to my boss, 1 said my son is sic4 1 
got to go and that was it- When they cal1 and your children are sick you go and you have 
to go and you guys will just have to do without me for a couple of houn. 

The use of sick benefits as a response to the problem of child illness created a number of 

issues for mothers. In the first example, Sue thought about using her own sick benefits in order to 

care for her child. By being honest and absorbing the cost of her absence, she felt unfairly singled 

out- 

No, you phone in - when 1 phoned in I'rn sitting there thinking, do  1 lie and say I'm sick 
because they're not going to hassle me if I Say I'rn sick, or do I tell them the truth and say 
'1 need to stay home with rny daughter because she's sick?' ro 1 decided to tell them the 
truth and they're like, 'weII can't you have somebody corne in and take care of her?' 

Sue also expresscd bittemess about being subjected to a disciplinq process for an issue 

that was beyond her control. Her experience is a good example of how formai company policies 

and informa1 support can seem contradictoiy. 

They seem very two-faced about it too. When 1 go into the office with my daughter they 
treat her really good, but then when it comes d o m  to my being and kid's sick and 1 need 
to stay home with her, then if 1 would do that too oRen I'd get called up on attendance 
review. 

The use of sick leave for the Gare of an il1 child can place pressure on a mother with 

regard to safeguarding her own health. Diane could use sick benefits for her child but felt fortunate 



that she herself did not need t o  use them. 

I've said t o  my boss that she's sick, what am 1 supposed to  do. 1 either have t o  use a 
holiday day or  a sick day, so they haven't questioned me on it because I've just said, 1 
need t o  take a sick day and like 1 said, they've been pretty good but in some places. 

The Gare giving role and the working role fiequently come in conflict in ternis of working 

hours. The following example illustrates how normative standards and the reduction in benefits can 

intluence perceptions of working hours. Diane described how her departments working hours were 

longer than other departments in the Company. She tried t o  arrive et a partial solution that did not 

cost the cornpany time but was refiised because it was inequitable. 

1 would be so happy if they'd go back to  the 8-hour day. I'd be tickled pi&. I'd take an 
8-hour day at this point. Every other office in (the company) has an 8-hour day except 
for mine. 

The needs of the child also influence the perception of working hours. Ellen's child has a 

disability and requires fiequent medical appointments. Without the support of  her employers on this 

issue, she could not remain employed in the position. 

1 think the employer should be understanding because if they don't then it's not going to  
work because my children come first. If you can't understand that these children - my 
child needs to see a doctor for her disability, 1 don't want to work for you. 1 gave the 
best 1 could and 1 give what 1 can. 

Changing work hours afKected how Diane viewed her s t a t u  in the workpiace. In the 

following example, the company's plans to restructure working hours raised not only concems 

around child care but also raised questions about the company's true motives. On one hand, she 

felt secure in having protection against a layoff by having seniority. On the other hand, this benefit 

does not protea  her from the restructuring of  her working hours. 

I've got 10 years so 1 don't think that (layons) would apply t o  me but who knows what 
they've got in mind. They could do that to  probably anybody, that's actually one of  the 
reasons why they move people across the country is so that they can get people to  quit - 
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and they could use this. 

The sense of responsibility a mother has around job dutia cm affect how she views the 

changing of work hours. It underlines the relationship and obligation that working parents have in 

regards to their workplaces. In this case, Ann believed that altering work hours to meet farnily 

demands could jeopardize business relationships. 

(When your child is sick) you just have to stay home fiom work. And it is hard because 
I'm a salaried employee and 1 don't get docked wages but it's not just that. 1 have a job to 
do. I have people who count on me every single day to do my work 

The need for single working mothers to demand concessions in the workplace iflustrates 

how one role can be compromised by another role. Single working mothers find they may have to 

Mslead their employers or justify not fulfilling employer expectations. Demanding forces 

them to alter their commitment to the organization or compensate it in some other fmhion. 

Intervening Condition 

Managing work involves managing the relationship between workplace demands and care 

giving demands. Single working mothers essentially have two jobs. Their job as care givers is 

hidden work and therefore not readily acknowledged or compensated (Ferguson, 1998). Confiict 

occurs when the obligations and responsibilities of one role (or job) clashes with the other. The 

expectation to fiilfiIl two roles is seen as a structural condition bearing on the actiordinteraction 

strategies 

i)Accommodation of the Working Parent 

The intervening condition for managing work was the parents' perception of being 

accommodated in the workplace. The process of managing work requires evduative and adaptive 

responses to the demands that work has on the parenting role. The parent evaluates herself as a 



working parent and also assesses how the workplace is able to oblige her in this role. The degree to 

which this accommodation takes place infiuences the extent to which the parent must utüize her 

resources or leam to cope. In the following example, Angie placed her care giWig demands ahead 

of her obligation to the Company. She dso made it clear what her pnorities were. 

I'm sony but there's no way that 1 can corne down (to work) because I'm waiting for the 
doctor to get down to see my son and that's a pnority, you're gohg to have to dose the 
store then because our district manager went out of town. 

The parents who saw t he  workplace as supportive and personally rewarding managed 

more effectively. A number of parents found their perceptions of support and job satisfaction 

fluctuated around the nature of care giving demands. The parents who could achieve support in the 

form of understanding from their employers were more able to deal with rigid working conditions- 

This was true in Barb's case when her employer allowed her to "bend the rules." 

Ann managed more effectively by adopting a positive attitude about her work. She saw a 

positive attitude as necessary as necessary in order for to find fiilfiIlment at work- 

1 don? want to think about work like that because as soon as you get into that nit of 1 
hate my work, you will never like it and you will never enjoy it and the eight hours will 
seem like 20 hours to you- It will, it will seem like an eternity that you are stuck there and 
your mind still be sornewhere else and it is not on what you are doing. And if you are 
focused on your work you do a better job 

The mother's assessrnent of her position with the employer was influenced by work skill 

level and status. These issues affected how confident she felt in making demands for such things as 

time off. Having a certain ski11 level allows her to feel secure about being in the appropriate 

workplace. It also provides her with a sense of being marketable and not dependent on the 

employer. Status with the employer refers to loyalty and seniority. Having status also increased 

feelings of security and enhanced the confidence necessary to express needs. 



The parent who worked under a d  working conditions felt heightened tension when their 

care giving demands increased. Although they understood how the workplace operates, thqr felt 

frustrateci by not being able to find their own solutions. This was particularly the case for those 

who wanted to take time off or use holiday and persona1 sick time to care for an il1 child. They dso 

considered how working conditions such as scheduling and coverage brought them into conflict 

with other employees. The demands to the parent appeared more pronounad when they not only 

had to care for an il1 child, but also had to deal with both the disapproval of coworkers and the loss 

of income and benefits. 

Employers are influenced and pressured to accommodate care giving situations when the 

parent is not only a needed employee but is also aware of parameten in the workplace. On the one 

hand, Angie, the parent who refused to go to work when her child was sick, relied on being a 

valued employee when considehg whether she could be dismissed for not reporting to work On 

the other hand, Lynn found she could bank time and use it for such situations. 

Understanding workplace demands allows the parent to work toward modifying them. 

Some parents leam that they can gain control over demands by, for example, building loyaity and 

value with the Company. This strategy enables the parent to adopt a "give and take" approach. AM, 

for instance, made sure her employer was aware of the extra time she put into her work. 

1 don? just take it home, do it, and bnng it back, because, you know what, that's 
pointless. Because no one knows you did it. Ifyou don? point out to someone that 
you've done extra, they don? see it, because they're not looking for it. So I've found that 
you have to tell them. 

Understanding workplace demands also allows the parent to choose the kind of work 

situation that is more accommodating. Barb found an employer who offered flexible working houn 

and the option of working part tirne. 



Some parents l e m  to weigh the costs and benefits associated with the workplace. Using 

necessity, dong with experience and judgement, they find out what is negotiable and what is not 

negotiable. For instance, when banking time and flexing the day is not possible, the use of personal 

sick time and holidays days may be possible. At the sarne time, parents leam when they can make 

demands on their employer. They discover what is an acceptable demand and what is not. Leavhg 

the workplace when your child is il1 can be considered an acceptable demand while taking a day off 

because of stress is not acceptable. 

Managing work requires an ability to understand the opportunities and limitations of the 

workplace. Working mothers have to possess the capacity to adapt on an ongoing basis. There is s 

need to establish their value with the employer in order to reach reciprocaf arrangements. Barb was 

fortunate to work for an employer who was not rïgid and who allowed her to work around her 

family commitrnents. 

1 wouldn't be there. I've always, when I've worked in my jobs as a legal, I've always had 
the flexibility. My first job that 1 had as a legal, 1 shouldn't say first job, one of the jobs 1 
had when I first had children 1 had to be off with my son when he was sick for an entire 
week, he was 5 - 6 months old, my boss gave me a whole week o E  1 did have to make 
up the tirne but 1 didn't make up al1 the tirne, he says, 'oh 3 days is enough' so again 
because 1 do things for the company, not on a personal level, but for the company so it's 
very flexible and if 1 wasn't' able to have these little bonuses or perks 1 wouldn't stay. 

The mothers in this study used a variety of methods to fiilfiIl a working and caring role. 

Employers, who demonstrated an understanding of their situation and who offered flexibility in 

work arrangements, were viewed as most supportive. The presence of fonnalized benefits were 

also seen as supportive. However, such benefits did not always conforrn to the unique needs of the 

parent. 



Context 
Property 
Defining the Personal 
and the Structural 

Chapter V 

WorWamily Role Integration 

Action/ Interaction Strategies Intewcning Condition 

Ski11 Development Supportive Workplaces 
and Progressive Socid 
Policies 

Establishing a Supportive Workplace 

Expanding Responsibility for Child Care 

Work-family role integration is the main theme of this study. Integration occurs when the 

strategies used by mothers and the structural obstacles they face are to brought together in a 

discussion. The term integration suggests there is a movement toward greater efficiency in a 

system. 

Abrams (1983) says people obtain their identity through their position in a given situation of life 

circumstances and in transaction with given forces. They are transacting with the environment and 

establishing the self within a transactional field. The researcher saw the mothers in the study as 

establishing an identity as people who must overcome numerous demands and lirnited resources. 

Integration suggests there can be p a t e r  adaption in other systems to accommodate adaptation for 

the parent. 

The followi.ng discussion is based on an attempt to systematically relate integration to 

the categones of managing parental emotional well being, care giving and working. Materid from 

the literature is also used in order to enhance the discussion of structural factors. The shidy 

deviates from the intended purpose of selective coding by allowing the use of Iiterature to 

influence the data. However, the researcher believes such an approach is neces- in order to 



illuminate the discussion. Without the use of the literaîure, the discussion on employers' 

irnplernenting policies and benefits would be Iimited to the perceptions of the participants. 

In conceptualizing the integration process, it is important to imagine the employer who is 

interested in being supportive and the single parent who is faced with managing both roles. An 

examination of the nature of care giving and the role of women as a r e  givers is necessary. As 

well, the manner in which employers have traditiondly disregarded the family needs ofemployees 

will be compared with a recent trend toward making workplaces more supportive. 

The employer considers the mandate and mission of the organïzation along with the 

needs of the single parent ernployee and the other employees. Policies and benefits, in the long run, 

do not compromise the organization's profitability and its effectiveness. Such policies and benefits 

need to be designed so that they are fair and equitable to al1 employees. In order to achieve 

integration, the working single parent should be developing skills and utilizing resources. A 

supportive workplace is only one part of a picture that includes the capacity to cope with stressors' . 
soIve problems and access supports. 

This study has attempted to address two questions. Tt has explored with working mothers 

the nature of the care giving role by determining their needs. The study has a h  sought to ascertain 

how a workplace can be adapted to support them in this role. The workplace can influence the 

integration of working and care giving by complimenting existing parenting skills and resources. 

Using the literature and the expenence of the parents, the following section will also examine how 

the single parent role cm be supported by govemment as well as organkations. Because employers 

were not interviewed for the study, it is necessary to use the literature to construct a hypothetical 

perspective of the supportive workplace. 



The discussion of a supportive workplace will dm include a dircusoion of the skiils and 

resources required by the parent to successfully integrate roles. In doing so, a more compIete 

portraya1 will emerge of the enmeshrnent of care giving and working. The adaptable parent who 

h a  access to a supportive network at home will be able to use a supportive workplace to augment 

role integration. 

The researcher recognizes that his interpretation of integration is defined by personal and 

structural factors. The parents in this study face inordinate demands when trying to manage 

working and parenting. While most learn to cope and adapt, the management of these roles would 

be easier if disparities in income and opportumty did not exist for working mothers as a whole 

(Lero & Brockman, 1993). The following discussion of integration should be considered in this 

context. 

Context 

Property 

Defining the Persona1 and the Structura! 

The dominant theme in integrating worWfamily roles is the placement of the personal and 

structural aspects of a problem in their proper perspective. MulIaly (1993) says understanding the 

structural rasons for private troubles allows the individual to normalize rather personalize the 

problem. Nomaliration is defined as the capacity to see a situation or problem as not unique and 

that others in the same social grouping also experience the same problem. It can help people who 

feel they are devalued because of a problem they are expenencing. 

The mothers in the study inevitably personalized problems. They accepted responsibility 

for the care of their children and, subsequently, the problems and dilernmas related to their are. 



When they could not personally solve their problems, some of the mothen identified issues such as 

inadequate childcare funding, poor quality childcare and unsupportive workpIa0cs. This is a 

reflection of how the individual sees only how she relates to the environment The outcome of  

structural change in the environment is a transformation in how the individual views herself 

A discussion of the personal and the structural confomii to an eco-systemic Mew of a 

person transacting with her environment The perspective does not discount the personal aspect by 

focusing exclusively on the environment. On the other hand, it is an spproach that does not 

automatically assume pathology and deviance on the pact of some~ne who is  apenencing a 

problem (Mullaly, 1993). Differentiating between the personal and amchiral also fits within the 

eco-systemic perspective regarding problem solving. The person who engages in problem solving 

is doing so within a particular set of social realities (Abram, 1983). 

In examining the integration of roles it is expectmt to view the attritmtes of the mother 

and the structural obstacles in isolation. This differentiatim is not always easy. An individuai coutd 

use vocational skills and dedication to solicit support fiom an employer regarding family 

responsibilities. As well, an individual can use social skills to build a support network that provides 

free child care. However, since child care is not onIy a meaninal  pursuit but dso a f o m  of work, 

there is a financial, emôtional and physical cost. 

The personal dimension can be defined as the capacity o f  a parent to  preserve personal 

resources and adapt to circumstances. One way to preserve personal resources is to practice self 

care; another way is to adopt a pragmatic attitude toward the role. Ann adapts by regarding the 

demands as a consequence of her decision to have children. 

Um, in life sometimes yes, parenting no because that's a rcsponsibiky rkat you take on 
once you become a parent. You can't ever say you have too much to do. You never have 



too much, they are the reason you have it. If you didn't want the responsibîlity, you 
shouldn't have children and that has always been my philosophy. 

The mothers in the study responded to the dernands of working and parenting by 

acquiring skills in coping and adaptation. This requires an understanding of perronal limitations 

and assets and an ability to determine their child's needs and requues access to resources. Finally, 

they adapt to circumstances by thinking strategically. Doing so requires the use ofexpenence and 

foresight as well as the willingness to meet the challenge of overcoming obstacles. 

The ability to develop and access resources is another part of the persona1 dimension. 

Some mothers are able to numire and maintain a supportive network of family and fkiends who can 

offer childcare, understanding, validation and a social outlet. Such support is available when 

needed the most. Such support accommodates the type of demands associated with single 

parenting. 

The care of children is generally considered a private responsibility. This is reflected in the 

pressure on single working mothers to carry out the two roles of care @ver and breadwinner. 

When caring is viewed as important work for society and not simply natural and necessary for 

women, it can be viewed in structural tenns (Baines et al. 1998). Women face personal and 

financial hardship in finding altemate care arrangements that meet the supervision and 

developmental needs of their children. The rnothers in the study would have benefitted from a 

childcare system that is adequately fbnded and offered flexible child care arrangements . 

Supports in the workplace are seen as part of the structural dimension. Although a 

number of the mothers in the study used their personal skills and resources to find employrnent that 

was compatible with their care giving needs, the matter of family responsive workplaces should be 



considered as structural. Working parents oflen have to rely on a benevolent employer or rigidly 

interpreted collective bargaining agreements for support. 

Structural change on the part of organizations is neces- in order for them to retain 

employees and remain cornpetitive. The longstanding organizational culture that regards family 

issues as soldy the employee's problem needs to be replaced (Paris, 1990) (Galinsky & Stein, 

1990) . As one of the few women and the only expectant mother in her department, Diane saw her 

uniqueness and visibility as a reason for being reco-ed as a parent. 

I've been here for two years. They know my situation. 1 was the first person in my 
department to be pregnant in there. 

Life on a low income is a stnictural consequence for many single mothers who combine 

work and care giving roles (Lero & Brockmann, 1991). Although government programs exist to 

provide support to low income families, they are based on financial need and not on the value of 

canng. These programs dc help parents but continue to reinforce the personal aspect of poverty 

among single working parents. However, Lynn is a single mother who works providing 

professional support to other single mothers. Government programs that offer financial and care 

giving support are available and can be considered a resource for single mothers. She has her 

knowledge of government prograrns has helped her in her situation. 

You know what it is, 1 think people don't know. There are services out there but people 
aren't aware of the services, they are not aware of the resources that are out there for 
them. Mien 1 make it known to people that there are these resources, they usually wiil 
Iook into them and they go, 'wow, 1 didn't know' 

The dilemma arising fiom social programs directed toward assisting groups such as single 

mothers is that they single them out as being in need and not for their role as care givers. Such 

programs are income or means tested and therefore residud in nature. Lynn describes two residual 



programs, Child Related Income Support (CRISP) and Shelter Allowance for Famiiy Renters 

(SAFFR) . Although they are helpful to low income families, they are stigmatizing in the way they 

determine eligibility. 

It's just because people don? know so what 1 do is make it known to them and 1 think 
people have - you know single moms can get CRISP, child related income supplement 
program, and if you're not making enough money they help you with rent, (SAFFR) 

The structurai dimension pertains to the existence of informal and formal workplace 

supports and supportive social policies. In contrast, the personal dimension involves the 

intellectual, emotional and physical capacities of the mother. The task of parenting and working 

requires the use of intellectual, physical and emotional energy to manage the integration of roles. 

The presence of a supportive workplace and supportive social policies influences the extent to 

which this energy must be utilized. 

Actionfinteraction Strategies 

i) Skill Development 

According to Lero (1994), worWfamily stress is multidimensional and reflects a cornplex 

interplay among work related stressors, family stressors and supports and the availability of 

cornmunity-based support services. Managing the demands of work and family life requires a 

combination of skills and resources. Tn this study we define skill acquisition as the capacity of the 

parent to manage the demands of a dual role while maintaining his/ her well being. Resources are 

those supports that allow the parent to accomplish this task. 

A discussion regarding strengthening the self in the face of excessive demands may seem 

contradictory to our discussion of structural dilemmas. In other words, if the focus is on helping a 

mother overcome these demands by developing coping and adapting skills, there should be less 
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need for resources such as workplace policies and benefits and more atfordable and flexible child 

care. A discussion of persona1 skills and coping capacities ailows us to determine the extent to 

which working parents do manage without structural supports. By understanding the strategies 

they use to meet demands, we can shed light on the knds of supports that would mon benefit 

fiom. 

When considering individuai lunctioning, according to the eco-systemic perspective, low 

level fûnctioning is not viewed as the result of psychopathology or penonai deficits but the result 

of deficits in problem solving (Abram, 1983). These deficits occur when a parent occupies a role 

where there are insufficient resources. 

The difficulty in resolving work and family dilemmas is exacerbated by the fact that caring 

is undervalued and invisible. Although the responsibility of being both a care giver and a 

breadwimer results in demands that can be managed, it also results in mothers assuming an 

inordinate amount of the financial and psychological cost of raising children. 

Diane is a mother who found work and care giving demands to be incompatible. She 

wanted to practice self care by going to a fitness centre during her lunch hour, but found this time 

had to be used for household errands. 

1 like to go to the gym on my lunch break.. I'm running around usually to the grocery 
store to grab bread or grab this or grab that so that 1 don't have to do it after 1 get home 
with her so that frees up al1 the time with her 

The responsibility of working, managing a household and providing emotional care to a 

two year old meant Diane had little time for activities mort people take for granted. It is an 

example of the inordinate cost single working rnothers assume in performing duai roles. The noms 

of good mothering and the incornpatibility of the roles results in situations where no matter how 
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adaptive and efficient a parent becomes, they are never able to ''h up enough time" for their 

children or themselves. 

The researcher argues that acceptance of the single parent role entails acceptance o f a  

dual role and not an endorsement of an antiquated workplace or inadequate childcare. His 

definition of integration includes not only supportive workplaces and adequate daycare but also 

individual skills in assertiveness and self care. The mothers in the study who accepted the 

responsibility of being a working parent and were able to determine their strengths and limitations, 

could better access and utilize resources- 

Al1 of the mothers in the study thought of ways the workplace could be changed to benefit 

family life. Most of them were realistic about the demands of the working role and were not 

looking for an inequitable arrangement. They were, in essence, wanting to find ways to balance the 

logistics of parenting and working while also preserving their emotional and physical health, 

An assumption of the eco-systems problem solving perspective is that al1 human beings 

possess innate adaptive and coping abilities (Meyer, 1988). Human beings and other organisms are 

engaged in a natural struggle toward adaptation. The key to human adaptation is being able to 

establish a clear understanding of the problem. There is a need for the clarification and expression 

of emotions associated with the problem. Finally, the individual or the collective identifies possible 

ways to solve the problem (Abram, 1983). 

The parenting and the working role can be considered by nature to be incompatible and, 

therefore, detrimental to the role occupant. The two roles are incompatible because they introduce 

competing demands of time, energy and involvement (Parker and Hall, 1992). Given this 

assumption, we must conclude that accommodations must be made for the role occupant. In the 



workplace, parents need autonomy and flexibility in order t o  enable them to solve problems 

(Galinsky and Stein, 1990). In their personal lives, parents require instrumental support to  offket 

time and task demands. They need emotional support to sustain themselves as individuais. They 

also need informational support around care giving (Cochran, 1993). Ann betieved care giving 

means she has t o  suppress her own ernotiond needs for the benefit of the children. 

You take a back seat some of the time o n  your own emotional level. You have to hide 
your feelings ifyou are upset, 1 don't ever cry in fiont of my children. 

It  is important for single working parents to take advantage of  supports and to  utilize 

certain skills. This involves being able to make use o f  available informational, instrumental and 

emotional supports. It  aIso involves a number o f  individual attributes such as the ability to  learn 

from experience. Confidence in taking initiatives and trust in one's own skills are also valuable 

attributes. The ability to challenge maladaptive attitudes is important. Murdock (1983) says, for 

example, that a single working parent who believes she must have the same household and 

parenting standards as her mother, may have difficulty solving certain problems. 

The adaptation to  single parenting requires learning ways to  finction in such a role. The 

competing demand o f  working and parenting necessitates the need for parents t o  manage under 

stress. Functioning in the role involves not only the capacity to  be practical and efficient with 

regard t o  living conditions and budgetary constraints, but also the ability t o  be a support to 

children who Iive under these conditions. Ann saw herself as a buffer for her children against the 

reaiity o f  living on a low income. 

1 want them to  be codortable and not afrad. There is no need to  be afiaid. Life is pretty 
simple, we're doing ok here. We're not starving. We are living in a decent place There are 
no bugs here, no mice. We're not in a mndown bad life situation. I'm at  least able to 
provide a decent home for them and a decent environment t o  be in. 



A major part of fùnctioning as a single working parent is being able to corne to ternis with 

the nature of the role. The delegation of care giving responsibility to others for a large part of the 

child's day is necessary unless the parent can combine both care giving and working. In being able 

to feel confident and secure with dtemate w e  giving, parents develop skills in ossessing child 

care. They leam how to reassure their child as well as how to detemine the appropnateness of a 

care @ver. It is also necessary for the parent to acquire an understanding of the vsryuig fonns of 

childcare. They need to know the difference between licensed and private care and how each can 

differ in terms of accountability and developmental opportunities. 

Mothers live with excessive care giving demands and limited resources by making 

accommodations in their lifestyle. In tenns of needs, the researcher is referring to the needs of the 

parent as a worker and an adult and not only to the needs of the child. When we talk about 

resources, we are refemng to limitations around time and finances as well as limitations in 

emotional and physical energy. Parents who believe they do not have enough time and money to 

meet household and care giving needs compensate by giving up on aspects of their lifestyle. In 

order to achieve a balance, they appraise the requirernents of members in the family system dong 

with the means within that system. Angie has forgone income and career advancement in order to 

provide the kind of care she believes is necessary. 

You need to take time for yourself and your child too. That's one of the reasons I've 
decided that basically my day is  going to be over at the latest at 6 because if I'm working 
evenings past 6 then there's no time for routine, there's no time for interaction or bed 
time stories or that every day interaction or every attemoon interaction that's needed for 
the child to get to know and spend time together and socialize. 

The workplace can offer not only economic independence but also persona1 and parental 
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growth. The capacity to understand the opportunities in the working role will contribute to its 

integration with the parenting role. A parent can look toward coworkers as a source of advice and 

exposure to noms about child rearing. The workplace often hnctions as one of the few outlets for 

parents. It is a setting where they can relate to other adults and satisfy a need for peer interactions. 

In one study, such stimulation resulted in a spillover for a sampk of working parents who reported 

more positive verbalizations with their child than non-working parents (Crouter and McHall 1993). 

The workplace can be seen as venue for personal growth in its capacity to augment the 

parent's self image. AI1 of the rnothers in the study talked about having an identity outside of 

parenting. Lynn mentioned how her job suited her skills and temperament while another talked 

about the technical skills she has developed since high school. OAen, the workplace can be a 

setting where this identity is established and nunured. The working role provides an opportunity to 

acquire and utilize skills and to receive feedback on their use. Although most of the rnothers stated 

that they found parenting rewarding. they also felt a need to establish themselves as capable in the 

working role. 

Many of the mothers view the working role positively because it added structure to their 

lives and fulfilled a normative standard. Sue talked about being glad to retum to work f i e r  one 

week of vacation because she missed how work guided her personal life and her care giving. AM 

commented on how she would rather work than be on social assistance and how the working role 

enhanced her image as a competent care giver. Lynn saw how job satisfaction and working had a 

positive impact on her children. 

1 like what I do so that's the biggest thing because if you enjoy what you're doing your 
kids will Say, 'hey mom enjoys working', hopefully I'm an example, I'm a role mode1 to 
them to go out and find out what you enjoy doing and do it, because if you enjoy it you're 
going to be better at it, you're going to do a good job. 



However, there is a need to see work as not only a place of opportunity but also a place 

that can constrain the parenting role. A realistic appraisal of the workplace c m  result in responses 

to worklfamily issues that are adaptive. Parker and Hall (1992) state that families, by nature, 

fûnction in a homeostatic manner and seek to maintain cohesion and stability- Life experiences c m  

serve to ovenvhelm people by introducing an over abundance of stimuli and a lack of opportunity. 

Working parents try to adjust to the challenges that systerns such as work pose to the fmily. 

According to Kadushin (1993), workers learn what kind of behaviors will gain acceptance and 

what behaviors will gain disapproval. Working parents are, therefore, engaged in a dynamic 

process of orientating themselves to work in a manner that fits both roles. Diane found that 

competency and job satisfaction allowed her to more readily integrate roles. 

I've done other work and it was horrible and 1 never liked it and 1 just - oh 1 was mean 
and miserable but this one, because 1 can do my job, 1 Iike it, 1 leave it, 1 corne home and 
I'm happy here too. It's not going to drag me down. 

The process of integrating work and family roles requires the ability to either strategically 

plan a career or develop adaptive responses to the workplace. Some mothers who had the option, 

chose to leave the workplace rather than adapt. Others made advance preparations around their 

choice of career and workplaces. Those who can develop marketable skills and can find employers 

who offer flexible work arrangements are in the best position to solve worWfamily dilemmas. 

Some mothers rely. on collective bargaining agreements to provide job security and benefits such as 

child care. Angie tried to establish herself as valuable and loyal ernployee in order to be in a 

position to seek accommodation as a parent. 

1 guess they could find a reason tofife anybody because really ifthe Company was - they 
can fire you with no reason. They can fire you for no reason but why would they want to 



do that, they trained you, spent the money on training you and you're good at sales. 

The mothers in the study were able to integrate the work and family roles by 

understanding what the workplace can offer under certain circumstances. They learn the types of 

concessions that cari be requested and often adopt " give and take" strategies. When a dilemma 

appears unresolvable, they learn how to demand concessions. This entire process revolves around 

the nature of the situation, the attributes of the parent, parental supports and the supportiveness of 

the employer. The extent to which a parent has to develop adaptive skills in the workplace depends 

on the type of workplace as well as the personal s~ppons  that can be utilized. 

If 1 had no children and 1 was worlang I'd probably go to school more, 1 would go to 
school every evening, finish my paper and get my paper - whatever. 1 would finish school 
a lot faster, first ofWd have the money to do it and I'd have the tirne and the energy to do 
that, if 1 had no children. 1 do have children, 1 do not have the time and 1 do not have the 
energy or the rnoney, those three things, time, energy and money, if you have kids they do 
come first. If 1 didn't go to school before 1 had the- oh well that's my problem. 

The integration of the workf family roles requires that a parent be in a position to preserve 

her emotional and physical well being. By Nlfilling two roles, working mothers fiequently exhaust 

their supply of emotional and physical resources. Time is ofien not su&cient to accomplish these 

roles adequately, let alone available for rest and renewal. Lynn uses the metaphor of needing extra 

batteries to explain her need for preserving personal resources. 

Oh ya, mostly 1 have a lot of things to do but 1 try and write them down and 1 get the 
most important stuff done. Do 1 get extra batteries for myself, 1 wish. 1 get tired and 
miserable and I want to run away lots of times because you have to get up - working full 
time and being a parent is a killer, it's just a killer. 

The performance of the work/parent role is generally too involving to allow very much 

time for the parent to address her personal needs. Murdock (1983) argues that the task of self care 
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is essentiai to the overall fùnctioning of the parent and requires skills around time management, 

assertiveness and household management. Although techniques in self care and personal 

management are useful in buffering the effect of  workffamily demands they do  not address the 

findamental problem of  inadequate govemment and workplace policies. Lynn ïs an example of a 

parent who manages her time effectively but still has little time leA for activities outside work and 

the farnily. 

1 work 40 houn a week and I have to get up, get ready, get the little one out, drop h a  off 
at day care and get t o  work. Then after work 1 have to  go pick her up, corne home, make 
supper and do whatever it is they want to  do or take them to  ballet or whatever and then 1 
also work some evenings, so get them ready for supper, make sure this one cari babysit o r  
get someone else to if she can't and then take off again and it's kind of hard juggling 
work, your kids, your home, yourself but it can be done 

Single working mothers would be more able to take advantage of self care strategies if 

structural issues were addressed. Duxbury et al. (1991) recommend working mothers have access 

to  problem solving and stress management programs dong with access to  supportive workplaces 

and affordable and quality child care. In Lynn's case, additional econornic and child care support in 

her home would have helped her more than self care strategies. 

Murdock (1983) describes three strategies that aid parents in managing. First, there are 

time management strategies that require a parent to face the reai realities by determining the most 

important needs and sizing up energy and stress levels. Time for health maintenance and 

employment is considered inflexible while time needed for dining, home and clothing maintenance 

is considered flexible. The second strategy is for a parent to  become assertive by setting priorities 

and being able to Say no t o  certain demands. And third, a parent needs to be able t o  simplify 

household tasks. For Ann, work and her children's needs were the main focus and priority. The 



two responsibilities essentially consumed al1 of her waking hours. 

Your social time with them is only, well, 1 pick them up at five thirty and they normally go 
to bed by eight thirty, nine o'clock. Three and a half houn a day. You are awake for 
sixteen hours. 1 only get that little bit and 1 want to make the best of that little bit of tirne 
that 1 get to have with them. To do whatever, a school activity or a game. 

The challenge for the working single mother is to manage both roles while also sustaining 

herself emotionally and physically. Tirne management strategies allow for a realistic appraisal of 

the family's needs and the parent's capabilities. This permits the parent to discard archaic standards 

that cannot be maintained by the family. Murdock (1983) uses the example of the parent who has a 

household cleaning schedule that is the same as her mothers schedule. She also tdks about the 

parent who is overwhelmed by laundering requirements because she does not choose clothing that 

is durable and easy to maintain. Several mothers in the study talked about the tirne spent on 

household tasks and how they sometimes do not have the energy to accomplish these tasks. Lynn 

had to use positive thinking strategies to overcome physical and emotional exhaustion. Although, 

everyone can benefit from organizational techniques, it probably would not have alleviated Lynn's 

burden. 

1 know I'm stressed because 1 feel physically, but, it will get better again. To me this too 
shall pass in time, it will get better financially, emotionally, physically, it'll al1 corne 
together, you don? give up. You just take an extra day off and go to sleep or let your 
body just be sick. 1 have been sick and 1 haven't been sick in years actually for a couple 
years and now this year the last two weeks I've been sick - 1 was really sick right at the 
beginning and now it's just sort of like the same as it was last year and now you're feeling 
a Iittle bit sick, never get really sick. 

Single working rnothers have to be assertive about addressing their own needs and be able 

to Say no to certain demands. The ability to evaluate time and energy levels and to practice 

prioritization is an important skill. This involves placing rest and recreation among the priorities. 



Murdock (1983) descnbes the parent who explains to her child that she would rather read a book 

than play with her. The need for the parent to maintain adult relationships is also important 

because it can rejuvenate them. Adult relationships are necessary because adults form the support 

network and, therefore, support from h e m  should be reciprocated. Most of the mothen in the 

study did not consider rest and recreation to be a priority. Two mothers did set aside regular times 

to go out with fnends or spend time by themselves. Diane wanted to go to the gyrn during lunch 

breaks but chose to go shopping innead. Ann held a gathering of other parents and children in her 

home, demonstrating that it is possible to combine adult contact and care giving responsibilities. 

ii) Establishing a Supportive Workplace 

Establishing a supportive workplace refers to the restnictunng of an employing 

organization toward one that is more family supportive. It reflects the creation of an environment 

where supportive policies are seen as being in the best interests of both the employees and the 

employer. 

Large organizations oAen have formalized policies and benefits and collective bargaining 

agreements. The type of organizations that employed the mothers variede Barb and Diane worked 

for large hierarchical organizations with formalized workplace policies and benefits. Both Angie 

and Lynn worked for large organizations with limited formal policies and benefits, but Angie's 

workplace was more rigid while Lynn's was more flexible. Ann and Barb worked for small 

companies with infonnal personnel practices. On the other hand, there are organizations such as 

small businesses, that have only one level of management, ofien have no fonnalized policies and 

benefits and no collective bargaining agreements. 

A number of mothers questioned the capacity of the organizations that employed them to 



make formal changes. Those who felt most supported were likely to be employed by a small 

Company where the employer had more discretion and where few formal policies exîsted. Diane 

described how the large Company that employed her did not consider the needs of employees and 

was pnmarily motivated by profit. 

They're just going to keep doing it, they can get more out of their employees if they can 
get us to work split shiffs, that's if you have a woman working in upper management the 
same as the man she's going to be getting bonuses just like him. She's going to end up 
fighting just as hard as he does and if she doesn't she'll be booted out, that's just it- 

An organization's transformation into a supportive workplace occurs by changing its 

ideology about the role an employer can play in alleviating the demands of family life. Galinsky and 

Stein (1 990) identified a number of features of a family responsive organization, The organization 

must consider work/ family matters as legitimate issues and relevant to its mission. There is a need 

for the organizational culture to be conducive to worWfamily solutions. Second, the major 

stakeholders must support this perspective. Third, the program initiatives undertaken must be 

ongoing and not ad hoc in nature. Fourth, fûnctional areas such health, personal and training are 

seen together. Finally, the organization adopts an open attitude toward making the workplace 

more family responsive by considering making the traditional workday more flexible. 

Organizations are stmctured in ways that influence the manner in which workers are 

supported. Kadushin (1992) identified organizations as having two roles. One is the instrumental 

concern regarding production. The other is the expressive concern for employees as not only 

workers but also as people with issues and dilemmas. Kow the two dimensions function in a 

situation depends on the goals and the resources of the organization. Some workplaces are more 

production oriented and focused on instrumental and task centered concems. Others make a 



cornmitment to human relations by placing greater emphasis on the expressive dimension 

(Kadushin, 1993). Angie tried to convince her employer of her needs as a parent by explaining the 

care giving responsibilities she faced when her son was ill. The employer was primarily concemed 

with staff coverage and not with acknowledging the mother's dilemma. 

She was still persistent that if 1 couldn't get an employee to come in to get the nurse to 
come in or get somebody to come in basically. 

Organizations are influenced not only by their mission but also by organizational quaiities 

and employee characteristics. Auerbach (1990) found family supportive organizations were more 

likely to have a greater percentage of female employees and to be located in the human service, 

s e ~ c e  or finance sector. Such workplaces tend to have other progressive ernployment policies. 

An organization can achieve more cornmitment and productivity fiom its employees ifit 

adopts a holistic approach that considers their health and persona1 needs. Levi (1983) found that 

the organization and conditions of work have been shown to be directly related to the mental as 

well as the physical health of workers. Feniandez (1986) concluded that family stability and 

corporate productivity are both reduced by the enormous stresses and demands of living with 

workffamily conflicts. As a worker, Ann felt fortunate to have an employer who was supportive 

and empathetic to her needs as a parent. 

I'm very lucky to have such a good support system there. She knows, she's had enough 
people before who've had children and it's a fact of life. We al1 get sick. Things happen. 
God didn't create us to be perfect and if he did you would never have a sick lave  
payment plan. You just have to be understanding. Tomorrow is another day and we will 
make up our work and get on with it. 

The capacity for workers to overcome the stress of work demands is enhanced by cenain 

modifications. Moen (1989) found that job autonomy interacts with other facîors to promote well 



being. Discretion for exarnple, is more valuable in jobs that are more demanding physically or 

mentally. Galinsb and Stein (1990) found that workers who have the authority to d v e  work 

problems they face experience lower stress and less interference with family life. Levi (1983) 

concluded that individual control over work hours enhanced mental h d t h .  Ann had the discretion 

to manage a child care situation by delegating her work. 

1 looked for it (policy regarding sick leave), there isn't one, like the day 1 got a cal1 nom 
the school saying my son was sick 1 just hung up the phone and said I'd be there in half 
an hour 

Employers who are concerned about retaining capable and dedicated employees, should 

consider the value in being supportive to single working mothers. Many of these mothers are more 

committed to the workplace by virtue of their dependency on an income to support their families. 

They are not only more likely to remain with an employer but are also more Iikely to maintain and 

develop their skills. Many parents use their skills and cornmitment to the organization as a means 

to obtain more support and flexibility Rom their employers. Barb saw how her role as a single 

mother affected work performance. 

1 need them and 1 think the Company recognizes that Sm a good employee and 1 don't 
bend the rules, 1 don't cause trouble, so they're willing to take on the flexibility of a single 
parent 

Organizations can be deterred in implementing family responsive policies because they 

lack an awareness of employee needs and a concem for the implications ofbringing farnily issues 

into the workplace. The lack of awareness originates from a hesitancy to learn about the needs of 

workers. Family issues have traditionally been viewed as a womens issue and independent from the 

workplace. There is a concem about the threat to managerial autonomy, equity and the potential 

cost to implernent such programs (Auerbach, 1990; Paris, 1990). 
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Research has revealed several possible benefi ts for organizatio~ which implement family 

responsive workplace policies. Paris (1990) found that farnily responsive workplace policies can 

aid in the recniitment and retention ofworkers. They not only help reduce stress and boost mode 

but can also reduce absenteeism. The implementation of such policies can be a cost-effective way 

to increase competitiveness. Bah's employer did not have fonnalized policies. 

1 had to be off with my son when he was sick for an entire week. He was 5 - 6 months 
old and my boss gave me a whole week O& 

Organizations face the challenge of finding avenues to implement farnily responsive 

workplace policies that are fair and practical. They m u t  find ways to be supportive to working 

parents without appearing to be unsupportive to employees who have no children (Femandy 

1986). They can implement policies that are fair to a11 of their employees by allowing them to take 

advantage of such benetits as flexible work houn and the banking of hours. They can give 

employees a choice amongst a variety of benefits and thus allow the working parents to choose the 

most family supportive benefits. Sue's employer did not acknowledge that a parent may require 

more sick days due to care giving obligations. A system was in place to draw attention to those 

workers who used an inordinate number of days. 

Yeah, they seem nice to her and they seem to understand but then you know al1 of a 
sudden it doesn't matter. 

The size and structure of the organization can be an important factor in the establishment 

of a supportive workplace. Large organizations with formal workplace policies and benefits can 

provide employees with consistent and goaranteed benefits that can be counted upon. Smaller 

employers, on the other hand, can offer more flexibility because of the informal nature of the 

workplace. Ann was able to infomaily negotiate arrangements around tirne off and was able to 
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establish her value to the organization by being competent and loyal. 

Organizations must also be aware of the specific needs for support in order to institute 

supports applicable to the particular context of their employees. Organizations must conduct needs 

assessments and also carehlly plan and implement pro-farnily policies that are work site specific 

(Covin and Brusfi, 1993). The objectives should be made dear in order to gauge the effectiveness 

of these policies. According to Raabe (1990), policies may have different effects and Vary in 

usehlness for a particular constituent. 

The development of a family responsive workplace requires openness to potentiai options. 

Employers are not the only people in organizations who have difficulty conceinng of ways to 

make the workplace more supportive. Several mothers in the study, for example, had difficulty 

imagining how their workplaces could implement flexible scheduling. Ann considered how her 

workplace was structured. 

In Our field it wouldn't work because we are such a small Company and we are dependent 
upon every day in every hour so you could not be there at 4:00 when the office is open to 
5:oo. 

An openness in creating more family fnendly workplaces needs to be met by strategies 

that address the requirements of the organization and the parent. The employer must ascertain how 

resources can be reallocated to the best benefit of the organization and its employees. There needs 

to be a determination of employee needs, chat is followed by a realistic plan of action. Sue, for 

example, was fiustrated by the lack of concrete changes after the Company had solicited feed back. 

The development of a process for assessing and addressing employee needs should occur. 

The Management by Objectives (MBO) is an exarnple of an approach that is designed to maximite 

employee input. Pecora and Hunter (1988) state that the first stage in this approach is to define the 
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organization's role and mission. This is also an opportunity for the employer and employee to 

share each others perception of the job. An employer who is interested in the overall well being of 

employees might consider supportiveness as a goal of the organization. The next step is to  select 

key result areas. This involves identifying the most important activities for the position and 

assessing the worker's time and ability. Third, performance indicaton that can be used to assess 

job penormance are specified. This is followed by an estimation of the time fhme for 

accomplishing activities. The final step in the process is the devising of an action plan that 

identifies the specific behaviors that have to occur in order to achieve objectives. 

The main advantage of Mi30 is that it brings the employer and employee together in a 

joint process of determining the best manner in which to  achieve the organization's mandate. This 

approach offers an opponunity to ascertain ways to provide support to parents by s p e c e n g  time 

fiames and tasks. The MBO method is limited in workplaces where there is little flexibility around 

scheduling and tasks. The retail and service industries often do not lend themselves to this kind of 

method (Kadushin, 1993). 

The principles behind the MBO method are usefbl to consider when organizations are 

implernenting policies. The effort to understand the needs and perspectives of employees is 

paramount to ensure that they can fiinction within the organization. Angie thought her employers 

should have an alternative plan in place in case an employee was unable to complete her shifi. 

They should have more back-up staff too. My store is basically, the store - they o d y  
have one person at a time in the store and you're in charge of the store running so 
basically they maybe should be able to get a back-up. 

The failure to account for fmily responsibilities when proposing change can afllect 

working mothers adversely. Many have limited options in terms of child are. Diane could not see 
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how she would be able to maintain childcare with a projected change in schedule. 

Split shifks, like they'll cal1 us in 1 work 9 hour days or whatever, they could cal1 me h 
fiom 6 in the moming until 10 in the moming and then send me home and d l  me back at 
6 at night til rnidnight or whatever. 

A process like MBO can help identify the essential tasks in a position and explore options 

that cm accommodate working parents. Flexibility to make adjustments in their schedule would 

benefit many working parents who do not believe they spend enough tirne with their children. For 

Ann, time is so limited she would likely benefit fiom even a minor alteration in scheduling. 

If 1 could work shorter hours, even if I could work a six- hour day instead. So that 1 
wouldn't be so rushed in the morning. 1 have to drop my kids oEat  8, that is what time 
they are supposed to be at day care. If 1 could take them to school and work the normal 
time that they go to school to pick them up after school and have time for after school 
activities that a lot of the children get to do 

The rnanner in which a parent views the workplace can have a carryover effect on care 

giving. The workplace can be seen as a system that is interrelated with systems such as the family. 

Crouter and McHall(1993) theorized that work is a setting for adult socialization and 

development. They say the skills required for participative management are the same 

characteristics that are required in effective childreanng. This approach emphasizes teamwork and 

a democratic style to parenting. It involves the capacity to  voice concerns constructively and to 

listen to one another. Participative management also entails the ability to problem solve and make 

collective decisions. Lynn is a parent who works in a setting where her skills are valued and where 

she has input into how her job is defined. She refiected on how her work can have a positive 

impact on her children. 

1 like what 1 do so that's the biggest thing because if you enjoy what you're doing your 
kids will say, 'hey mom enjoys working', hopefully I'm an example, I'm a role mode1 to 



them to go out and find out what you enjoy doing and do it, because ifyou enjoy it you're 
going to be better at it, you're going to do a good job. If you do a good job, it's a reward 
in itself and that is for self-esteem and it's also role modeling for my kids 

Crouter and McHall(1993) found that participative management encouraged a more 

dernocratic or authoritative parenting styie. Such a style is characterized by a high degree of 

w m t h  or acceptance. It also suggests a high degree of psychological autonomy or democracy. 

Finally, such an approach encourages behavioral control. 

The pursuit of a workplace that is more supportive to families requires a cooperative 

effort by employers and employees. Therefore, there is a need to establish policies that are 

beneficial to non-parenting employees as well. Benefit plans address this issue by giving employees 

different options to choose fiom. Femandez (1986) talks about "cafeteria benefit plans" that albw 

ernployees to select fiom an array of benefits of comparable value. He found 39% of women with 

children under the age of five years were willing to sacrifice other benefits for childcare. Lynn 

knew of a workplace where sick child care leave was offered in lieu of a raise. 

I know in the day care, they've given that to staff there in lieu of a raise. They didn't 
want the raise because they just lose money on income tax, they wanted the same but they 
just wanted some extra days a year so in case their son is sick or whatever that they could 
use that. 

Child care is an area where employers can become involved. Few organizations have the 

capacity to support an onsite day care. Some organizations have supported employees with regard 

to daycare by providing vouchers for childcare or by becoming affiliated with a childcare center. 

The provision of vouchen can fonn part of a benefit plan that allows employees to select such a 

benefit over another (Fernandez, 1986). The affiliation with a day care a n  serve two purposes. 

Aithough, the researcher did not find an example of such an arrangement in the mp!e area. 
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However, several mothers talked about the logistics of childcare and the lack of awareness by their 

ernployers about child care issues on the part of their employers. First, an affiliation can serve to 

develop a relationship between the childcare center and the organization that entails agreements 

around working hours and daycare hours. Second, such a relationship can also increase the 

employer's awareness of emptoyee child care concems. 

An employer supported chîld care arrangement may have benefitted Diane. Although her 

preference was for an onsite daycare, she would have accepted a center near the workplace if it 

provided quality child care. An affiliation with a center may have helped her in terms of developing 

confidence in the center. 

1 checked at work to see if we could get a day care at work on my lunch break but there's 
not enough green space around there so they won't do anything with daycare. They can't 
do anything down there. 1 looked at some daycares downtown, that 1 could maybe walk 
to. 1 just found that they were so shabby 1 couldn't even find one that 1 wanted to be in, 
let alone that 1 would put my daughter in 

An organization can be responsive to working parents by addressing their needs regarding 

flexible scheduling and sick child care leave. The need for flexibility in scheduling was identified as 

an important issue by al1 of the mothers in the study. This can involve the opportunity to modi& 

working hours to accommodate care giving responsibilities. Some of the mothers chose to work 

part time when their children were younger while others stated a preference to work fewer hours. 

Arrangements exist where parents have been able to switch to part-time fiom fûll-time and then 

back to full time. Other workplaces offer the opportunity to work a compressed four day week or 

create an option where employees can bank overtirne hours for use when they need them. 

The matter of sick child care is one of most contentious issues facing employers and 

working mothers. Production and coverage dilemmas occur when they have to leave the 
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workplace in order to respond to their sick child. This can cause discontent amongst other 

employees who have to fil1 in and stress for parents who have to forfeit their w a g a  and vacation 

time. The implernentation o f  formai policies to address this need is essential. Many of the mothers 

in the study had t o  negotiate or demand accommodation uound this problem. Employen who 

provide l a v e  for sick child care and who organize backup stafnng arrangements are iikely to not 

only alleviate the stress on  working parents, but are aiso Likely to  make a positive impact on  staff 

morale. Sick child care leave can be implemented in a way that is equitable and adequate. The 

option of using regular sick time is available in some workplaces. Employers can support single 

parents by advancing them sick days during the age penods when children are most susceptible to 

illness. Flexibility in the use of available benefits would have aided Diane. 

When she's sick, I've had to use my vacation. Now, they're rnaking me take my vacation 
right now because they won? let me take it at  Christmas and since she's been so sick 1 
didn't want to  take it until the end of the year and they won't let me take it at  t he  end of 
the year 

Employment Assistance Prograrns GAP) are an avenue for single working parents to 

acquire information and support. Many North Amencan employers are hiring o r  are contracting 

with professional counsellors to  provide services to  ernployees for problems ranging fiom 

addictions to financial problems (Raabe, 1990; Femandez, 1986). A counsellor can offer validation 

and understanding t o  an isolated parent by assining them in the process ofacaptmg the  single 

parent role. A counsellor is also able t o  facilitate the individuai's engagement in a probIem solving 

effort. 

Only one o f  the mothers, Bev, mentioned having an EAP program. She had briefly used 

the program for bereavement counselling. 



First of al1 it took me six weeks after the crisis to get into woriq but the &sis is over, 1 
don? need it right now. 

Moa  of the mothers mentioned having hancial issues that could not be remedied through 

financial planning. They could not, for instance, choose to work fewer hours in order to have more 

time for w e  giving. One mother, Lynn, chose such an option and found it resulted in long term 

financid strain. 

A number of mothers in the study chose to alter their working arrangements when theü 

children were Young. Some of them lefi the worworce rather than be in an unsuitable work 

arrangement. The desire to remain in the home oflen occurs when the child is under two years old. 

An employer who is willing to negotiate an extended lave  or altemate work schedule can oAen 

maintain the employee on a long term basis (Raabe, 1990). Diane took as much time as she could 

after her daughter was born. Financial considerations eventually determined when she had to 

1 took the maternity leave and the parental leave. 1 got both ofthem and then 1 took 2 
months extra. They will give you an extra 6 months off without pay. It's like 4 months 
for maternity leave, 2 months for parental leave and then they'll let you have a 6 month 
leave of absence without pay. So you pretty much go until you've got no money left and 
then you go back to work. 

Al1 of the mothers in the study reported having to live within tight financial limitations. 

Those who decided to work fewer houn were more vulnerable to financial pressures. The rcasons 

for these pressures also extend beyond the workplace. An employer cannot be expected to 

compensate employees more because of their personal status. However, they can aid the working 
C 

parent by offering to help himlher plan for changes in circumstances. 

Employers can be supportive by recognizing the importance of the psychological and 



emotiond well being of their employees. Kadushin (1993) describes supportive supe~sion as the 

process of helping employees adjust to job related stress. This Lidves the provision of faciiities, 

senices, information and training around the instrumental aspects of the organization. It dso 

encompasses a process of ensuring that employees are cornfortable, satisfied and happy in their 

work and have a sense of psychological well being. 

Throughout this study we have explored the co~ection between work and farnily life. It 

is difficuh to separate the stresses that occur in the home and at work Ellen identified support as 

entailing an understanding of the dual responsibilities 

1 guess the employer should look at like the background or the home front, if you have 
children and what age they are because - and for a single parent, I mean take them off to 
day care and to school, get themselves ready to work cornes home, pick up the kids from 
day care or school, make supper, it's a big weight on that single parent's shoulders and if 
the employer is not understanding then it's going to effect the job performmce or it's 
going to affect the children - sorneone's going to pay either at work or at home. 

Kadushin (1993) identifies supportive supewision as those tasks that reduce anxiety, 

aRrm assets, replenish self esteem, restore emotional equilibrium, reduce guilt and relieve 

dissatisfaction. To be effective, social support needs to be significantly related to the particular 

problem that is the source of the strain. General undifferentiated social support may not provide 

effective buffering. There is a need to convey to employees the sense that the employer 

understands their situation and is willing <O do everyihing in his/her power to help them alleviate it. 

The mothers who experience a work/family confiict, such as having to address the needs 

of a sick child, recognized the importance of not only instrumentai support like time off, but aiso 

emotional support in the form of reassurance and understanding. AM descni  how her 

relationship with her employer has evdved into a supportive on 



We are good Wends, and Sm very loyal to him. You see he reaiizes and sees that when 
I'm sick, or my kids are sick, 1 r d l y  feel bad 

Understanding the dual nature of the working and parenting role is paramount to 

providing effective support. Several mothers in the study believed it is important for employen to 

understand their parenting responsibilities. For the mothers, this recognition validated the 

experience of being a single working parent. Diane found that the lack of understanding and 

acceptance of this role affected her relationship with co-workers. 

The people at work, my CO-workers, I've heard a couple little comments here and there 
about my being off al1 the time because if they don't have sornebody to fil1 my job, if they 
can't get somebody in on overtime then the people have to cover by unit. There's about 
20 other people,.so I've heard a few little comments here and there 

A fundamental element in becoming supportive, is being able to understand the reality of 

the single working parent. Tt requires the ability to understand how environmental stress can 

ovenvhelm a perscn (Abram, 1983). According to Murdock (1983) single working parents often 

must manage with a variety of emotions. Many expenence an inordinate amount of loneliness 

because of limited time for adult relationships. Feelings of guilt in not being able to spend more 

time with the child are often prevalent. An overly strong dependency can occur between the parent 

and child and can inhibit the child from functioning as an individual or at an age appropriate level. 

Finally, many single parents experience anger in having to fiilfi11 demanding roles without adequate 

support. 

The intimate relationship between the parent and child is ofien difficult for employen to 

understand even though the employer herhimself may also be a parent. This can be attributed to 

the longstanding ideology that holds work and family life to be separate (Piotrkowski, 1979). The 



rnothers in the study wanted their employers to know about the effea that parenting has on their 

working role. 

Employers need to understand the psychological and emotional implications of working 

and parenting. The study found that some mothers had to cope with the emotional burden of the 

dual roles by prioritizing the needs of their children ahead of the needs of the job. The importance 

of having a trusted child care giver is another emotional aspect of managing the  duai role. The 

working parent also needs to be available to the child ai critical times. In the case of the sick child, 

the availability of the parent not only to meets care giving needs, but also emotional needs. 

The process of understanding the single working parent is integral in assisting them 

towards coping with mastenng the work and family environrnents. This is not to suggest that 

employers need to play a predominant part in the employee's supportive network, It does suggest, 

however, that they need to function as part of this network and should not be divorced fiom it. 

The employer can serve to reinforce the assets of employees and help them develop a sense their 

ability to master their environment (Kadushin, 1993). 

Supporting employees enhances their mastery of this environment by recognizing certain 

fundamental human needs. Suppon is part of a process that considers wellness and productivity in 

the workplace as inseparable The need to feel part of a caring network and not feel isolated is one 

need. Kadushin (1993) says addressing this need can enhance a sense of self as someone d e s e ~ n g  

of caring and thus capable of caring for others. The workplace also offers opportunities for parents 

to stnicture childrearing in quaiitativeiy different ways (Crouter and McHall, 1993). As was 

mentioned earlier, workplace practices such as participative management can reinforce democratic 

and authontative parenting. 



A supportive employer has the oppominity to be part of the working parent's role 

integration. The contribution of the employer to this integration is consistent with the mission of 

most organizations. Employers who are supportive can enhance productivity by reducing stress. 

Being supportive will also aid in their recmitment and retention potential, help morale and reduce 

absenteeism- In terms of the bottom Iine, it can be a cost-effective way to increase cornpetitiveness 

(Paris, 1990). 

iii) Expanding the Responsibility for Childeare 

The mothen in the study faced financial limitations and care giving dilemmas that could 

not be completely solved with a supportive workplace. Baines et al. (1998) says that caring is 

undervalued and that women assume an inordinate amount of the costs and consequences of 

caring. The responsibility for caring had consequences for mothers in the study. The development 

of their careers and their earning potentiai were affected by the logistics of the dual roles and by 

the cost of childcare. These problems can be Iinked to the manner in which care giving is 

undervalued and to the way in which women assume an inordinate amount of responsibility for it. 

The eco-systemic perspective is usehil when describing how a parent is transacting with 

not only a work system, but also with a system of child care. The family as well as outside a r e  can 

be seen as part of the child care systern. If parents are recognized for the instrumental and atfective 

care they provide their own children, the family system and the childcare system do overlap. 

However, Ferguson (1998) says caring for one's own children is not officially regarded as work . 

Funding for child care was identified as a major issue for Ann, Sue and Lynn. Sue took 

advantage of child care that was supported by the education system. The cost of private child tare 

influenced her in relocating to an area of the city that offered school sponsored child care. 



Because it's in Wuuiipeg 1, Winnipeg School Division 1 has free nursery. Ail 
other school divisions you have to pay for it, ro that's why. If1 had to pay for it 1 
wouldn't send her to nursery because I have to pay a babysitter and nursery, it 
gets too expensive, so it's like because it's fiee I'U send her to nursery and then 
the sitter. I actuaily moved out of River East 1 believe it was into Winnipeg 1 rio 
that she would - first of ail so I'd be close to the sitter and second of al1 because 
of fiee nursery because they couldn't cross register at the time when 1 moved. 

Sue's decision highlights how child care is sponsored differently. Private or infonnal aire 

can be costly because it is not tax deductible if the provider does not issue receipts. Licensed a r e  

is tax deductible and subsidized but still costly to working mothers. However, child care that is 

considered educational receives ftll public hnding. 

The current system of funding child care underlines the manner in which caring for 

children is undewalued. If a general child care benefit was available to mothers regardless of their 

use of outside care, this would recognize the importance of caring work-. The current system only 

recognizes caring work done outside the home or by non-kin in the home(i.e. nanny). Furthemore. 

private childcare, which is the most predominant and flexible f o m  of care, is the most 

undafinded. If parents received a higher tax deduction for private care, this would acknowledge 

the value of canng by helping them obtain the most practical arrangement. 

The delegation of care to others was a major issue for several mothen in the study. A 

central factor in the delegation of care is the mothers concem about her child receiving adequate. 

affective and instrumental care. The confidence in care giving could be increased if the child w e  

system was adequately ftnded to reflect the importance of caring. Ann saw the value in having 

trained and qualified staff30 ensure her children received appropriate levels of care. Mothers like 

her and Diane also expressed concern about the lack of spaces in licensed child care centres. More 

funding for licensed care would result in more spaces and would prevent mothers, such as Ann, 



fiom tuming to care givers with whom they are not cornfortable. 

The only thing 1 didn't like was pnvate sitten because they are not as cautious of your 
children it seems like. They are not ücenced. They are just an average person, you know, 
they are babysitters. 

Low s t a  to child ratios are dso a factor iduencing a motier's confidence in altemate 

care giving. The lack of fùnding to licensed day cares results in stafEing levels that do not allow for 

adequate affective and instrumental care. Angie consider one to one ratios ideal but a ratio of more 

than five children to one staff member as unacceptable. 

There was also one day care also that had an illegal ratio of kids - it was like 8 to 1 for 
two-year olds when it should be six to one and that I don't approve of. 1 was trying to 
look for a day care with low ratio of one to one, three to one or four to one or five to one 
which is a Iittle hard to find- 

Diane questioned the quality of child care in both formal and informal settings. She also 

expressed concems about having access to quality child care. 

I'm her main caregiver and I'm always around, like 1 don't get babysitters or anything so 
she just knows. She's got a stmctured life and, that's the way 1 want it, she's safe and 
secure. 

Funding for care in the informal system needs to reflect its importance to many parents. 

Private care is chosen because of personal preferences and because of inadequacies in the formal 

system. Sue said that a private sitter provided a farnily environment and met her needs as a 

working parent. As a shift worker who also loses income if she leaves the job for health or personal 

reasons, Sue needed a care giver who had flexible hours and who could care for an il1 child. 

the sitter has never phoned me at work and said, your daughters sick you have to come 
home' whereas a licensed babysitter if they get sick at the licensed babysitten place, they 
start throwing up, they're going to phone you and say, 'come home you're Irid's throwing 
up'. 1 mean because of my private babysitter I've never been in that situation. 



AM'S concern about adequate care in an unlicenced home and Sue's need and preference 

for such care can be addressed with policies that support informai care giving. The governrnent can 

have input by providing training, setting standards and offenng better financial suppon. The 

informal system will become more legitimate if it is integrated into the formal system (Ferguson, 

1998). 

In Manitoba, the cost o f  formai Iicensed child care is buffered by a subsidy system. 

However, low middle income parents such as Lynn find the regressive nature of the subsidy stifles 

their earning potential. When she worked fûll-tirne, she paid over $100.00 a month more in daycare 

fees. On an annual income of approximately $25,000 a year and with two older children, she found 

this obligation impossible to meet. 

I used to pay $300 in day care, that's an awfûl lot of money and 1 don't have it - so I'm 
behind, it's like $200 a month that 1 have to pay for her so if I'm behind a little bit on one 
there goes my fee right up to  $300 again and that kills you because it's just - you just 
don? make - you don't get ahead. 

The Govemment subsidizes childcare to low income families and penalizes those families 

who experience an increase in income. Because she did not receive child support, Ann's subsidy 

remained low. If she had received it, her subsidy would have been reduced dollar for dollar. 

1 still pay 6 l3O.00 a rnonth, which is fair, 1 don't mind paying my fair share. It's based 
on your income. Or what your situation is. Ifyou are not getting-support, child support, 
they take that into consideration. If you are getting child support they count that as 
income so they bnng your level back up. 

I t  i s  fairly rated for everyone thousand, you know, but you have to  report everything, 
when they ask for subsidy forms you have to  give them your life on paper. 



Expanding responsibility for child care requires enhancement of the fornial system and 

recognition of the infiormal system. According to Ferguson (1 998) most parents would prefer 

forma1 care if it were afTordable and flexible. The mothers in the study identified lower day care 

fees, care for sick children, d e r  hours care, and increased day care s t s n g  as important issues. 

These concerns underscore how the reality of underfunded and inflexible childcare c m  a f k t  their 

economic and vocational potential. 

A greater recognition of the informal system will aid in acknowledging the complexities of 

care giving. This is a system that is highly utilized but vastly underfunded (Ferguson, 1998). The use 

of informal care reflects the manner in which parents must orgamte their chiid w e .  They are driven 

by not only economic and scheduling issues but also by a need ta  ensure the best possible a r e  for 

their children. More recognition ofthese demands will result in child care options that are 

affordable and sat.isfactory and not the result of a compromise. 

Intervening Condition 

Supportive Workplaces and Family Responsive Social Policies 

The intervening condition for integration is the presence of a supportive workplace and 

the existence of responsive family social policies. The presence of these conditions results in the 

valuing of single working mothers as workers and as care givers and is central to our definition of 

integration. These parents are often very skilled and dedicated. A workplace that is not responsive 

to their needs as working parents is the main hindrance to thern reaching their potential as workers. 

Family social policies n&d to address the undervaluing of caring by allocating resources 

based on the importance of this role. Child w e  is a necessity for working mothen. They talk about 
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the lack of flexibility, availability and quaiity in child care. They also talk about having to meet the 

financial needs of their family on a single income and having to bear the burden of child w e  coas. 

A child care system that is more appropnately ninded and an incorne distriiution system that does 

not stigmatize farnilies would be a move toward the validation of caring. 

Organizations need to work toward cultural and structural change in order to conforni to 

the reality of overlapping family and work dikmmas. Organizations that rely on a large number of 

women employees are under the most pressure to  develop family responUve policies. Policies and 

benefits are being developed that accommodate working parents with childcare support, flexible 

workdays and sick child care leave. Without such benefits, organizations face high turnover and 

absenteeism arnong t heir employees. Many see advantages for the orsgnization in responding to 

employee family issues. 

The formalization of workplace policies and benefits is a key factor in valuing the care 

giving done by working parents. Comprehensive family responsive policies are offen irnplemented 
* 

by organizations that are interested in the retention and recmitment of employees. The kind-of 

organizations that are interested in establishing a" farnily fiendIf' workplace tend to be progressive 

organizations with large femaie workforces. They see as no longer relevant the traditionai 

corporate culture that considers the workplace as separate fiom family life. In order to  maintain a 

corn pet itive advantage they are open to providing innovative benefits and alternative work 

arrangements. 

Lynn was the oniy mother in the study who worked for an organization with formalied 

farnily policies. Other mothers such Bah and Ann worked for companies where there was an 

informal arrangement and a understanding employer. Lynn's employers were understanding and 



flexible but she dso had the benefit of a union contnct. 

They've been great, really good, even with people who are on tenn. I could not ask for 
better support. And ifmy daughter or 1 am sick, I'm covered by the union. 

Diane worked for an employer with a union contract md where she wao the only single 

mother. The collective bargaining agreement included a number of days for sick child w e  and 

extended mateMty leave. However, the.work schedule was not famüy responsive and was in 

danger of becoming less flexible. 

1 think they have been very understanding with my situatEoa While 1 was pregnant they 
were really good. 1 was off work a lot while I was prcgnam. 1 think they've done really 
well. 1 think that they were not fair to the employees, and I'm not even talking about 
single parents, I'm talking about any parent, when t h q  went rgainst the union. 

Collective bargaining agreements have the most potentiai to broaden the availability of 

family responsive policies. Othenuise, only organizations with a vested interest in retaining fernale 

workers are likely to implement formal policies. Other organizations are more liable to maintain 

informal arrangements as a way of meeting the needs of working parents without validating the 

role. 

Diane and Sue worked for organizations that were male dominated and covered by union 

contracts. Although Diane was gratefùl for the eaended maternity leave and sick child care leave, 

she would have appreciated an agreement that assisted her with childcare and permitted flexible 

scheduling. Sue's collective bargaining agreement did not offer sick child care and her job was not 

suited to flexible scheduling. She would have benefitted fiom having sick child care and evening 

child care. 

Social policies can only be regarded as supportive if tbey address the fûndamental issue of 



the undervaluing of carïng. This will require the distribution of income to working mothers based 

on their role as care given and not on their financial need. Current social policies tend to reinforce 

wing  as a woman's responsibility. As the primary care givers, they are taxed on child support 

payrnents, income tested on child tax benefits and expected to pay the full cost of daycare. A single 

working mother who is able to earn more income will see her daycare costs climb. This reality was 

especially difficult for Lynn who found receiving child suppon for two older children resulted in 

higher day Gare costs for her younger non-supported child. 

Not really, I think - not my employer so much as maybe legislation where the day care 
itself doesn't - if you're a single parent faniily where they're making you pay less. Instead 
of jacking you up every time you get a penny more somewhere they take it away. If 1 get 
any kind of money given to me day care takes it away right away, just right away and it 
has nothing to do with the ,child that's in day care. 

Social policies need to be extended to better support the child care system. The current 

system is based on child care being primanly a private responsibility. Funding amounts to a 

subsidization of those unable to assume full responsibility. The notion ofchild care as a private 

responsibility needs to replaced with a recognition of caring as critical to society's requirement for 

productive members. 

The Iack of quality in the chiId care system is a reflection on how the caring role is 

undervalued. Mothers such as Diane and Angie expressed concern that low staffto child ratios 

compromised supervision and safety. Diane emphasized the importance of affective care when she 

descnbed how important it was to her daughter's sense of security to have a stable and consistent 

care giver. This mother's experience underlines how child care involves not only custodial care but 

also ernotional care, 

Cindy is her main caregiver, she feeds her, puts her d o m  for a nap. If anything is going 
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on Cindy is there so Cindy is her caregiver fiom like 7:30 in the morning until4 in the 
dernoon when she goes home. There are other people, there's other adults in there 
looking after the other children so my daughter knows that Cindy is her caregiver. 

The caring role is valued when there are care giving options that meet the needs of 

working mot hers. Barb and Sue used the informal child care system of private sitters and relatives 

because of their availability and flexibility. The formal system of licensed centres and family 

daycares is better fùnded but often l e  flexible and available. Improved fundimg for licensed centres 

is necessary so that they can expand their hours to suit working mothers. The importance of the 

informa1 system as a source of support to mothers should be recognized through fbnding such as 

tax credits. Angie was once fortunate to find evening child care at a licenced centre but it soon 

became no longer accessible. 

Child care was good that tirne because 1 had a day care that had evening care and they 
were really flexible. 

Social policies and Iamily responsive workplace policies play a dual role in validating 

working mothers as workers and care givers. Organizations that recognize family issues with 

formal policies legitimize the challenges these parents face in balancing both roles. By the sarne 

token, social policies have to support the caring done by women by suppdng informal and formai 

child care as well as care done in the home. 



Chapter VI 

Discussion 

A) Introduction 

The findings in this study focus on many of the same issues identified by mothen in other 

studies ( Lee, et al i994; Lero & Brockman, 1993; Paris, 1990). Lee et als. (1 994) found that 

employed mothers balanced work and family life by employing individual time management and 

coping strategies and by utilizing family, employer and community resources. Lee et ds. (1994) 

study of 300 employed mothers in the federal public service was cornprised of 75% married women 

and 25% single women. It therefore, emphasized the role of the spouse in baladng both roles. In 

the CNCC Study, mothers were found to be the most effected by work/family confiict. Managing 

work and family demands can leave little time for relaxation and can detract fiom the pleasures of 

parenting and family Iife. The study found that persistent worWfamily conflict when combined with 

a lack of social support, has been known to cause stress, depression and anxiety as well as 

adversely affect physical health and welI being, and parent child interaction (Lero & Brockrnann, 

1993). 

This section also examines the role of social policy in ameliorating the impact of work and 

farnily conflict. The problem of the invisibility of caring is considered in light of social policies that 

promote female dependency on males, the state and the market place. The vast majority of primary 

chiid care givers are women who almost aiways experience economic dependency and fewer 

options because of this role. 

i) Background 

The successfiil management of a dual role is often insufficient in enhancing a mother's 



sense of well being and satisfaction. A worLing mother's job status, marital status and age of her 

children can have an imponant bearing on her ability to deal effectively with what are fiequently 

confiicting responsibilities Even among thox who are coping relatively well, a large proportion 

often consider leaving their job (Lee et al, 1994). 

The labour force participation of women has become essential for most Canadian families 

to avoid poverty. According to Statistics Canada (1992) lone parent faMlies comprised 2û?A of ail 

families in 199 1 compared to 17% in 1976. Eighty two percent of these families are headed by 

women. It has been estimated that without the labour force participation of women, close to 

300,000 Canadian families wouId be living below the poverty line (Canadian Advisory Council, 

1994). 

Fonnal policies at the govemment and organizational level are necessary in order to 

address the inequities in opportunity for working mothen. This is based on the premise that 

equality for al1 workers, particularly women, cannot be achieved if workers with dependents are not 

af6orded the same treatment and range of employment opportunities as workers without 

dependents Cero & Brockrnann, 1993). The role of govemment in ensuring opportunity has been 

mostly through the support of parental leave and the support of child care through income tax 

deductions. Legislation around parental l ave  has consisted of a maximium of 15 weeks of 

employment insurance for mothers at a maximum of 60% of the workers insurable earnings. This 

recently has been increased by another 10 weeks and includes both mothers and fathers (Human 

Resource Canada, 1999)- 

Collective bargaining agreements provide a means for introducing change in the 

workplace. Work-family related benefits and arrangements have not been a priority for unions. In 



1992, less than one-quarter of collective bargaining agreements contained provisions for flexible 

work hours and less than one-fiAh addressed extended parental leave and only 3% had provisions 

for child care facilities. These figures are even more significant given that less than one-third of 

Canada's work force is unionized (Lero & Brockmann, 1992). 

ii)Historical Context 

The predorninance of women in the single parenting role can be linked to the historical 

relationship between production and reproduction. Understanding this relationship has become 

more necessary given the changes in family composition and workforce dernographics. The "classic 

1950s-style family" consisting of a working father, a homemaker mother and one or more children 

describes less than 10% of al1 Canadian households (Lee et al, 1994). Eighty-two per cent of single 

parent families are headed by women (Canadian Advisory Council, 1994). The incidence of poverty 

for female headed families in 1991 was 62% compared to 10.7% for two parent families (Statistics 

Canada, 199 1). 

During the past 50 years there has been a substantial increase in the labour force 

participation of women. Whhout the labour force participation of women, close to 300,000 

Canadian families would be living in poverty (Canadian Advisory Council , 1994). The feminist 

perspective is usefil in aiding our understanding of the nature of women's involvement in the 

workforce. As was indicated earlier, this perspective generally regards the economic and social 

system as a system of patriarchy that generates systematic inequalities between men and women 

(Folbre, 1987). 

An examination of the interplay between productive and reproductive labour within a 

patriarchal capitalist system is necessary in order to understand the rok women traditionalIy play in 



the workforce. It offers insight as too why there is resistance arnongst employers to  incorporate 

family responsive workplace policies. Domestic labour or reproduction does not have a market 

value within the capitalist system. Labour that does have market value is subjected to downward 

pressure on wages and upward pressure on productivity in order to enhance surplus value. The 

pressure placed on productive labour and the lack of recognition of reproductive labour results in 

the paid labour of both men and women being used to subsidize the cost of reproduction 

(Armstrong & Armstrong, 1990). 

Dunng the post-war era and into the 1950s and the 1960s' the role of women as the 

primary care givers of children allowed them to act as a reserve army of labour. Women 

traditionally have had transient participation in the worlborce. They have tended to leave the work 

force when their children are under the age of three. In traditional families, the husband serves as 

the primary breadwinner while the wife's labour force panicipation is closely related to her child 

caring responsibilities (Fernandez, 1986). Such a position has been advantageous to the capitalist 

system. The constant quest to increase profits leads to pressure to sel1 more commodities and to 

pay less for labour. Women have played a role in the manner labour has been organized by serving 

as a reserve army during uptums in economic activity. Such a pool of labour helps keep wages 

down and discourages disputes by heightening fears ofjob security (Kitchen, 1992; Armstrong & 

Armstrong, 1990). 

The reluctance of the state and the private sector to subsidize the cost of reproduction has 

been cited by Aldous (1990) as a reason for inadequate family responsive work place policies. The 

traditional approach is to  view work and family as segregated by both geography and gender. 

Rather than considenng the family as the primary domain of the employee's wife, emerging sex 
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roles have redefined family and work roles. As was mentioned, changes in living patterns and rising 

divorce rates have led to more households being headed by one parent while in others, participation 

in household and work activity is not differentiated by gender (Duxbury ,1990). 

iii) Comparative Context 

Working mothers identifl time management as a major factor in being able to manage 

work and family responsibilities. Lee et al. (1994) found that given an extra hour each day, women 

with young children wzre more likely to report that they would spend this time with their children- 

The data found that only three percent of mothers with pre-schoolers said they spend some of their 

time in individual leisure compared to 1 1.4% of mothers of young school age children and 22.4v0 

of mothers of adolescents. Lynn was the only mother in the study who mentioned going out on a 

regular basis to enjoy individual leisure. Others mentioned being able to enjoy a very occasional 

outing. Diane chose to shop during lunch breaks instead of going to the gyrn while Sue found 

personal time when her daughter was asleep. 

Lee et al. (1994) reported that the mothers of pre-schoolers reported above average 

stress. On the other hand, single mothers reported less stress than married mothers. The study 

lacked a cornparison group of married mothers and therefore could not test this finding. Lynn did 

shed light on why she fomd single parenting less stressflll than mamed life. She said a non- 

supportive spouse can consume more emotional and physical energy. 

The capacity to cope is enhanced by the ability to delegate parenting tasks, A large 

percentage of married mothers ( 84.1 %) repOR that their spouses helped them balance work and 

fmily responsibilities by helping out with household chores while 60.1% reported that their 

partners helped them with child care. Single mothers indicate that support from extended f-ly 



allowed them to balance work and farnily (Lee et al, 1994). Angie and Barb reported having 

boyfriends who provided significant levels of support. Barb was the only mother who descnbed 

having extensive extended family supports. 

Lee et ai. (1994) describe prioritization as a major coping strategy. They found that 

72.6% of single mothen compared to 63.2% of mamed mothen identified it as their primary 

coping mechanism. More single mothers than mamed mothers (12.90h-9.5%) said they relied on 

organizational skills in order to cope. The study refers to prioritization and ~ r g ~ l a t i o n  under the 

strategies of organizing and adapting. The mothers in the study prioritized and organized by 

lowenng previously held household standards and by economidng. 

Most of the mothers in Lee et al. (1994) study reported that they had exhausted al1 of 

their persona1 resources. They determined that improvements would have to occur outside the 

family system and in the community and the workplace. Otherwise, as this study uncovered, 

mothers oAen adopt attitudes that rationalize their exhaustion and, thus, give it meaning. Excessive 

demands and inadequate resources are viewed as part of the parenting role. 

The mothen in the study reported that high quality and accessible daycare was a resource 

that they needed in order to cope with work and family responsibilities. Ann, Diane and Angie 

talked about the importance of govemment standards in instilling confidence in their child's are. 

The mothers saw the daycare environment as not only offering supervision and learning 

opportunities, but also offering emotionai support to them as parents. Diane and Barb found that 

they shared a bond with the daycare staff around meeting the needs of their children. 

An organization can play a major role in helping mothers balance work and family 

responsibilities. In Lee et al's (1994) study 71% of the single parents compared to 62.2% of 



married parents valued work leave for family reasons. Seventy three per cent o f  mothers with 

preschoolen valued such a benefit over 59% of mothers with children from the age of 6-13 . 

Interestingly, 37.8% of  married mothers valued flexible work hours compared t o  16.1% of single 

mothers. The valuing of family l a v e  is consistent with this study's findings around the problems 

faced by mothers when their child is ill. Single mothers of preschool children are less likely t o  value 

flex-time because they must work the time, nevertheless, in order to bring enough income into the 

household. A consistent work schedule is more desirable because it corresponds with the daycare's 

schedule. Lynn was an exception. She valued flex-time because she had access to  alternate 

childcare that included her adolescent child. 

The availability of flex-time can be beneficid to  single working mothen if it can be 

coordinated with altemate child care. Lynn was able to use time off dunng the day t o  take her 

children to  medical appointments. The time she used came from hours that had been banked. She 

was able to find evening child care and, more importantly, was able to use the flextime hours in a 

manner that suited her family's needs. 

The opportunity to work at home was considered more important to single mothers 

(17.7%) than married mothers (12.4%) (Lee et al, 1994). Ann occasionally worked at home on an 

informal basis. This work was not credited to her but was used to demonstrate her cornmitment and 

value to the Company. Diane saw working at home as feasibIe. However, she did not see her 

employers adopting it because of their preference to have employees on location. 

Working mothers stated that job security was a factor that allowed them to  cope better. In 

Lee et al. (1 994), the importance of job secunty was consistent for single and m h e d  mothers but 

higher for mothers of preschool children. In this study, Diane said she would not trade her job 



security for flexible work hours. AM strgsed the importance ofjob security by outlining the loyalty 

that exists between her and her employer. Sue said she was reluctant to leave her shiA work 

position because of her seniority. 

The need for understanding and supportive management should be conUdered in the 

context of the organization's policies and benefits. A supportive supervisor can help compensate 

for the lack of formal policies by providing sufficient flexibility when work-family conflicts arix. 

Li kewise, a supportive s u p e ~ k o r  cm infiuence the extent to which a mother utilizes a given benefit 

(Lee et al 1994). Ann, Bev and Lynn found they could depend on their supervisors for 

understanding despite a lack of formal policies. Diane's workplace had a formal policy around sick 

child care leave but she was hesitant to use this benefit because of perceived attitudes. 

The absence of formal policies and benefits can be partially offset by an understanding 

employer. On one hand, such a situation can provide employers with the opportunity and the 

flexibitity to accommodate working parents. On the other hand, Lee et al. (1994) found that the 

lack of policies c m  result in the mother having feelings of hstration when inequities are perceived. 

Diane was grateful to her employers for their support but was also discouraged by the perceptions 

of her CO-workers. Ann had felt she was under more pressure to perform in order to justiw the 

informal support she received fiom her employers. 

Government and organizational responses to caring reflect a continued emphasis on 

private responsibility. Organizations that introduce family responsive policies are motivated by a 

need for effective personnel management. The rationale of govemrnent should be to ameliorate 

systernic inequities. A patriarchal system promotes an ideology of gender expectations and 

devaluation. Counteracting the inequities requires policies that recognize the value ofc&ng and 



change the gender imbalance. 

B) Recommendations 

i) Changing the Workplace 

S pak (1 998) recommends that employers undertake an audit of  the organizational culture 

and work environment. Changing traditional managerial attitudes should be a goal of the 

organization. Prograrns need to  be developed that increase awareness of worklfamily issues among 

managers. Likewise, managers need the support of upper management in applying supponive 

policies that c m  sometimes compromise short term productivity. 

The implementation of  flexible workplace policies requires an adjustment in how 

managers evaluate performance. It means having a focus on contribution rather than on presence. A 

flexible attendance policy, for example, avoids ngid interpretation, rigorous monitoring and strict 

reporting. This can be accomplished with simplified policies that involve unlimited paid personal 

days. Sick days can therefore be used to care for a sick child. Without an dlotted number o f  sick 

days, employees do not feel entitled to use them or feel anxious about not having enough days. The 

emphasis is on trust and responsibility (Spak, 1998). 

A more open approach to absenteeism can promote better morale and employer/employee 

relations. The use of  strict criteria for absences does not consider individual needs. It can result in 

dishonesty. The fairness of such policies is oAen questioned because of difficulty in applying them 

and can result in a problem known as presenteeism where employees are present but lack the 

emotional and physical energy to  perlonn the job (Spak, 1998). 

Organizations should explore work at home options as a way of  accomrnodating absent 



employees. An employee who mua take an occasional day off for a sick child can oflen accomplîsh 

work through the use of portable technologies. Cellular telephone, electronic mail, voice mail and 

fax transrnitting are examples of technologies that c m  be utilized in the home (Let et al, 1994). 

The restructuring of the traditional work day is one way in which working parents can be 

aided. Lee et al (1994) recomrnends two approaches to providing flexibility. One allows employees 

a 30-90 minute window with which to start the day. The other approach allows the employee to 

take every third Friday off by arriving to work 30 minutes early. 

Family responsive workplace practices need to be legitimatized with fornial policier- 

Other benefits should be availabk to non-parenting employees in order to enhance equity. 

Legitimization and equity will serve to reduce informal practices that are patronking to workhg 

parents and viewed as unfair to non-working parents (Auerbach, 1990). The long term benefits of 

comprehensive formal policies may be improved retention and recruitment of employees. Working 

mothers in the study faced having to selectively choose or alter their working environment. 

The working mothers in the study reported having exhausted penond resources, and 

many could benefit fiom programs that prornote wellness. Organizations and govemment can play 

a role by offering single working mothers and other parents programs that teach coping strategies, 

time management and stress management. Employers can serve as a vehicle to facilitate access to 

information on community resources (Lee et al, 1994). They can also make counselling available to 

employees through Employee Assistance Programs (EAP) and offer fnnge benefits such as 

memberships in fitness clubs. 

Organizations can aid working mothers by explorhg ways in which they can support 

them with child care. The establishment of an onsite daycare is a feasible option for a small number 



of organizations. For those organizations that cannot have their own daycare, an ofnliation with a 

nearby centre could be an option. Such an affiliation would allow the employer to work with the 

centre regarding employee work and care giving issues. Femandez (1 986) says the provision of 

vouchers for child care has been used by some organizations. An employer can make vouchers a 

part of a package of benefits that a working mother can choose over another benefit. 

ii) Altering Inequities 

Women as caregivers in Canada face a fùture of fewer oppomuiities and continued 

devaluation of the care giving role. A change fiom a 1980s neo-conservative govemment to a 

neoliberaI government has not changed the formula for economic growth and prosperity 

(Pulkingham & Temowetsky, 1996). The labour market has become less secure while social 

secunty programs have become the subject of cutbacks (Lochhead & Shalla, 1996). The traditional 

nuclear fmily, which describes only one fifth of al1 Canadian families, is being promoted through 

policies that ensure women's dependency on men, on the welfare state and on lirnited options in the 

labour market (Baines et al, 1998). 

Single working mothers are at a disadvantage in the labour market. They often leave the 

labour market for periods of time and often accept positions that will accommodate them as parents 

(Myles & Pical, 1986). The Iow market income t hey experience is exacerbated by the regressive 

nature of the tax systern. The labour market has fewer middle income jobs and is becoming more 

polarized (Lochhead & Shalla, 1996). 

The majonty of female headed lone parent households are in a position of poverty or near 

poverty. Incorne tax increases dong with inflation have lefi middle to lower income farnilies with 

% 1400.00 less than 10 yean ago. Afamily eaming $29,276 in 1984 earned $26.29 1.00 in 1993. In 



contrast, a faMly eaming $59,224.00 in 1984 eamed $61.333 in 1993 (Lochead & Shalla, 1996). 

The erosion of income began occuning in 1986 when fil1 indexation of income was replaced by 

partial indexation (CSD, 1997). 

The loss in income for families has been coupled by reductions in social assistance by the 

provinces. The provinces face having to finance these programs with less money fiom federal 

transfer payments. As was indicated earlier, the pressure to reduce the cost of social programs 

reinforces the ideology of self reliance with regards to care giving (Lochhead & Shalla, 1996). 

Most provinces are instituting work incentive programs to pressure parents on social assistance to 

re-enter the workforce. Single parents of school age children are considered to be in a position to 

be self supporting (CSD, 1997). 

In Manitoba, a program known as "Taking Charge7' was created to assist single parents 

on social assistance to re-enter the workforce- The much heralded program was intended to 

facilitate access to a child care, education, job training and employment opportunities (Winnipeg 

Free Press, 1994). Taking Charge is designed to provide individualited case management and 

referral but does not provide access to new resources. One observer who new several women in the 

program found that they did not acquire the middle income positions necessq for them to support 

a family. The initiative also did not solve the child care dilemma by providing more flordable and 

accessible options. Neverthetess, many women have re-entered the workforce under Taking Charge 

and have been able to acquire basic job skills and education (Dean, 1999). 

Mthough programs such as Taking Charge are able to assist many people in accessing and 

acquinng employment opponunities, they must not be considered the answer to the problem facing 

single parents. Without more child care resources and higher waged ernployment opportunities, 



they serve only to reinforce the myth that employment and single parenthood are compatible if one 

is more organized and aware. An effective initiative has to address the matter of care giving being 

undervalued and being regarded as a private responsibility (Ferguson, 1998). The tendency for 

angle mothers to be forced into low income positions because of child care responsibilities and a 

lack of skills also needs to be addressed (Mitchelson, 1985). 

The new integrated child tax benefit corresponds with the federal government agenda to 

decrease the reliance of families on social programs and uicrease their reliance on the labour 

market. This program pools together dollars that once had been used b r  federal provincial transfer 

payments for social assistance. While it is intended to improve the incomes of poor working 

families, it also creates employment incentives for families with children on social assistance 

(CSD., 1997). 

The trend toward fiinding social programs is not likely to result in new initiatives in day 

care funding. Although there have been no changes in subsidy rates in Manitoba since 1993, 

daycare funding is no longer protected as it was under the Canada.Assistance.Plan (CAP) 

(Pulkingham & Temowetsky, 1996). Further erosion to the formai daycare system could result in 

Iower subsidies and even less availability of day care spaces. More working parents will be forced 

to use the informa1 child care system. 

Progressive social policies are needed to offset the imbalance caused by the patriarchal 

systern. If there is to be a defeminization of caring, it will require a shift away fiom the current 

prescription for growth and prosperity. Social programs are a necessity in societies where inequities 

exist and should not been seen as a deterrent to growth and prosperity (CSD, 1997). 

This study has s h o w  the extent to which single working mothers depend on alternate 



child care in order to maintain employment. A high quality and aordable daycare system cari result 

in mothers who have confidence in their child's care and who believe employment is in the best 

interests of the family. Two mothers expressed concems about the method ofcalculating the 

daycare subsidy. A family of four with one child in daycare and an annual income of $23,000 «in be 

expected to pay over $200.00 a month for child care costs. The lack of a fair system can result in 

mothers who decide to enroll on social assistance because it better meets the families 

economic needs. 

A number of issues were raised by the mothers that could be ameliorated by changes in 

the daycare system. Diane referred to the lack of day care spaces for children under the age of 3 

years old. The incapacity of daycares to care for an il1 child was mentioned by a number of mothers. 

This point was also raised in a 1990 report on single parents (Manitoba Advisory Council, 1990). 

The lack of day care options for mothers who work evenings or shift work was cited by Angie and 

Sue. Therefore, a number of single working mothen can be aided by a child care system that can 

accommodate il1 children, has evening care and has spaces for children under the age of three years 

oId. 

Single working mothers of preschool children are especially vulnerable to the stresses and 

the dilemmas of balancing work and family responsibilities. Ernployers and policy makers must 

recognize how important it is for these rnothers to have flexible workplace policies and affordable, 

high quality child care options. Studies have show that the lack of such resources can have major 

implications for their overall well being, morale and productivity. 

C) Conclusion 

The support of working single mothers is a complex issue and one that involves individuai 



and contextual characteristics. The eco-systemic perspective acknowledges the role of the 

individual and the environrnent. The transactions which are necesmy in order for an individual to 

master her environment need to include structural changes. Mastering the environment, or 

achieving integration, can only occur if conditions are conducive. 

In Our discussion chapter, we have seen h o w  conditions in Canada have changed for many 

mothers while expectations for caring have remained the same. That is, there are more women 

single parenting than ever before. The continued emphasis on the private responsibility for caring 

has resulted in these women assuming an inordinate amount ofresponsibility for the economic well 

being of children. 

Interventions for addressing the needs of single parents have tended to focus on individual 

change (Le. stress management, problem solving and ski11 development). The eco-systemic 

perspective is a paradigm that accounts for the individual's ability to master the environrnent. It has 

been used in this study to also explore how environmental change can produce rnastery. The 

findings chapter attempted to te11 the story of the mothers frorn their perspective while the chapter 

on integration attempted to synthesize aspects of individual and environmental change. 

Luster and Okagaki (1993) describe the process of achieving integration in their article on 

the multiple influences on parenting behaviour. Using the ecological perspective they surmised that 

Charactenstics of the parent, of the child, and of the context in which the parent-child 
relationship is evolving contribute to differences among parents in their approaches to 
childrearing.( p227) 

Luster and Okagaki (1993) describe how contextual factors, such as the workplace, can 

influence individual psychological and econornic well being. As well, personality characteristics can 

influence social networks and marital relationships. They consider the cornbined effect of several 



factors rather than focussing on one factor in isolation. In this study, the integration chapta 

attempts to use an ecological approach when considering the contextual factors. The discussion 

chapter examines these contexts in light of the current reality of single working mothen. 

There appears to be no single benefit or work arrangement that will meet the needs of d l  

working parents. A variety of approaches are needed in the workplace are renewed efforts to 

ensure the availability of high quality child care. According to Mayfïeld (1989), an effective 

approach to the integration of work and family responsibilities would appear to encompass 

"multiple solutions to multiple problems"(p 30). 
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